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Guiden er utarbeidet primært for media med tanke på å beskrive
historie, aktiviteter, kultur, severdigheter og mangfold knyttet til de
ulike etappene og vertskapsbyene for årets historiske Tour of
Scandinavia.
Guiden foreligger både på norsk og engelsk, men bare i digital form.
Dette er jo et historisk ritt med start i Danmark, etappe i Sverige og
avslutning i Norge. Tour of Scandinavia er en videreføring av tidligere
Ladies Tour of Norway og det eneste World Tour-rittet på sykkel i Norge
og det eneste for damer i Danmark.
Premiérerittet viser noe av det beste vi kan tilby av natur, turistattraksjoner og interessante steder i de tre landene.
Danmarks-etappen går på vakre Sjælland med start i København og mål i
Helsingør, som har flott utsikt over Øresund. Et område som brukes av
massevis av syklister hver eneste dag og som har mye å tilby. Den største
attraksjonen man passerer undervis etter København er utvilsomt
Fredriksborgs Slott.
Andre tappe i Sverige følger den meget velbesøkte vestkysten med flere
av Sveriges beste turistperler. Starter på Mollösund helt ytterst på Orust
er spektakulær og selv om man også kommer inn i det indre av Bohuslän,
så er dette et kystlandskap der fiske og båter har vært hovednæringen i
generasjoner.
De norske etappene minner en hel del om fjorårets Ladies Tour of Norway.
Gamle Østfold fylke er rittet opphavsfylke, og tre av etappene går her. Målbyer er Sarpsborg, Mysen og Halden som alle er
velkjente med damerittet og som samler gode tilskuertall.
Men den mest avgjørende etappen er nok rittets eneste riktige fjelletappe: Den femte til Norefjell. Fra starten i Vikersund
via Sigdal og Krødern opp til den alpine destinasjonen for vinter-OL 1952 kommer det til å bli en kamp som antagelig avgjør hvem som blir den første vinneren av Tour of Scandinavia.
Turistguiden omfatter ikke den sportslige delen av det profesjonelle World Tour-rittet, her henviser vi til egen Teknisk
guide (road book) som er tilgjengelig i på vår hjemmeside: www.tourofscandinavia.eu.
Vi håper guiden vil være nyttig og vil bli brukt flittig som et oppslagsverk før og under rittuken.
Roy Moberg
General Manager
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Tuesday 9. August - 1. stage : Copenhagen - Helsingør
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Tuesday 9. August - 1. stage : Copenhagen - Helsingør
GENERAL INFORMATION
The historic first leg of the Tour of Scandinavia starts at Kongens Nytorv itself in the center of Copenhagen. There is total
cycling fever in Denmark after the progress in the Tour de France and then Cecilie Uttrup Ludwig’s stage victory in the
ladies’ edition of the TdF. Now Cecilie and her colleagues will start in the same city where the men started this year’s Tour
de France. The first stage takes place in beautiful surroundings in northern Sjælland with the finish in Helsingør, the town
on the Øresund where you can see across to Sweden and Helsingborg.
First the ladies come out to the well-known coast north of the capital before turning inland and crossing back and forth
past the mighty Fredensborg Castle and several natural areas with both a rich animal life and a rich fauna.
The final laps run along Sjælland’s north coast towards the finish, and here there can be crosswinds. Helsingør will therefore be the first finish city ever in the Tour of Scandinavia, and the city is well-known for the mighty Kronborg Castle that
towers over Øresund. After the stage, the very first leader’s jersey in the Tour of Scandinavia will be handed out.
Here are the places they pass on the 1st stage:

COPENHAGEN

Copenhagen is the capital of Denmark and, with 1,375,995 inhabitants in 2014, is the country’s largest urban area. This
includes all or part of 18 municipalities. The center of the city area is the municipality of Copenhagen, which with its
605,985 inhabitants (2018) is Denmark’s most populous. In the entire 3,030 km² Capital Region, which also coincides with
Copenhagen’s local traffic area, there are approx. 1.9 million people. The Danish capital is also the center of the Øresund
region, which includes Malmö. The Øresund region covers 20,649 km² of Denmark and Sweden and has 2.5 million inhabitants (2010) in Denmark and 3.7 million inhabitants (2010) when the Swedish part is also taken into account. This region is
among Europe’s leading centers for innovation, biotechnology and other skills industries.
Copenhagen is located on Sjælland’s east coast and extends over
parts of Amager in the east. A series of bridges and a tunnel
connect the districts of Sjælland and Amager. Since 2000,
Copenhagen and Malmö have been connected via the Øresund link.
Copenhagen is home to Denmark’s central institutions such as the
Parliament, the Royal House, the Supreme Court and the central
state administration. The city is the nation’s cultural and economic
center and an important traffic hub with Denmark’s largest airport
and railway station, as well as one of the largest ports in the
Nordic region.
Copenhagen’s history can be traced back to around the year 800 when there was a small fishing village where the city
center is now. From the 14th century, the city became Denmark’s richest and most important – a status it has maintained
ever since. Today, approx. 24% of Denmark’s population lives in the Copenhagen metropolitan area. After an economic
downturn at the end of the 20th century, the city has experienced great economic and cultural progress in the 2000s.
Copenhagen is home to a number of large businesses and cultural institutions such as A.P. Møller-Mærsk, Carlsberg, the
Park, the National Museum and the Opera.
Etymology
In the Middle Ages, the town was called Køpmannæhafn in Old Danish; a name meaning the merchants’ harbor. Copenhagen’s strategic location in the Øresund was of great importance for trade in the area, as Northern Europe’s probably most
important shipping route passed through the Øresund. The name can be seen as an expression of the meaning attached
to it. In the past, the name of the town was probably Havn.
A number of other names built over the original Danish name for the city are used in different languages. Examples
include German and Dutch Copenhagen, English Copenhagen, French, Portuguese and Spanish Copenhagen, Latin Hafnia,
Czech Kodaň and Icelandic Kaupmannahöfn. In 1923, the Latin version of the name became the basis for the naming of the
recently discovered element hafnium, as the discovery took place at the Niels Bohr Institute.
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In everyday speech, the name Copenhagen is used both for the municipality of Copenhagen and for the city area as a
whole - which also includes all or parts of 17 other municipalities.
The overall urban area is defined by the Kort & Matrikelstyrelsen and Statistics Denmark on the basis of UN guidelines
where a uniform urban area (in a Norwegian settlement) must not have more than 200 meters between the buildings,
parks and the like not included. Many residents of Copenhagen nevertheless identify with the municipality they live in.
In practice, Copenhagen is so densely built-up that in many places it is difficult to notice where the boundaries between
the individual municipalities actually go. Outsiders will still typically consider the city as a whole. Therefore, Copenhagen’s
population is given in some places as approx. 0.65 million (the municipality) or approx. 1.9 million (the region), where the
correct population according to international definitions is approx. 1.4 million (per 1.1.2011).
Although the urban area is clearly demarcated by the authorities, they use different designations for it. Kort & Matrikelstyrelsen uses Copenhagen, while Statistics Denmark uses the capital area, and on the road signs along the access roads,
the Road Directorate has chosen Greater Copenhagen. However, Copenhagen is the only one of the three designations
authorized by the Place Names Committee. It is in all cases the same area that is meant.
In addition, a number of administrative divisions have used Copenhagen or Hovedstaden in their name. For example, the
Capital Region also includes Bornholm, although this island is approx. 130 km away, and the former Copenhagen county,
despite its name, did not include Copenhagen municipality, even though the county’s headquarters were located there for
a number of years.
History
Prehistory up to the 12th century
							
							
							
							
							
							

Absalon’s Castle was founded in 1166 or 1167, where later 		
Copenhagen Castle and Christiansborg came to be located. The
castle was conquered in 1369 and demolished by the Lybeks,
but later rebuilt in brick. The castle was important for the development of the city of Copenhagen. Remains of Absalon’s
castle still lie below Christiansborg.

							
							
							
							
							
							
							

There are a number of finds from prehistoric times in the Copen
hagen area. In connection with the construction of Amager
Strandpark by Øresund, for example, remains of a coastal settlement from the Neolithic Age were found. Burial mounds in
the suburbs remind us of human activity in prehistoric times,
and many of the town names near Copenhagen testify to settlements in the Greater Copenhagen area in the Viking Age.

In all probability, people have lived in the area of Gammeltorv for a longer time before the birth of Christ than after. The
hunters of the Pea Bull culture made their flint weapons here 4–5 thousand years BC.
The city’s first church was built of wood in the 12th century, it was 13 meters long and stood in the middle of what is now
Frederiksberggade, in front of No. 25. It was named after Saint Clemens. On top of the pillars after this first Clemens church is the foundation for the next Clemens church, which was 25 meters long and built of stone. It reached below where
Frederiksberggade no. 36 is located today.
For a long time it was assumed that around the year 1000 there was nothing more than a small fishing village where
Copenhagen is today. The fishing village was located immediately north of where Copenhagen City Hall is located, at
Mikkel Bryggers Gade, which at the time faced the sea. But in connection with the excavation of the metro, traces of a
floating bridge have been found.
The first time Copenhagen is mentioned in written sources is in connection with a naval battle between Svein Estridsson
and the Norwegian king Magnus den Gode in 1043, and then under the name Havn. Thereafter, there is silence about the
city’s fate for the next 120 years, which may be a sign that the city has been of secondary importance compared to other
Danish cities at this time.
The founding of the city
It is likely that the central location between the large cathedral cities of Lund and Roskilde has contributed to the rise of
Copenhagen as a city. The natural harbor and the small island of Slotsholmen, which was easy to defend, must also have
been important factors.
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In Saxo Grammaticus’ work Gesta Danorum, it is said that the small town of Portus Mercatorum (”Merchant harbour”)
was handed over to Bishop Absalon around 1160. The exact year is not known as Absalon’s deed of gift has been lost. At
the National Archives, however, there is a document issued just over 30 years later, on 21 October 1186. This document is
a letter of confirmation from Pope Urban III, a parchment with the papal seal hanging at the end of the letter.
From around 1167–1171, Absalon built a castle and a city wall on the site. The castle was probably located on Slotsholmen,
where Christiansborg is today. It was probably also Absalon who built the city’s first known church, Sct. Clemens.
Copenhagen in the Middle Ages
Under Absalon’s leadership, the city began to grow, and especially in the 13th century, the city expanded so that it eventually came to cover a larger part of the area between Kongens Nytorv and Rådhuspladsen. Church of Our Lady, Gråbrøderkloster, Skt. Peder and St. Nikolai were all built in the first half of the 13th century. This century was a turbulent time
in Danish history, which was expressed through the intense struggle of changing bishops and Danish kings for the right
to the city and its estate. However, in 1251, Bishop Jakob Erlandsen was able to force the pressured King Abel to surrender
the city to him, and in 1254 this bishop gave the city its first city rights. But just five years later, in 1259, the city was attacked and captured by the Rygian prince Jaromar.
Eventually the city began to grow into the kingdom’s largest and most important, although it had not yet become the
capital. The location in the middle of the kingdom – Scania was then Danish – was ideal. The advancing Hansa, who were
at war with the Danish king Valdemar Atterdag, captured the city and destroyed Absalonborgen in 1368, which testifies
to the city’s importance for trade and warfare at this time. In 1419, a Danish king, Erik of Pommmern, finally succeeded in
taking power over the city from the church. From now on, the Danish kings regarded the city as their most important city,
and in 1443 Christopher of Bavaria made the city a royal residence. In 1479 the university was founded.
During the Reformation and Count Feud, the city’s citizens sided with the losing Christian II, but were nevertheless spared
major reprisals as the new king, Christian III, wanted to stay inside with the citizens.
The Renaissance, the monarchy and the Enlightenment
New stalls today. The initiative for the construction of Nyboder was taken
by Christian IV and the responsibility for the construction was entrusted to
his most trusted architects and builders, Hans van Steenwinckel the younger
and Leonhard Blasius. The new district north of the city center was to provide
ordinary sailors and their families with good housing.
The first 20 houses were completed in 1631 on a plot of land that the king had
bought north of the city. At Christian IV’s death in 1648, Nyboder included
approx. 600 homes. Each home was approximately 40 m², consisted of a
19 m² living room, bedroom, entrance hall and kitchen shared with the neighboring apartment. These oldest, single-storey
rows of houses are today preserved in Skt. Pauls Gade 20, where Nyboder’s Memorial Center is also located. The two-storey house type that dominates the area dates back to an extension in 1758, designed by the fleet’s architect Philip de
Lange.
Christian IV was of great importance to Copenhagen. Under him, the city’s old walls along Gothersgade were taken down
and extended, so they ran along the current railway line between Nørreport and Østerport, apart from his newly built
Nyboder. The existing ramparts around the medieval town were modernized. Copenhagen’s ramparts were also extended
with defense facilities in the newly built area of Christianshavn. Dirt and filth characterized Christian IV’s city and the king
wanted to put an end to this. In the streets, the pigs ran loose and spread dung. There was a ban on keeping pigs within
the ramparts, but the citizens did not care. The king had big visions for Copenhagen and got a number of measures in
place to turn the city into a beautiful Renaissance city.
From 1658–1660, during the First Karl Gustav War, Copenhagen was the last area in the kingdom under Danish control,
but under siege by the Swedish troops led by Karl X Gustav. In February 1659, the Swedes attempted to take the city by
storm, but a joint effort by soldiers and the city’s citizens held them back. After the failed attack, the Swedes kept the city
besieged until 27 May 1660.
In connection with the introduction of the monarchy in 1660 under Frederik III, Copenhagen became an even more important city in Denmark, because it was from here that the increasingly centralist Danish state was governed. However, the
city was bilingual. Between a third and a quarter of the population spoke German, whether they had immigrated from the
king’s German provinces or from other areas of Germany. Until 1772, the army’s official language was also German.
In 1664, the city’s fortifications were completed with the construction of the Kastellet at Østerport. In 1711–1712, one of the
worst plague epidemics in Copenhagen’s history ravaged. The plague claimed approximately 22,000 of the city’s approximately 60,000 inhabitants. A few years later, the city was hit by yet another disaster, when over a quarter of the city
went up in smoke during a city fire in 1728.
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Inspired by ideas from countries in southern Europe, Frederiksstaden north of Kongens Nytorv was founded in 1748. It
became an elegant and well-planned new quarter with Amalienborg as its center. During the Revolutionary Wars in the
latter half of the 18th century, Copenhagen experienced a period of strong growth as a result of the profitable trade between the warring powers, England and France.
However, the boom period ended for a period when Christiansborg first burned in 1794 and a fire ravaged the inner city
the following year. In 1801, the British fleet, led by Lord Nelson, came to claim Denmark’s fleet, which also damaged parts
of the city. The damage was still far from the extent that the landed British army did during the English bombardment of
the city in 1807, 90 percent of the city’s thatched houses burned down when the British troops used the new weapon gunpowder-powered rockets, so-called Congreve rockets, which were loaded with phosphorus. Here also the church of
Our Lady from the Middle Ages was completely destroyed by English incendiary bombs and went up in flames. Most of
Copenhagen’s inner city image is characterized by the reconstruction after this bombardment and the preceding city fires.
From 1807 to the First World War
The rebuilding of private homes after the bombardment in 1807 went faster than the rebuilding of the quarter with Vor
Frue church. The country went bankrupt in 1813, and they could not afford to rebuild the University, the Metropolitan
School or Our Lady’s Church until well into the 19th century. Vor Frue church became a pure classicist building, designed
by architect C.F. Hansen, and his style came to characterize the city.
During the 1820s, the economy finally gained momentum. Culturally, Copenhagen came to form the framework for one
of Danish history’s most rewarding cultural periods, the Golden Age, which, in addition to C.F. Hansen was influenced by,
among others, Bertel Thorvaldsen and Søren Kierkegaard.
Industrialization followed later in the second half of the century. After the cholera epidemic in 1853, it was finally decided
to close down the old ramparts with gates that were locked every night. Already in 1852, the military had moved the
demarcation line to the north, out on the other side of the Søerne in recognition that the ramparts could not defend the
city. In 1856, after the epidemic that cost up to 4,800 lives, Copenhagen ceased to be a fortress city and Nørreport, like
the first city gate, was demolished the same year, and the others the following year.
Permanent new buildings with foundation walls outside the ramparts were now permitted. This release in combination
with very liberal building legislation led to a building boom in the bridge districts, Nørrebro (from the 1850s), Vesterbro
(from the same period), Østerbro (from the 1880s), Amagerbro (from the 1890s) and Islands Brygge (established 1905),
and a significant increase in the population. Around 1800, approximately 100,000 people lived in the capital and at the
beginning of the 20th century, approximately 400,000 lived in the city.
The new districts became very different. Frederiksberg became an independent parish municipality in 1857, and in the
same year the residential quarter Rosenvænget on Østerbro was founded. These two enclaves became the quarters of
the bourgeoisie and the well-to-do; here there was nature, light and air and, in Frederiksberg’s case, also entertainment,
theater and the country’s first zoo. Frederiksberg has retained its autonomous status and its sparsely built-up character
right up to the present day. Nørrebro and Vesterbro, on the other hand, were densely built up and quickly became workers’ districts.
					
					
					
					
					
					
					
					

The ramparts themselves were only turned into parks late in the century, first
Ørstedsparken and Botanisk Have, later Østre Anlæg and the now-disappear
red Aborreparken. The area to the west near Tivoli became an amusement
district in the 1880s. Tivoli was built as early as 1843, outside the ramparts. A
number of new public institutions were built along the former ramparts – the
Polytechnic Institute, Copenhagen University Observatory, the Technical Institute and not least many new museums, including the Statens Museum for Art. At
the same time, new churches were built in the bridge quarters.

					
As a replacement for the old fortress, the Estrup government adopted from 1886
the construction of the great Copenhagen Fortification, including Vestvolden, which was Denmark’s largest workplace
and was later surpassed only by the Great Belt link. The construction of the fortress on land stopped in 1894, but up
until the First World War the sea fortification was expanded. The Amager side never received a land fortification, which
explains why Christianshavn’s rampart was preserved.
The construction of large projects such as the Frihavnen (1894), which was a counterpart to Hamburg’s free harbour, the
Town Hall (1905) and the Central Station (1911) also left their mark. Copenhagen had become an industrial metropolis,
home to businesses on an international scale such as Burmeister & Wain, Det Østasiatiske Kompagni and Det Store Nordiske Telegrafselskab.
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After the First World War
After the First World War, there was a shortage of most things, and high unemployment was a contributing cause of
some unrest, which particularly sprung from the city’s working-class quarters. As time went on, a large part of the urban
development was added to the new suburbs, and there the first residential areas appeared. This development was also
helped by the development and expansion of the public transport network, including the opening of the S-tog lines from
1934.
During the Second World War, Copenhagen, just like the rest of Denmark, was occupied by the German troops until the
war ended on 5 May 1945. During the occupation, several buildings were destroyed either by sabotage or by attacks from
the Allied forces. Among other things, the Gestapo’s headquarters in Shellhuset were bombed by British planes on 21 March 1945. During this attack, the French School in Frederiksberg was also hit and many children were killed. Many industrial
buildings in Copenhagen were also blown up by the Danish resistance movement. After the war, the increasing number of
motorists became increasingly important for the city’s development, and this caused the master plan’s ideas of a Copenhagen built around the collective S-trains traffic to become somewhat diluted. Some of the suburbs grew up away from
the S-train network. In the 1960s, development in Copenhagen’s municipality seemed to have stalled, while the suburban
municipalities grew. In particular, Gladsaxe municipality under Erhard Jakobsen became an example of this development in
Copenhagen’s surrounding municipalities.
After a long series of years of decline from the 1960s, Copenhagen began to reverse the negative development around
1990. Especially with the urban renewal plans from 1991, many run-down neighborhoods slowly but surely became
sought-after districts. The most significant in this context is the development at Vesterbro. All mergers of smaller apartments into larger units have created a number of very attractive apartments.
Today, Copenhagen is a developing metropolis, with, among other things, the metro, the modern sports and cultural arena
Parken and completely new districts (Ørestad, Islands Brygge and Teglholmen) right next to the city center. With the
construction of the Øresund Bridge in 2000, Copenhagen became the center of the Øresund region, a region that increasingly links North-East Zealand and western Scania together. The housing market in the city experienced a housing bubble
in 2002-2007, which was partly due to easy access to loans and low interest rates. As in the rest of Denmark, the rise in
prices stopped in 2007, and Copenhagen soon experienced falling prices in a market where it is no longer easy to get a
loan. At the start of the period, it was also possible to assess cooperative housing according to market price. This opened
up the otherwise closed co-operative housing market and co-operative housing is now most often traded in free trade
instead of through closed lists and sometimes money under the table. During the bubble period it was popular to settle in
Malmö in Sweden and work in Copenhagen.
While the Youth Center on Jagtvej existed, the Nørrebro area in particular was regularly characterized by violent demonstrations that originated here. This culminated in the demolition of the house in March 2007, but when a new house was
built for the youth in the North West, the large demonstrations, based on the movement around the Youth House, ceased. In later years, it is instead the gang conflict between young immigrants and rockers that preoccupies Copenhageners.
Geography
Copenhagen is located in north-eastern Sjælland, with part of the city on the Øresund island of Amager. Western Copenhagen stretches relatively flat further into Sjælland, while to the north and south you encounter more hilly terrain. In
north-west Copenhagen, a larger chain of hills with heights of up to 50 meters above sea level rises around Søborg and
Høje Gladsaxe. These hilly landscapes in northern Copenhagen are intersected by a number of lakes and Mølleåen. Rude
Skov is the highest point in the greater Copenhagen area, 91 meters above sea level. Due to the height in the Gladsaxe
area, the Gladsaxe transmitter and Copenhagen’s water supply have been placed here.
In the south-western part of Copenhagen, a limestone formation rises at the Carlsberg fault. The more central parts of
Copenhagen mostly consist of flatter landscapes, in Valby and Brønshøj with less domed slopes. Two valley systems follow these small hill ranges from northeast to southwest. In one valley you will find the lakes (Sortedamssøen, Peblingesøen and Skt. Jørgens sø), in the other is Damhussøen. These smaller valleys are cut through by the rivers Harrestrup Å and
Ladegårdsåen, the last of which runs under Åboulevard and is completely enclosed in pipes. Amager and most of the old
inner city is flat coastal land. Part of the inner city, including Christianshavn and Islands Brygge, is today located on areas
that 500 years ago were the seabed.
Geologically speaking, Copenhagen, just like most of Denmark, rests on an Ice Age bedrock moraine landscape which in
turn rests on a harder substratum of limestone. In certain places in the area, it is only ten meters down to the limestone
layer, which caused significant problems during the construction of the metro.
Central Copenhagen
Central Copenhagen is the part of the city that is characterized by dense housing with 3-6 storey buildings. From the
north, this area is roughly bounded by the S-train tracks from Svanemøllen station to Nørrebro station and from here by
Ndr.- and Sdr. Fasanvej to Valby station, from here by the S -train tracks to Dybbølsbro station.
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On the Amager side, central Copenhagen is roughly delimited from
the rest of Amager by a line from Hans Tausen’s church to Amager
Hospital and from here up to Kofoed’s school.
In the middle of central Copenhagen lies the Medieval City, which is
the very oldest part of Copenhagen from before the expansion of the
city under Christian IV. The area is bounded by Vester Voldgade, Nørre
Voldgade, Gothersgade and the harbour. This area constituted the city
of Copenhagen until the expansion with Christianshavn in the 1620s
and Nyboder in the 1640s. This demarcation is, among other things,
been used in connection with Car Free Days in 2003 and 2004. In the
area are Strøget, the University of Copenhagen, Our Lady’s Church
and Round Tower.
The Inner City lies within the former ramparts and the area is bounded by Vester Voldgade, Nørre Voldgade, Kastellet and
Stadsgraven and thus includes Christianshavn. This area constituted the city of Copenhagen from the 1640s until the fall
of the ramparts in the 1850s. This part of the city is characterized by the fact that it contains most of the capital’s functions as well as most of Copenhagen’s main attractions.
The rest of central Copenhagen consists of the areas that were built up immediately after the ramparts were put down in
1857, where the bridge quarters Østerbro, Nørrebro, Vesterbro and after 1905 also Amagerbro and Islands Brygge were
formed. The inner part of Frederiksberg is also considered central Copenhagen.
Climate
Copenhagen is located in a climate zone characterized by the warm Gulf Stream. This means that Copenhagen is approx.
5 degrees warmer than the city’s latitude would otherwise indicate. At the same time, the city is also located in an area
where Atlantic low pressure passes. This means that the weather in all four seasons is relatively unstable with changing
rain and sun.
Precipitation is moderate all year round with a small peak from June to August. Snow falls primarily from Christmas to
early March, but it rarely stays for long. Rain in January and February is as common as snow and the average temperature
for these two winter months is close to freezing.
Spring can be compared to continental Europe, but is delayed by about a week due to the cold sea water around the city.
In the same way, the water insulates in autumn so that the climate in Copenhagen is milder for a little longer than in other
similar places. From mid-October to February, one or two storms or hurricanes may occur. Storms in summer are unusual.
Summer, like the other seasons, is often a mixture of south-westerly mild, windy and rain-bringing low pressure systems
and periods of stable high pressure that bring sunny and relatively warm weather with them. The occurrence of strong
low pressures such as can cause storms occur relatively rarely. More unusual are hurricanes, but they also occur. In the
period around July, on average, the most precipitation falls, up to 57 mm.
Environment and pollution
							
Copenhagen is known as one of the most environmentally
							
friendly cities in the world. The position has been built through
							
both municipal and national policy. In 1971, Denmark established
							
an environment ministry and was the first country in the world
							
to implement an environmental law in 1973. In 2001, a large
							
wind farm was built on Middelgrunden in the sea just outside
							
Copenhagen. It produces around 4% of the city’s electricity.
							
There are proposals to place more windmills at Nordhavnen and
							Lynetten, among others.
							
In 2006, the municipality of Copenhagen received the European
							
Environmental Management Award. The award was given
							
for a long-term effort within comprehensive environmental
							
planning. In 2009, the municipality of Copenhagen adopted a
climate plan with the aim of reducing the municipality’s CO2 emissions by 20% by the end of 2015. In the same year, the
city was named Europe’s greenest city in The Economist.
After a major effort to improve the water quality in the harbor with, among other things, the establishment of purification
plants and overflow basins, people have been able to swim in the harbor since 2002, and since 2006 a swimming competition has been organized in Frederiksholm’s Canal every year.
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Likewise, several harbor baths have been established in the inner harbour. In addition to improving the water quality in
the harbour, work has also been done to improve the water quality in the city’s lakes. Lake Gentofte Sø is one of the cleanest lakes in the region and rare orchids can be found there, among other things, in the wet area.
Like other big cities, Copenhagen experiences problems with air pollution and traffic noise. In 2007, a survey showed that
the fifth of Copenhagen’s residents who lived closest to the busiest streets had twice the risk of dying earlier. From 2010,
however, an environmental zone has been established where all trucks must have particle filters.
Culture and experiences
The oldest and most famous theater in the capital is Det Kongelige
Teater, which was founded in 1748 and is located at the end of
Kongens Nytorv. Since its establishment, the theater has been the
national stage for theatre, plays, opera and ballet. It is unusual for
this type of building that it is still possible to hear all four art forms in
the same building. The theater has a large stage called Old Stage,
which can take approx. 1,600 spectators.
Around the year 2000, opera and plays got independent buildings.
The opera was built in 2005 on Holmen opposite Amalienborg and
can accommodate up to 1,703 spectators. The play house came into
being in 2008 at the Kvæsthusbroen by Nyhavn. The Royal Danish
Ballet can still be found on the Royal Danish Theatre’s old stage.
Founded in 1748, it is one of the oldest ballet companies in Europe.
It is home to the Bournonville ballet style.
In addition to the more traditional offerings such as theatre, opera and ballet that Det Kongelige Teater can offer, there
are a wealth of other theaters that offer reinterpretations of classic plays as well as completely new plays and genres,
such as Folketeatret and Nørrebros Teater.
Copenhagen has had a large jazz scene for many years. Jazz came to Copenhagen in the 1960s when American jazz musicians such as Ben Webster, Thad Jones and Dexter Gordon moved to the city. Musically, they gathered at Jazzhus Montmartre, which in the 1960s was the European center for modern jazz. The jazz club closed in 1995. Every year in July, the
Copenhagen Jazz Festival is celebrated, which fills venues and squares with jazz concerts.
The most important venue for rhythmic music in Copenhagen is Vega on Vesterbro, which has been chosen as the ”best
concert venue in Europe” by the international music magazine Live. Pumpehuset and Den Grå Hal are also popular indoor
concert venues. The largest indoor concerts are held in the Park, where there is room for up to 55,000 spectators.
The biggest outdoor concerts are often held in Valbyparken. For free entertainment, you can take a walk up Strøget, especially between Nytorv and Højbro Plads, which in the late afternoon and evening transforms into an improvised circus
with musicians, magicians, jugglers and other street performances.
Museums
								
As Denmark’s capital, Copenhagen has some of the
								most important collections of Danish history and cultu								
re, but some museums also have collections of high
								
international quality. The National Museum was foun								
ded in 1807 and is the most important museum in
								Denmark for cultural and historical monuments. In ad								
dition to a large number of ancient finds with priceless
								
objects such as The Solvognen museum also contains a
								
large coin collection. There are also a number of objects
								
from the rest of the world, including antique collections
								from the Mediterranean area.
								
New Carlsberg Glyptotek, founded by brewer Carl Jacobsen in 1882, also displays a wide collection of objects from prehistoric times to the present day. Jacobsen was also the sponsor of a large part of the city’s many cult puras. Among other
things, the museum has a large collection of mummies, a collection of sculptures from antiquity and a piece from the Parthenon frieze that is of international quality. The Statens Museum for Art is the country’s largest art museum with large
collections and often exhibitions of recent art.
Thorvaldsen’s Museum from 1848 with Bertel Thorvaldsen’s many works was the city’s first proper art museum. The
Hirschsprung Collection mainly contains paintings from the Golden Age and by the Skagen painters.
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Modern art is presented primarily in Arken in Ishøj and the Louisiana Art Museum in Humlebæk north of Copenhagen.
In addition to Danish art and handicrafts, David’s Collection contains one of the ten most important collections of Islamic
art in the Western world. The Tøjhusmuseet from 1838 is housed in the old equipment halls for the fleet from the time of
Christian IV and contains a large collection of war material from the Middle Ages until recent times.
The natural history museums are represented by the Botanical Gardens, the Geological Museum and the Zoological Museum, which showcase natural history.
Of the museums showing recent Danish history, the Arbejdermuseet can be mentioned, which tries to show the daily life
of the workers in Copenhagen from the 1850s onwards. The Freedom Museum tells about the occupation and the resistance in Denmark in the years 1940–1945.
Copenhagen also has more specialized museums such as Copenhagen Museum, the Police Museum and the Storm P.
Museum.
Green areas
Copenhagen has a number of parks, of which the two largest are Valbyparken and Fælledparken of 64 and 58 hectares
respectively. Fælledparken on Østerbro is among the most visited attractions in Denmark with 11 million visitors a year.
[60] The third largest park in Copenhagen is Frederiksberg Have (32 hectares) in the western part of the city. Here you
have, among other things, a view of Norman Foster’s elephant house in Copenhagen Zoo, which is located in the western
part of the garden.
Another park is Kongens Have in central Copenhagen with Rosenborg Castle. The park has been open to the public since
the early 18th century.
In the center of the city along the former ramparts there are a number of parks, of which Tivoli is the most famous. Ørstedsparken opened to the public on 27 October 1879 with a small lake and several sculptures in the park area. The Botanical Gardens and Østre Anlæg are also built on part of Copenhagen’s old ramparts. Just west of the ring of parks from the
old ramparts are Copenhagen’s Indre Søer. Other notable lakes include Damhussøen in the western part of the city and,
among other things, Utterslev Mose and Bagsværd Sø in the northern part.
Especially for Copenhagen, several cemeteries have a dual function as parks. Assistens Kirkegård where, among others,
H.C. Andersen lies buried, is an important green area for Indre Nørrebro. It is official policy in Copenhagen that in 2015 all
residents should be able to reach a park or beach on foot in less than 15 minutes. In addition to parks, Copenhagen also
has a number of forests, including Vestskoven of 15 km² in the western part and Hareskoven of 9 km² in the north-western part. The 11 km² animal park is located in the northern part and contains both forest, plain and a golf course.
Copenhagen has a number of sandy beaches. The largest is
Amager Strandpark which was reopened in 2005 after renovation
and which includes a 2 km long artificial island and a total of 4.6
km of sandy beach. Amager Strandpark was originally laid out in
1934. In addition, there are e.g. beaches at Bellevue and Charlottenlund along the north coast and Brøndby along the south coast.
The beaches are complemented by several harbor baths along the
harbor front. The first and most popular of these is located at
Islands Brygge.
Restaurants and cafes
The largest concentration of cafes is in Indre By, Østerbro and Vesterbro. The first café in Copenhagen opened in 1831 at
the Hotel d’Angleterre, but it was only with the opening of Café Sommersko in 1976 that the café culture really came to
Copenhagen and there are now over 300 cafés spread across the city.
Nightlife is centered around Indre by, Nørrebro and Vesterbro, i.a. Laurits Betjent, Nasa, K3 (formerly Pan), Rust and Vega.
Within the last decade, Copenhagen has really distinguished itself with restaurants that can compete with the best. Most
prominent is Noma with 2 stars in the Michelin guide 2007–2010. The restaurant has also been named the world’s best
restaurant. In addition to Noma, Copenhagen has 11 restaurants that have been awarded one star in the Michelin Guide
2010. With 13 stars, Copenhagen is the city in the Nordic region with the most stars, which has been the case for a number of years.
The sausage cart has traditionally been the preferred eating place to satisfy the need for fast food outside, but is now
being challenged by burger bars, pizzerias, kebab and sushi bars and the like. Sandwich restaurants are another type of
breakfast catering that is characteristic of Copenhagen.
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Copenhagen is the capital in the world where organic food has the largest market share - one in ten purchases is organic
in Copenhagen. Copenhagen Municipality purchases organic food at 45%, but the aim is for organic food to be served in
90% of the municipality’s care homes and institutions in 2015.
Sport
						
						
						
						
						
						
						

Copenhagen represents a wide range of sports and is often a leader
in the field in Denmark. The largest Danish stadium, Parken on Østerbro, is both the home ground for Denmark’s men’s national football
team and the football club FC Copenhagen. FC Copenhagen has for a
number of years been very dominant in the Danish Superliga with 7
championships since 2000. In addition, Copenhagen is home to the football clubs Brøndby IF AB, B.93, Frem and Fremad Amager.

						
Within handball, AG Håndbold was the biggest Copenhagen team, they
						
have merged with FCK Håndbold to form AG København. They have a
						
men’s team associated with the handball league. Within athletics, it is
the club Sparta in particular that has made a name for itself. The Copenhagen Athletics Games took place in the period
2005–2007 and before that the Copenhagen Games were held.
Copenhagen has a long tradition in rowing and has supplied several rowers to the national team. DSR, which is Denmark’s
largest rowing club, and Kvik, which are both located in Swan Mill Bay, have rowed the traditional Swan Mill Match every
year since 1895. In addition, there are several other clubs, e.g. Copenhagen Roklub and Bagsværd Roklub.
Copenhagen has several golf courses, including København Golf Club at Eremitagen and Royal Golf Center at Ørestad. The
Royal Golf Center was built with a view to being able to hold PGA tournaments. In the municipality of Copenhagen, plans
have been made to make Copenhagen the host of future international sports events. They are also considering applying
for the 2024 Summer Olympics to be held in the city. In 2009, Copenhagen hosted the 2009 World Outgames, an international sporting event for homosexuals.
Although Copenhagen has a reputation as a low city, there are a number of very tall buildings in Copenhagen. With the
exception of Aarhus Cathedral’s tower at 93 m, the ten tallest buildings in Copenhagen are also the ten tallest buildings in
Denmark. However, the tallest building in Copenhagen is the Gladsaxesenderen at 220 metres.
Infrastructure and transport
The development of the Finger Plan was of great importance to Copenhagen, even though it has never been officially
adopted. Rail traffic from the center therefore takes place today out of the five fingers as well as in a newer finger over
Amager and Øresund to Sweden. This finger also creates a connection to Copenhagen Airport. Several of the major access
roads also follow the fingers. In contrast to the rail traffic, there are several ring roads that connect the outer areas of the
city. Blue. Høje-Taastrup municipality, together with the other municipalities in the Vestegnssamarbejdet, has planned
traffic, housing and green areas in accordance with the Finger Plan’s visions. In the center of Copenhagen, a lot of transport takes place on foot and up to 80% of all traffic in the city center takes place on foot. The vast majority of streets in
Copenhagen have sidewalks. Broadly speaking, only the motorways do not have pavements. This makes it possible to
move relatively safely on foot. Many pedestrian crossings have also been installed.
Copenhagen has a number of pedestrian streets where driving is not permitted. Pedestrian streets are only found in inner
Copenhagen and the most famous is Strøget. In addition, there are a number of streets around Strøget that also have
pedestrian street status.
A characteristic of Copenhagen is the many cycle paths which often
make the bicycle an appropriate means of transport, and means that
bicycle use is at the top among cities in the Western world, only
Amsterdam is ahead. Of all those going to work or education in the
city, including those who commute, 36% cycle every day (average for
the years 2008-2010). Of those who live in Copenhagen municipality,
85% have a bicycle at their disposal, and 50% cycle to work or
education. The municipality has 350 kilometers of cycle paths, 23 kilometers of cycle paths and more than 40 kilometers of green cycle
paths. The average speed when cycling is 16 km per hour and there
are 48,000 bicycle parking spaces (2010). In the same year, approx. 4.4 million km between each accident with serious
personal injury. The distance cycled increased by 50% from 1990 to 2009 (car traffic increased in the same period by
20%).
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The municipality of Copenhagen has a strategy to make Copenhagen the world’s best cycling city. One of the goals is
for 50% of Copenhageners to use bicycles for work or education in 2015. In 2008, Copenhagen was voted the most
bicycle-friendly city by the American website Treehugger.com.
Famous people from Copenhagen
• Herman Bang, journalist and author
• Niels Bohr, physicist and Nobel Prize winner
• Aage Bohr, physicist and Nobel laureate (Niels Bohr’s son)
• Victor Borge, entertainer
• August Bournonville, ballet choreographer
• Georg Brandes, cultural and literary critic
• Helena Christensen, supermodel
• Tove Ditlevsen, author
• Carl Th. Dreyer, film director
• Iben Hjejle, actor
• Peter Høeg, author
• Arne Jacobsen, architect and designer
• J. C. Jacobsen, patron and founder of the Carlsberg brewery
• Robert Jacobsen artist
• Søren Kierkegaard, philosopher
• Kim Larsen, singer, guitarist and songwriter
• Michael Laudrup, former soccer player and coach
• Bjørn Lomborg, political scientist and author
• Mads Mikkelsen, actor
• Dirch Passer, comedian and actor
• Peter Schmeichel, TV host, former soccer player
• Julius Thomsen, chemist
• Lars von Trier, film director
• Dan Turèll, author
• Lars Ulrich, drummer and songwriter for the heavy metal band Metallica
• Jørn Utzon, architect and the man behind i.a. Sydney Opera House

KONGENS NYTORV (start of Tour of Scandinavia)
Kongens Nytorv is a square in Copenhagen. It was founded
in 1670 by Christian , who had inherited the throne the same
year. The square was modeled after Place Vendôme in Paris.
This is how he got Copenhagen’s center moved from Gammeltorv, which was an old muddy medieval square, to the new
square, paved and with gardens. Kongens Nytorv was placed
where Østerport had stood until 1647. After the city gate and
the ramparts had been moved, the square lay there, undeveloped with half-demolished ramparts, huge mounds of earth
and mud, used as a dumping ground and harbor for boats
from Halland, which docked in the small cove Krabbeløkke by
the current Nyhavn. The old ramparts, moats and rubbish
heaps had left the place as a hilly terrain, so that it was
jokingly called Hallandsåsen after the Swedish landscape of
the same name.
The king decided that the landowners could build on the square, but only with noble houses. In the following years, a
number of mansions sprang up around the square. The first was Gyldenløve’s palace (the current Charlottenborg), built
in the years 1672-83 by Ulrik Fredrik Gyldenløve. Then followed Thott’s mansion from 1683, built by Niels Juel. Today it
houses the French embassy.
In the 17th century, the military carried out its punishments on Kongens Nytorv. Three gallows were set up in the square,
as well as other instruments of torture. On Kongens Nytorv, you could see deserters sentenced to death playing dice
on the drum about who should be hanged, while the others escaped. Later, the military moved the punishments out to
Kastellet.
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The wreath and the equestrian statue
In 1688, a baroque-style garden was inaugurated in the middle of the square, surrounded by a double row of trees,
which was nicknamed Krinsen (= the circle). In the middle, Christian V had a gilded equestrian statue of himself erected.
It should have been cast in bronze, but then war broke out against Sweden again, and the bronze had to be used for
cannons instead. The majesty and his horse were cast in lead and then gilded, but lead is soft, so the horse had to be
supported by a recumbent male figure representing Envy, which the horse then tramples in the dust. Nevertheless, the
horse gradually sank to its knees, and after the Second World War there was no other way out than to take the statue
down and cast it again - finally in bronze. The old lead statue is now kept in a corner of the Kongens Bryghus, which
serves as a warehouse for Tøjhuset.
In 1749, the square was converted into an exercise ground by Frederik V. The garden was closed down and the trees
felled, and only the equestrian statue remained. In 1908 the garden was restored and the double row of trees replanted.

THE LITTLE MERMAID

						
						
						
						
						
		
						
						
						
						
						

”The Little Mermaid” is a world-famous bronze sculpture in Copenhagen Harbor
in Copenhagen, Denmark. The sculpture is based on the mermaid from H.C. Andersen’s fairy tale of the same name from 1837. Contrary to what is usually as
sociated with mermaids, the statue is not a woman with a human torso and fish
tail. She has a body with legs, but with fins on her legs.
The sculpture was given as a gift to Copenhagen by brewer Carl Jacobsen and
made by sculptor Edvard Eriksen (1876–1959). Eriksen used his wife Eline Erik
sen as a model for the sculpture. The sculpture is 125 cm high and weighs 175
kg, and it was set up on a granite rock at Langelinie on 23 August 1913. The statue is one of Denmark’s biggest tourist attractions.

						Vandalism
						
The statue has been vandalized several times. On April 24 1964, the mermaid lost
her head, and neither the head nor the perpetrators were ever found. On July 22, 1984, an arm was sawed off. That time,
however, the perpetrators came forward quickly, and the statue got its arm back.
In August 1990, another attempt was made to saw the head off the statue. The experiment ended with an 18 cm long
incision in the neck. On January 6, 1998, the statue lost its head for the second time. A freelance photographer and two
others were then arrested and charged with vandalism, but they were later released and the charges dropped. However,
the head was found.
On 11 September 2003, unknown perpetrators knocked the statue down from the stone it was sitting on. The statue has
also been dipped in paint and, among other things, had her bra and trousers painted on. There are two plaster copies of
the statue, which have been of great help when the statue has been repaired.
In March 2010, Copenhagen said a temporary goodbye to The Little Mermaid when she set off on a journey to China.
Between 1 May and 31 October 2010, she was exhibited in the Danish pavilion at the World EXPO in China.

CHARLOTTENLUND BEACH PARK

Charlottenlund Strandpark is located around Charlottenlund Fort. The fort was built as part of Copenhagen’s Sea Fortifications. The fort was closed down in 1932. Then Gentofte municipality took over the administration of the entire beach
park area. In 1950, the municipality established a campsite in the fort’s ”green garden”. Today, a restaurant is run on the
embankment facing Øresund.
Strandparken has been a public park since 1932. It is widely used for sunbathing and staying in the summer. There are
public toilets and a kiosk. Wheelchairs have access to the water from the jetty. At the lifeguard tower, it is possible to
borrow a wheelchair for the disabled.
There is a kiosk, playground, toilets nearby and a sandy beach.
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KLAMPENBORG

Klampenborg is a suburb of Copenhagen located on the Øresund between Taarbæk and Skovshoved and up towards
Dyrehavsbakken. Klampenborg belongs to Gentofte municipality.
In the city there are, among other things, Bellevue beach, Bellevue Theatre, Klampenborg Gallopbane and the Bellavista
development designed by Arne Jacobsen.
Klampenborg has its own station on the Kystbanen, with a connection to the S-banen. The station opened in 1864.

JÄGERSBORG ZOO

Dyrehaven, (zoo), officially Jægersborg Dyrehave, is a forest area of 1,100
ha north of Copenhagen in Lyngby-Taarbæk municipality. Dyrehaven was
built from the latter part of the 17th century. In the north it borders
Jægersborg Hegn, which was part of Dyrehaven until 1832.
In Dyrehaven there is a deer population of approx. 2,000, divided into 300
deer, 1,600 fallow deer and 100 sika deer. Dyrehaven is part of the pair
hunting landscape in North Sjælland, which is listed on the UNESCO World
Heritage List.
At all entrances to the area there are the characteristic red gates; a muchused entrance, Klampenborg gate, is located close to Klampenborg Station. All gate entrances have a so-called gatehouse attached to them, built over the same template, where the forest ranger lived/lives.
Dyrehaven is designated as a natural forest, which means that protecting nature takes precedence when it comes to
growing trees. Old trees are only felled if they are a danger to the public. Dyrehaven is also the setting for, among other
things, The Hermitage race and the annual Hubertus hunt, the latter of which is held on the first Sunday in November.
Previously there was also the Fortunløbet, which later changed its name to the Ermelundsløbet, but this ended around
1960.
In 1669, King Frederik III decided that an area of ”Boveskov” (Beech forest) should be fenced off and that deer game
from far and near should be driven into the area. Boveskov was already mentioned as King Valdemar’s property in King
Valdemar’s land register from 1231. The forest was located in the eastern and southern part of the current Dyrehave and
was used by the farmers from the village of Stokkerup, which lay directly to the north.
The enclosure consisted of digging a ditch and the soil from this work was placed in an embankment on the side of the
ditch that faced away from Dyrehaven’s centre. A fence of rice was erected on the earthen embankment, which was
woven between posts buried in the ground. In this way it became difficult for the deer to jump over the enclosure as the
difference in height between the ditch and the embankment increased the effective height of the fence. You can still see
ditches and earthworks on a long stretch through Dyrehaven, in the south-eastern part. The exact plan for the rest of
this work is known, which was never completed, but the area was supposed to be approx. 300 hectares.
However, Frederik III died in 1670, and when his son, Christian V, took over power, he made new and much bigger plans
for Dyrehaven. As part of his preparations to become king, Christian V had been at the French court with the Sun King in
France. Here he had seen a new form of hunting, pair hunting, which he became very interested in. This form of hunting required large areas to practise. So Christian V expanded his father’s zoo to also include the fields of the village of
Stokkerup, which is today the Eremitagesletten, as well as what is today Jægersborg Hegn. The fenced area thus came
to 1,600 hectares. The farmers in Stokkerup were ordered to demolish their houses and use the materials to rebuild the
farms in the area that had been left empty after the Swedish wars a few years before. As compensation, they received a
3-year tax exemption. Incidentally, the water points that the farmers used all year are still located on the Eremitagesletten.

SKODSBORG

Skodsborg is a small coastal settlement with 1,253 inhabitants (2020), located on Sjælland out to Øresund, approx. 20
kilometers north of the center of Copenhagen. It is located in Rudersdal municipality and belongs to the Capital Region.
The name Skodsborg is mentioned in the 17th century, and comes from the male name Skot. Skodsborg was formerly
known for its sanatorium, Skodsborg Sanatorium.
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HOLTE/SØLLERØD

Holte is the northernmost of Copenhagen’s suburbs and is located in Rudersdal municipality in Sjælland. The suburb was
formerly the administrative center of Søllerød municipality in Denmark. It has its own port (Holte Havn) and is located
along Kongevejen which leads from Kgs. Lyngby to Hillerød. Holte is well situated on the east bank of Furesø, the largest
of the lakes north of Copenhagen. In addition, Holte also houses the town hall (designed by Arne Jacobsen in 1942), Holte
Station, a shopping center and the municipality’s main library. At the top of the hill at Rudersdal lies Holte Kirke, which
was inaugurated in 1945.
Holte mainly consists of residential areas and is located approx. 17 km north of central Copenhagen.
In connection with the World Cycling Championships in September 2011, Holte was the track and finish area for the
event.
Søllerød is a suburb of Copenhagen in Denmark, approx. 20 kilometers north of the city center and belongs to Rudersdal
municipality in the Capital Region. Søllerød has 19,878 inhabitants in 2017.
The area is characterized by residential developments and is one of the country’s most prosperous. Søllerød inn from
1677 has for many decades been considered one of Denmark’s best places to eat. At Mothsgården, today part of Rudersdal museums, Edvard Grieg composed the piano concerto Opus 16 in 1868. A commemorative plaque in sandstone was
erected in 1968 with the text: ”Here in Mothsgaarden, in the summer of 1868, Edvard Grieg composed the concerto for
piano and orchestra.”

VEDBÆK HARBOR (havn)

On Sjælland’s east coast - midway between Copenhagen and Helsingør - Vedbæk Harbor is located like a pearl in green
surroundings and with Blue Flag sandy beaches on both sides of the harbour. Here, the atmosphere is welcoming and
friendly in a nice and well-maintained marina. The harbor is not just a destination for sailors – many locals enjoy the
maritime surroundings and especially the beaches with barbecue areas close by.
At the southern bathing beach, the large terrace is the perfect place for a barbecue. North of the harbour, adjacent to the
beach, there is a very good and modern gymnasium. The fishermen land fresh fish every day, caught in the Øresund bring the carrier bag and buy the fish directly from the cutter.
The ’Provisionen’ at the marina is open from March to October. If the selection is not enough, the grocery store Irma is a
few steps from the harbour. Otherwise, Vedbæk town has many shopping opportunities. Within walking distance, trains
and buses run from the station in the city south to Copenhagen and north to Helsingør. In less than half an hour, you are
close to the many cultural experiences that the cities have to offer. For example Tivoli, Louisiana, Kronborg and much
more.

BIRKERØD

Birkerød is a town in North Sjælland with 20,539 inhabitants (2018). The city is the largest urban settlement in Rudersdal
municipality, Capital Region, and was the administrative center of Birkerød municipality before the Municipal Reform in
2007.
Birkerød is known for Birkerød church from the second half of the 12th century.
The place has a railway.
The Kuwaiti oil company Q8 has its Danish headquarters in Birkerød
In the center of Birkerød you will find Birkerød Church, which dates from the 12th century, surrounded by old village
houses and a large rectory, the pedestrian street Hovedgaden and the town hall. Here is also Mantziusgaarden, an art
center known for having the country’s best and most elegant acoustic auditoriums, ideal for theater performances and
concerts.
Birkerød got its own railway station in 1864 on the line between Copenhagen and Hillerød, which was converted to an
S-train line in 1968. The town has grown from being a village to a suburb, but it has kept the town center with shops
and businesses, the main branch of the Rudersdal libraries , cinema and many good places to eat. Active people can use
the facilities at Birkerød tennis club and Furesø golf club.
On a holiday in Birkerød, you get to experience a charming small town that has a lot to offer. Along the pedestrian street
Hovedgaden you will find a number of shops, cafes and restaurants. A short walk from here is Birkerød Sø, where you
can walk around the shore of the lake or go fishing.
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If you are interested in nature, you should not miss the bird reserve in Vaserne, which covers more than 86 hectares of
marsh and meadow area. Here you can follow a great trail system to experience the fascinating landscape, the vibrant
birdlife and the flora. If you haven’t had enough fresh air, the surrounding area has much more to offer. You can, for
example, go out on a mountain bike in Rude Skov or walk in the beautiful landscape of Søllerød Nature Park.
It is easy to get to and from Birkerød. The station is centrally located in the city, and from here there is a direct connection to the center of Copenhagen, where you can continue to the airport.

FREDRIKSBORG CASTLE

									
									
									
									
									
									
									

Frederiksborg Castle is a castle located in Hillerød in
Denmark. The first part of the castle was built in
1560 by King Frederik II, who had taken over the Hillerødsholm manor from Herluf Trolle through a change of
spouse. However, his son Christian IV demolished most
of his father’s castle and built a new castle in the period
1600–1620. It is listed in the Dutch Renaissance.

									
									
									
									
									
ter monastery, which they renamed Herlufsholm.

The oldest sources of Hillerødsholm’s existence are
dated to 1275. In the 16th century it belonged to the
Gøye family. Birgitte Gøye and Herluf Trolle were the
owners of the farm and during the change of spouses
with King Frederik II they instead received the Skovklos-

Frederik II had several smaller gazebos built in the area around the castle. In 1580–1581, the Sauna was built. It is still
located in the natural area around the castle and is still used by the court.
On 17 December 1859, the castle was ravaged by a devastating fire. The castle was rebuilt by architect Ferdinand Meldahl
in the years 1860–84 with financial support from brewer J.C. Jacobsen and later the Carlsberg Foundation. The interior of
the castle church was only slightly affected and therefore stands in its original design.
In 1996, the large park behind the castle was reopened after an extensive renovation. The park is built up symmetrically
around a longitudinal axis which is traversed by a series of cascades. The facility is 100 m wide and 400 m long, laid out
in terraces. The garden consists of a baroque garden and a romantic landscape garden. The baroque garden was laid out
by J.C. Warrior in 1725.
Use
In the years between 1671 and 1840, Danish kings were crowned in Frederiksborg Castle Church. The castle church is also
the order chapel for the Danish knightly orders: the Order of the Elephant and the Order of the Dannebrog.
One of the castle church’s three organs, the so-called Compenius organ, is a unique and world-renowned Renaissance
organ, built by the organ builder and organist Esaias Compenius in the years 1605–1610. The contemporary composer
Michael Praetorius, who knew Compenius well, has described the organ in his treatise on instrument history: Syntagma
musicum II: De organographia, Wolfenbüttel 1618, 2nd edition 1619.
Since 1878, the Frederiksborg Museum has been housed in the castle. The museum was founded by brewer J.C. Jacobsen.
History
Frederik II took over Hillerødsholm in 1560 and built the first part of Frederiksborg Castle. Frederik II often stayed at
Frederiksborg and here he and Queen Sophie’s eldest son Christian IV were born on 12 April 1577. Their daughter Hedevig
was also born here a few years later; 5 August 1581.
Already in the first years of his reign, Christian IV held court at Frederiksborg and on 15 August 1599 his and Anna Kathrine’s first child, the son Frederik, was born at the castle. However, the child died already after 4 weeks.
At the end of the century, Christian IV had a gazebo called Sparepenge and some stables built by the hunting farm at
Frederiksborg, and it seems that only in 1601 did he decide to demolish his father’s hunting castle and build himself a
contemporary royal residence. In 1602, he entered into a contract with builder Jørgen Friborg in Slangerup for the demolition of the old main building, and later that year the builder undertook to ”rebuild and complete from the ground up the
Houses and Buildings we would have built and erected there at our Castle Frederiksborg, since that Skabelon exhibits,
we have kindly given him the upper hand.” The following year the foundation was laid and in 1606–08 the three wings
were under roof.
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Architecture – Christian IV’s castle
The castle was built in the Dutch Renaissance and partly according to the king’s design; he participated with zeal in the
design of the plans and constantly supervised the work. It is obvious that Hans van Steenwinckel the younger has been
instrumental already at this stage of the project.
In 1621, Christian IV’s Frederiksborg castle was completed. The main building consisted of three large four-storey tall
houses built together: the king’s wing in the middle was 100 cubits long and from that the church wing to the left and
the princess wing to the right; each of them 85 cubits long. These two wings were connected by a low terrace or gallery,
which was built in 1609 and altered in 1619–22 by Hans van Steenwinckel the Younger.
An exquisite knight’s hall belonged to the church wing in the west side wing. The church wing had been completed in
1606, the royal wing already in 1604 and from this time the royal family lived on the first floor of the wing.
The terrace wing faced the moat and was decorated with mythological sandstone figures. At a somewhat later time, the
wing was rebuilt and it had open arcades towards the yard. In front of the bridge over the moat, two sculptures made of
marble were set up; one represented Alexander the Great, the other Caesar.
Interior
The interior of the castle was completely finished in the years 1623–25. A double row of arches on each side divided the
church into a nave and two aisles. From the tall pointed windows, the light fell through the arches of the upper arcade
into the church, illuminating the vaults and the alternating single and double polished columns which supported the
gilded vault ribs.
The room below lay in dim half-light; but the silver figures, reliefs and ornaments on the black ebony pulpit and on the
altar stood out all the more strongly. From the dull black stones in the balustrade above the lower arches, biblical quotations shone in golden script and from above the northern end gable shone the shiny pipes and rich colors of the great
organ. This Maas-Lorentz organ was from 1617, built by Nicolaus Maas and after his death completed by Johan Lorentz.
In addition, there were two movable organs, one of which was created by Esaias Compenius in Braunschweig. The church pews had marquetry done by Hans Barchmann in 1611–16.
Inside behind the organ with a view out into the church was a small room, Christian IV’s prayer chamber. The room was
dark paneled and covered from floor to ceiling with a multitude of biblical paintings by Dutch masters. In the middle of
the floor in front of a silver altar stood a white marble table and the dark ceiling was decorated with inlaid silver ornaments.
The room above the church, Riddersalen, was richly decorated by painters and sculptors. The ceiling was covered with
representations of various crafts, such as mill building, book printing, watchmaking, etc., surrounded by allegories of
God’s attributes and of various virtues and between them wound floral ornaments mixed with masks or with human or
animal figures, all in woodcarving work in strong relief and decorated in rich colors.
Golden leather tapestries adorned the wall from the foot panel to the ceiling frieze, where the animals of the earth and
the birds of the sky were depicted. During major celebrations, the large woven tapestries where Karel van Mander had
depicted Christian IV’s coronation and the victories in the Kalmar War were hung outside the others. In front of the end
walls stood fireplaces of black marble with driven silver figures and on the marble floor on either side of the entrance
door from the church tower stood the trumpeter’s chairs and sideboards of polished pear wood with silver ornaments
and their contents of silver jugs, goblets and mugs.
In the king’s wing, on the first floor there was an antechamber, apothecary, a silver chamber and a drawing room, and
from this one entered the knight’s room or Rosen. Here, five polished black marble columns supported the low vaults
of the attic, which were decorated with stucco work. The walls were adorned with black golden leather from Córdoba;
in the middle in front of each vault was a brass lamp and above the dark panel was a multitude of stucco deer with real
deer antlers. Sideboards stood along the walls and at one end of the hall the ebony and silver musician’s chair. Upstairs
above Rosen were the king’s rooms with an exit through the ”king’s round part” and the corridor to the Audience House;
on the second floor was the audience hall; on the first floor on either side of the coin gate were the turning chamber and
the coin.
Through a funnel-shaped opening in the floor of the round part, Christian IV could put old or newly minted coins into a
funnel and from there it slid down into the fixed treasure chambers in the basement. In the opposite part of the building
were the queen’s rooms with the queen’s staircase and the queen’s or hunter’s hill tower. On the floor above the king’s
rooms was the summer hall with a silver fountain, above the queen’s winter hall. In the princess wing there were children’s rooms and guest rooms, a kitchen, storerooms and a wine cellar.
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Gardens and gazebos
In front of the main wing was a small garden called Dronningeøen surrounded by water and in front of this again, also
in the sea, a fountain depicting a swimming deer pursued by dogs. This was removed in the middle of the 18th century.
On the other side of the lake, the castle garden was laid out in French Baroque in the period 1720–25 by J.C. Krieger, with
terraces, pools and canals. Right next to it was also the Sparepenge gazebo, which contained expensive weapons and
riding gear. Sparepenge was demolished in 1719 by Frederik IV, who expanded the castle garden significantly.
A little further to the west was the Sauna which was built by Frederik II. The building had an octagonal tower with a spire and on the opposite side three projecting outbuildings with stair gables. The building was later restored under Christian VIII and Frederik VII. Even a little further to the north-west in the Lille Dyrehave was another gazebo from Frederik
II’s time, Frydensborg, which was, however, destroyed as early as 1667.
The Swedish Wars
However, Frederiksborg was not to be left alone for long. Already during the Hannibal feud with Sweden in 1643–45,
Christian IV had to mint some of the precious metal that had been used to decorate the castle, and during the war with
Karl X Gustav of Sweden, things went badly beyond Frederiksborg. Then the message that the Swedish king 5.–6.
February 1658 had crossed the ice and reached Copenhagen, there was a rush to move the valuables from here into the
capital and after the Peace of Roskilde in 1658, Frederik III had the bitter honor of maintaining his opposition.
The fire in the auditorium
On 9 December 1665, a fire broke out in the Auditorium and the pay hall, which had just been restored after the war
with Sweden. Both buildings were destroyed; but the rest of the main building was spared. Only under Christian V was
the damage repaired. This king equipped the conseilsal, as the audience hall was called, as a memorial to the victories in
the Skåne war. The hall was decorated in Dutch Baroque according to plans by master builder and court painter Lambert
van Haven. The king was also allowed to make a number of changes to the interior of the castle, especially with regard
to the decoration of the rooms. He also had a new Neptune well set up. This too was adorned with figures, including a
Venus and a Neptune.
The castle in the 18th century
Frederik IV also made changes to the castle and furnished, among other things, a mirror gallery. In 1716, Frederiksborg
was visited by Peter the Great, who amused himself by drilling holes in a mosaic table in the prayer chair with his sword.
But even more radical action was taken in the time of Christian VI.
The castle’s exterior underwent extensive restoration and the interior was also subject to changes. The ring riding gate
was rebuilt in 1736 by court sculptor Didrick Gercken, who also created a completely new entrance portal to the castle.
On the highest terrace in the castle garden, Christian VI had the Chinese house built in 1745. The house later served his
consort Sophie Magdalene as a widow’s seat in the summer, but was demolished in 1769. The house was designed by
Nicolai Eigtved in Rococo and is – like the rest of the castle – reproduced in Laurids de Thurah’s Den Danske Vitruvius.
However, Fredensborg Castle and Hirschholm Castle brought Frederiksborg out of fashion. After Frederik IV’s time, it
was used as a coronation palace and all the hereditary monarchs have been crowned at Frederiksborg, with the exception of Christian VII. Frederik V was married to his second queen, Juliane Marie, here on 8 July 1752.
Only insignificant changes and repairs were made in the next century; the castle was rarely inhabited by the kings, only
during the hunting season could there be life in the castle; in particular it was Christian VII, who both as prince and king
gathered cheerful hunting parties at Frederiksborg. In 1778–83, the castle was extensively repaired by court builder C.F.
Harsdorff.
During Frederik VI’s time, rooms were furnished for a large collection of historical paintings, especially portraits. Count
and diplomat Marcus Gerhard Rosencrone’s widow Agnete Marie Hielmstierne donated the large Rosencrone collection
of 159 Danish portraits of famous Danish people to Frederik VI in 1811 and the collection came to Frederiksborg Castle,
where a large part of the royal family’s portraits had already been collected. The gathering was open to the public.
Influenced by the national government in 1848 and the following years, Frederik VII chose the castle as his residence,
especially in winter and spring. He also married Countess Danner in the castle church on 7 August 1850.
The castle fire
During the king’s and countess’s stay at the castle in the winter of 1859, a fierce fire broke out on 17 December at 3½ in
the morning and within a few hours the main building of the old castle was reduced to ashes. The fire started in a room
that was being remodeled for use by the king’s collection of antiquities.
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The audience house and the passageway, the bridge and the terrace were undamaged and all the outer and tower walls
remained; of the marble gallery along the king’s wing, the end parts and the lower part were more or less preserved and
of the church wing, the lower floor, the low church with the old inlaid chairwork, the silver-adorned altar and pulpit as
well as the church door were preserved. On the other hand, the organ and Christian IV’s prayer chamber had been burnt
down and the attic in the church was partially destroyed.
Of the destroyed inventory, mention can be made of Karel van Mander’s wallpaper as well as a number of paintings
from the historical portrait collection.
Three craftsmen died during the fire when a vault in the castle church collapsed on top of them and crushed the organ. A
plaque commemorating them was erected in the church.
The Restoration
It turned out that the old walls could still be used and some of the valuable objects had been saved. There was therefore
soon talk of rebuilding the castle. A fundraising campaign was organized in addition to grants from the royal house and
grants from the Riksdag which made it possible to start the work. The commission was given to architect Ferdinand
Meldahl.
First, the church was rebuilt and its consecration took place on 28 August 1864. Then the three wings of the castle were
covered and already on the king’s 53rd birthday on 6 October 1861, wreath laying could be held. In 1875, Frederiksborg’s
exterior stood in its old form.
The master bricklayer on the task was Christian Peder Wienberg, while Johan Vilhelm Unmack was the master carpenter.
Around 150 workers were employed daily in the rebuilding of the castle. The decoration of the interior took longer, but
was made possible by the fact that many Golden Age artists in the years before the fire had done a long series of renderings of the castle’s interior. Architecture painter Heinrich Hansen’s pictures in particular proved valuable.
The castle was protected in 1918, the protection includes 12 buildings.

STORE DYREHAVE (Big Zoo)

Store Dyrehave is a forest area south of Hillerød in North Zealand. Store Dyrehave was fenced off by Christian IV in 1628
in connection with the construction of Frederiksborg Castle. The reason was that he wanted to keep the deer population
in.
In 1670–1680, Christian V laid out the characteristic star shapes for the purpose of pursuing couples.
Dyrehaven also played a role as a stud farm until 1871, and some of the horses that were moved to Frederiksborg were
the origin of the red Frederiksborg horse.
Store Dyrehave is part of the pair hunting landscape in North Zealand, which was listed on UNESCO’s list of world heritage sites in 2015.

ESRUM SØ (Lake Esrum)

Lake Esrum is Denmark’s second largest lake and the one with the most water. Here you can swim, walk, watch birds,
fish and sail in a kayak, canoe, SUP and boat, and if you get hungry, there is both an ice house and a lovely restaurant
with the most beautiful view.
Esrum Sø lies with Fredensborg town and Fredensborg castle on one side and with Gribskov on the other. Esrum monastery is in the north and Nødebo in the south.
Fishing on Esrum Sø is permitted. But be aware that a fishing license is required before you stand with the fishing rod
and cast out the line. You can catch a wide range of fish in the lake: lake trout, bream, pike, pollock, perch, hake, eel and
pike - if you’re lucky. In 1996, the Danish record for lake trout was broken in Esrum Sø with a fish of 8.25 kg!
There is a rich birdlife in Esrum Sø that you can observe. You can e.g. do from two birdwatching towers in the southern part of the lake. Hvinanden used to be rare, but has now almost become a landmark for Esrum Sø. You can also see
many swans on the lake. Note that parts of the lake are protected. The conservation area is marked with yellow buoys.
You can bring your own kayak, canoe, boat or SUP board out on Esrum Sø.
It is believed that it is a huge block of ice from the Ice Age that has melted and created the lake. The lake is approx. 9 km
long and has a surface area of 17.3 km². The deepest place measures 22.3 m, and the average depth is 13.5 m. This gives a
water volume of 233 million. m³ – the largest in Denmark.
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Esrum Sø is part of the national park Kongernes Nordsjælland because of the rich wildlife and varied nature.

RUDOLPH TEGNERS MUSEUM & STATUE PARK

The Rudolph Tegner Museum is located in the middle of a protected area just south of Dronningmølle on Sjælland’s
north coast, approximately 50 km north of Copenhagen. The museum is dedicated to the art of the sculptor Rudolph
Tegner (1873–1950). The museum displays around 250 of Tegner’s sculptures as well as models in plaster, clay, bronze
and marble. The surrounding terrain has 14 of his statues.
Rudolph Tegner acquired the central part of the area in 1916. He first mounted the group sculpture King Oedipus and
Antigone and later, in 1924, followed the group sculpture The Enigma of Lone and then several others. The museum building was built according to Tegner’s own design with assistance from architect Mogens Lassen (1901-1987). Construction
began in 1937 and it was inaugurated in 1938. A renovation was completed in 2003.
Architecture
The museum is built in concrete to an unusual bunker-like modernist design. The building needed large dimensions to
embrace Tegner’s works, many of which are of very large proportions. The core of the museum is a large octagonal
gallery with 11 meter high ceilings. The original intention was to build lower galleries on all sides, but for financial reasons
only two of these galleries were built, and three out of eight of the core sides were left unattached. The museum is built
without picture windows to avoid distracting visitors with views of the scenic surroundings. Apart from a small window
in the gable, all natural light comes from skylights. Concrete as a material was chosen for fire safety reasons.
The difference in scale between the entrance and the main gallery is designed to create an overwhelming experience for
those entering the museum and to reinforce its character as a treasure trove. The facade refers to ancient architecture.
Sculpture park
Rudolph Tegner’s museum and statue park is run and owned by a private grant founded by Rudolph and Elna Tegner.
The area that Tegner later ceded to the Danish state originally covered around 17 hectares of land in the core of an area
known as Rusland, the Danish name for Russia. It consists of rolling heather with scattered trees and juniper vegetation.

HORNBÆK/HORNBÆK BEACH

Hornbæk is a North Sjælland fishing town in Helsingør municipality, with 3,644 inhabitants (2021). The town is known
for its summer house areas and the large, wide sandy beach, which in summer attracts thousands of bathers.
In the center of the town’s older part, the traditional fishing village, is Hornbæk church. The town is known for the former seaside hotel Hotel Trouville, which burned down in 1966 and is now holiday apartments. There is a tourist information center at Hornbæk library. Hornbæk has a train connection to Helsingør and Gilleleje with the Helsingør-Hornbæk-Gilleleje Line.
Esrum Kloster’s Letter Book from 1497. It is referred to there as a collection of buildings subject to tax under the monastery. A larger fishery is mentioned as taxable at one barrel of fish, while the smaller fisheries must tax half a barrel of
fish. There was little agriculture in the area, but Øresund was rich in herring.
Hornbæk church was consecrated in 1737. Two earlier churches had to be abandoned due to sand drift. The church is
built between the old fishermen’s houses, in the older part of the town. It contains important sights, including a baptismal font with lion figures and four church naves from the Wars of England.
Over the last hundred years, Hornbæk has developed from a fishing town to a holiday town. The town lies in the lee
of Hornbæk plantation, a forest that is managed as a free space and park, to the east and west. The forest ranger’s
accommodation can be found at the entrance to the town opposite the cemetery.
Ceramicist and visual artist Astrid Tjalk grew up in Hornbæk, and had a workshop in the town from 1960 until she scaled
down the business in the ’80s.
Hornbæk is home to Ilse Jacobsen Hornbæk, who started selling rubber boots in the town approx. year 2000. The business today includes fashion clothing, flowers and spas.
Hornbæk beach is a large and pleasant beach which is free to enter. There are no chairs or umbrellas to rent so you must
bring your own although you can rent...
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HELSINGØR

Helsingør is the center of Helsingør municipality. The
city has 36,407 inhabitants (2014) of the municipality’s
total of 61,000. It is located on Sjælland at the narrowest
part of the Øresund. The port has a car ferry to Helsingborg in Sweden. Together with Copenhagen, Helsingør
forms the Danish part of the Øresund region. Helsingør
is Harstad’s friendly town in Norway.
In English, the city is sometimes called Elsinore, as in
Shakespeare’s play Hamlet.
Helsingør is originally located at the extreme tip of North
Sjælland, on a small strip of raised land from the last ice
age. The town is first mentioned in 1231 as a small town
near Flynderborg. In 1426, the city was granted extended
city rights by Erik of Pommmern, who at the same time
moved the settlement to the area around the Sankt Olai church. Around the same time, the Øresund customs duty was
introduced, which meant a sharp increase in trade in Helsingør. The customs went directly to the king, but when the
ships still had to dock to pay customs, they could just as well supply provisions. The Øresund Customs has had a decisive
influence on Helsingør’s history. Krogen Castle was built as a direct result of it. In the 16th century, the castle underwent
extensive reconstruction and was at the same time renamed Kronborg.
Elsinore thus became dependent on shipping for better or worse. In times of war and calamity, it could be immediately
felt in Helsingør, such as during the plague in 1710–1711, which killed 1/3 of the city’s inhabitants.
In return, the foreign ideas came quickly to Helsingør by virtue of the extensive contact with foreign traders and seafarers that the Øresund Customs provided. The influence can be seen today, among other things, on many buildings
around Helsingør.
The abolition of the Øresund Customs in 1857 put the city in a deep economic crisis, as ships no longer had to anchor
to pay customs duties. But as early as 1882, a new chapter in Helsingør’s history began, when Helsingør Shipyard and
Machine Building A/S opened. This was the starting point for industrialization in Helsingør.
In 1892, the ferry connection to Helsingborg was opened, and when the Coastal Railway opened in 1897, Helsingør became a traffic hub for the rest of Scandinavia. In the 1930s, Helsingør’s population grew considerably and the city’s area
tripled until the 1970s.
Helsingør has been spared major fires; therefore, a large part of the city center today consists of houses from the 16th19th centuries. It is especially the two large church buildings that dominate Helsingør. The city’s cathedral, Sankt Olai
Church is the city’s oldest building, the oldest parts of the church date from the 13th century, when it was the size of a
small Romanesque village church. However, the church as it stands today dates from 1559. The church is remarkable for
the many interior decorations, among which the frescoes and the pulpit should be highlighted.
Next to the cathedral is the Karmelitterklosteret, which today stands as the best-preserved monastery complex in the
whole of Scandinavia. Particularly impressive are the newly restored frescoes and the organ, which looks largely as it did
in the 1660s, when the famous organist Diderich Buxtehude played it.
Helsingør is, among other things, home to the LO school and the International College.
Helsingør Theater.
The old theater has been demolished. It was rebuilt in 1961 in Den Gamle By in Aarhus, where it is today used for cultural
events.
Kronborg Castle is located near Helsingør at the narrowest point of the Øresund. The strait is only four kilometers wide
here and it has therefore been a strategically important place to have a fort. The castle has for centuries been one of
the most important Renaissance castles in northern Europe. This meant that the castle was listed on UNESCO’s World
Heritage List on 30 November 2000.
Erik of Pommern built in the 1420s the fort Krogen near Helsingør. It was used to collect tolls from all ships that wanted
to sail to or from the Baltic Sea. The fort was large by the standards of the time, and consisted of a number of buildings
within a protective wall. Parts of this fort are visible in the current Kronborg Castle.
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Frederik II’s castle
Fredrik II had the medieval fort rebuilt into a Renaissance castle between 1574 and 1585 according to plans by the Flemish architect Hans van Paeschen. The construction could take place with the help of an elevated Øresund toll. During
various changes of marriage with the nobility, the crown estate was collected. This gave more returns and the king got a
continuous hunting ground.
The castle was partly built on the remains of the Krogen. van Paeschen fell out with the king and left the mission after a
few years. The work was entrusted to Anthonis van Obbergen, who is listed as builder in the accounts for the period 30
July 1577–1585. The castle was named Kronborg by royal decree in 1577 and also functioned as a royal residence.
									
The castle appeared in red brick with sandstone deco									
rations in gray until 1580. Then the king decided that
									
the entire castle should be clad in sandstone. There may
									
have been several reasons for that; among other things
									
the exposed location of the buildings or because he
									
wanted the castle to stand out from the nobility’s man
									ors.
									
The castle church was inaugurated at Easter 1582 and
									
in 1585 the building must be considered completed.
									
When it came to decoration, the castle had models in
									
Dutch architecture and art, but the building itself had
French influences. The facility had three abutting wings; to the north, west and south with an originally low connecting
building between the king’s wing to the north and the church wing to the south. Here there was an unobstructed view
of the strait and the coast of Skåne.
When the king built and decorated Kronborg, it was with the help of some of the best structural engineers, architects
and artists that existed in contemporary Northern Europe. Among them was the sculptor Johan Gregor van der Schardt,
who had previously been associated with the circle around Palladio. Other artists include Melchior Lorck and Hans Knieper as well as architect Hans van Steenwinckel the Elder.
In 1583, the castle courtyard was adorned with a fountain with sculptures made by Georg Labenwolf. The courtyard was
also characterized by the 62 meter high church tower. Externally, Kronborg had the Queen’s Tower in the north-east
corner; this was later used as a lighthouse. In the north-west corner was Kongens Tårn, also called Grønne Tårn or Drejertårnet, and in the south-west corner the large square tower. In the southeast corner; the bay window Kakkelborg.
Something that distinguishes Kronborg are the casemates under the ramparts and the building. Those under the two
northern bastions and the intermediate curtain are partly built on two floors and could accommodate a large crew. In the
northern wing, copper-roofed like all the others, the royal family had their rooms; the king to the west and the queen to
the east.
In the Hall of Knights, Frederik II had the Kronborg tapestries hung up; a series of tapestries of high artistic quality. They
portrayed the Danish royal line from the legendary kings to the then king, Frederik II. The series originally contained 43
tapestries that were made especially for Kronborg by Dutch weavers. Only 15 of these have been preserved; seven of
them hang in Kronborg and eight in the National Museum in Copenhagen. Frederik II’s table canopy also stood in the
Riddersalen.
Christian IV’s castle
Frederik II’s son Christian IV spent some time at the castle both as a child and after he became king. In 1590 he had a
several-month visit to the castle by Jacob of Scotland who had married Christian’s sister Anna. Some time later, he also
celebrated his older sister Elisabeth’s wedding at Kronborg.
In 1629 a fire broke out which destroyed most of the castle and its furnishings and only the castle chapel escaped. Christian IV had the castle rebuilt, modernized and decorated in the Baroque style. As early as 1637, the castle had essentially
been rebuilt under the direction of the king’s builder, Hans van Steenwinckel the Younger. Inside, the ballroom was
somewhat altered in that the height was increased by a few meters and the original ceiling was replaced by a series of
paintings by Dutch artists with Gerard van Honthorst and Salomon Koninck being the most important of them.
Kronborg was taken by Swedish troops under Carl Gustaf Wrangel’s leadership in 1658. Among the spoils of war that
the Swedes took with them was an ornamented fountain from the time of Frederik II and Frederik II’s throne sky. After
this, the defenses were strengthened and in the years 1688–1690, under the direction of the Swiss fortification architect
Domenico Pelli, an advanced defense line called the Kronværket was built.
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Later, further defensive ramparts were added so that Kronborg was considered to be the strongest fort in Europe.
Kronborg ceased to function as a royal residence at this time and from 1739 to the middle of the 19th century, Kronborg
served as a prison and barracks. Queen Caroline Mathilde was imprisoned here before she was sent to Celle.
Kronborg is known as the place William Shakespeare used in the play Hamlet.
The castle and surroundings were protected in 1918, the protection includes 12 buildings.
Danmarks Technical Museum was established in 1911 by the Craftsmen’s Association in Copenhagen and the Industrial
Association. Originally, the museum’s collections were located at the Polytechnic Institute in Copenhagen. Later, a branch
was established in Hellerup.
In 1966–1969, the museum moved to Helsingør. In 1984–1995, the museum had a branch in Aalborg. Today, the museum is located in Helsingør Værft’s former foundry. It has a collection of airplanes, vintage cars, steam engines, bicycles,
computers, telephones and much more technology on 8,000 m².
Every year the museum celebrates Father’s Day with a big machine party. During the holidays there are usually special
activities for children.
In the years after 1911, the museum took over a number of collections from the 19th century. Among other things, the
museum was allowed to take over the collection from the defunct Danish Industrial Museum. Later, Denmark’s Technical
Museum took over a number of newer collections from defunct specialist museums.
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Wednesday 10. August - 2. stage : Mollösund - Strömstad
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Wednesday 10. August - 2. stage : Mollösund - Strömstad
GENERAL INFORMATION

The second stage is this year’s Swedish feature in the Tour of Scandinavia. In beautiful Bohuslän from Mollösund at the
far end of the island of Orust, it goes north to the border town of Strömstad. You pass several of the beautiful places
along the west coast which are favorite holiday spots for both Swedes, Norwegians and other nations.
The stage does not have the biggest climbs, but it can be exposed to winds from the coast in certain places. There is a
quick finish with no laps in Strömstad, where the stage win could very well be contested. But here too there are opportunities for a break to go all the way to the finish line.
Here are the places they pass on the 2nd stage:

ORUST

							
							
							
							

In the middle of Bohuslän, between the Skåpesund and Nö
tesund bridges, lies the west coast’s largest island, Orust, which
is also a municipality. Orust and Bohuslän were part of Denmark
and Norway until the Peace of Roskilde in 1658.

							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							

In our archipelago you will find well-known places such as
Mollösund, Käringön, Gullholmen, Hermanö, Flatö and Malö.
The landscape changes from forests and agricultural villages to
fishing villages and car-free islands. Orust is historically characterized by boat building, agriculture and fishing. Today, Orust
is popular for holiday home owners and visitors. In the summer,
the population more than doubles and our west side communities are very popular vacation spots that are booming.

							
Orust has long been known for its skilled boat builders. Boat
building has been important to the island for several centuries. Orust has become somewhat of a center for this business
in Bohuslän. The oldest known information about boat building connected to Orust is from 1253 when King Håkon Håkonsson had his ship built at Rafnsholt.
In the Middle Ages, it was actually the townspeople who had the right to build boats. In the countryside, however, there
was extensive boat building. It was mainly smaller boats for own use that were built here, but there was also commissioned work. After Bohuslän became Swedish in 1658, shipbuilding at the fjords within Orust increased. One reason for that
was the many ships that were destroyed during the many wars. Here you had access to both wood and boat builders.
In Orust, boat building has often been combined with agriculture. In the areas that became known for their shipyards,
agricultural land was often limited and boat building provided an important boost to the economy. In the 16th and 17th
centuries, a number of fishing villages arose in the outer coastal belt. In addition to fishing, those who lived in these places
often used to earn by transporting goods. Schooners and boats were ordered by the boat builders at the inner fjords.

MOLLÖSUND

Mollösund is a well-known summer paradise on the southwestern tip
of Orust. It is a popular and well-visited place in the summer with a
guest harbour, swimming areas, restaurants and residences. There is
also a museum where you can see how the fishing population lived in
the past.
Mollösund is also one of the country’s oldest fishing villages, dating
back to the 16th century. Orust was then part of Denmark-Norway,
and Mollösund was a hub for the lucrative herring fishery. The herring
came in large shoals near the coast during some periods from the 16th
century to the beginning of the 20th century and created a real
economic boom for the communities. During these periods, fishermen from all over the country came here to catch and
prepare the aforementioned herring.
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A community grew up during the 16th century and a church was built. When the herring disappeared a few decades later,
poverty followed and the fishermen who remained in Mollösund were forced to subsist, among other things, by breeding
animals on the small island of Mollön.
In the 1750s, the herring returned. The population increased to 430 people. Many taverns were opened where people
spent their money. Large quantities of cod liver oil were boiled in the cod liver oil factories. Cod liver oil is an oil that is
made from herring and was previously used, among other things, for lighting. Gradually, better fishing boats were acquired for sea fishing and cod, mackerel and ling were caught. The long was salted and dried, hung on wooden posts. It then
became lutefisk on Christmas tables.
In the 18th century, the houses in Mollösund were red or unpainted and there was a sea shed for most of the houses. At
the main street down by the harbour, which was called Gatan (the street) because there is only one, you can stroll and
look at the beautiful skippers’ and fishermen’s residences from this time. At the beginning of the 20th century, Mollösund
had a maximum of 1,000 inhabitants, which made it one of Sweden’s largest fishing villages.

HÄLLEVIKSSTRAND

Hälleviksstrand is also a fishing village on the west side of Orust. What
characterizes these fishing villages is that the house gables face the sea. One
wanted a good view of the sea and sky to be able to see the changes in the
weather and wind. The reason why people chose to settle on the cliffs was that
they wanted to save the land that was available for farming. In Hällevikstrand
there is a museum for those who want to see how the people lived here in the
19th century. Here there is a beautiful chapel and Hotel Strana, which offers
accommodation, a restaurant, paddling, a guest harbour, a pizzeria and good
opportunities to relax on the beach.
Several hundred years ago, fishermen pulled up their boats and built stalls by the
beach in Lerkilen. During the herring period of the 18th century, the settlement and the herring salteries grew up. Farmers
from the hinterland of Orust came here to sell grain and drive fish. Along with fishing, they also engaged in the export of
oats as both trading and shipping activities with boats. At the end of the 19th century, the bathhouse business started,
then with thermal bathhouses, hotels and boarding houses that were built. At the beginning of the 20th century, society
flourished here. They built pompous homes with glass verandas and beautiful carpentry details.
In 1905, large parts of the community were destroyed by a large fire. The oldest house in Hälleviksstrand is a small residential building that still stands there above the shop. In the middle of the 20th century, a canning factory was built and a
quarry started. At the water’s edge are the oldest type of red and yellow sea huts with small residential houses located on
the hill above.

MÅSEKÄR, KÄRINGÖN, HERMANÖ and GULLHOLMEN
These islands line up like a string of pearls off Orust.
Foto: Anneli Fredrikson
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						

Måseskär is an island with a lighthouse six kilometers west of Orust,
immediately south-west of the inhabited Käringön. In 1829 a lighthouse
was built on the island. In 1865, the island’s first lighthouse came, a
Heidenstamfyr painted in white and red. The lighthouse became electric
in 1950 after having previously been powered by kerosene. In 1978, the
old lighthouse was extinguished and replaced by a small, white plastic
lighthouse next to it. The lighthouse is now a state building monument
and the old lighthouse is being renovated for the occasion.

						
To Käringön, which is therefore not spelled Kärringön, you travel by
						
ferry from Tuvesvik on the west side of Orust. The name comes from a
						
sea mark called Käring. 180 of the island’s 200 houses were built before
1920. Most of the houses are now holiday homes. There are no street names on Käringön. Each house instead has a number and the number used to function as an address.
Already in the 16th century, the first fishermen came to the island. During the great herring periods of the 18th and 19th
centuries, they also fished for cod and ling. All fish were salted and dried by the fishermen on the island. Life as a fisherman was very hard and the men were often gone for several weeks at a time. When the herring declined in the 19th
century, many families left the island, but from those who remained, today’s fishing population grew. And when bathers
began to come out to Käringön, a boarding house and an inn were also opened in the 19th century.
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Käringön was for a long time a so-called kronoholme, which meant that the land was owned by the state (kronan). In
2002, the municipality took over the remaining land between the houses. The houses are built very close together. A
nice walking tour is to walk from the pier up to Lotsutkiken (view point). Along the road there are small outbuildings and
gardens in the same condition as in the 19th century. A fish house has been converted into a museum. A whale’s jaw that
was brought to the island by a summer visitor stands in the harbour.
Käringön is today a very popular summer destination with several restaurants, accommodation, shopping, tennis, saunas,
mini golf and swimming areas. Karingo is the name of a high-class oyster bar where you can drink champagne, eat oysters directly from the sea and swim in the jacuzzi on the jetty. It is open all year except in July when there are no oysters..
Gullholmen er et av vestkystens eldre fiskevær. Lokalsamfunnet Gullholmen er ikke bare øya med samme navn men strekker seg inn på Härmanö. Härmanö bestod egentlig av to øyer, Stora og Lilla Härmanö som nå henger sammen. Under de
store sildeperiodene på 1700- og 1800-tallet vokste samfunnet og hermetikkfabrikken, salteri og seilmaker kom også til.
Gullholmen is one of the west coast’s older fishing villages. The local community of Gullholmen is not only the island of
the same name but extends into Härmanö. Härmanö actually consisted of two islands, Stora and Lilla Härmanö, which are
now connected. During the great herring periods of the 18th and 19th centuries, the community grew and the cannery,
saltery and sailmaker were also established. Cutters began to be used for fishing and shipping, which created both jobs
and turned Gullholmen into a skipper and fishing community. After
the First World War, fishing declined due to lower profitability. The people sought their way away from the islands. Many
houses were sold to summer guests. Both the school and the cannery were closed down. Many of the older houses were
preserved and you can easily see the difference between the small, simple fishing huts and the large, pompous sea captain’s houses that are decorated with wooden carvings.
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On the island of Gullholmen, the houses are close together, which is due to the
fact that Gullholmen was a so-called chrono island until 1999. This meant that
the land was owned by the crown (the state) and was free to build on. You
could find space anywhere you wanted to build, and if no one had objected within a few weeks, it was just a matter of getting started. Gullholmen is today
considered Sweden’s most densely populated island. In the northern part of the
island, the houses are built almost in the water. Here is Stenstugan, which is
one of the oldest houses on the island. Today it is a museum. The skipper’s hou
se from the 19th century is worth a visit. The rooms and furnishings are still in
the same condition as they were then, and the house with associated sea sheds
has become a maritime and fishing museum.

On Härmanö, which sits together with Gullholmen via a bridge, only the eastern side is built on. The rest of the island is
one of Bohulän’s largest nature reserves, but a lush day and barren west side. In the north lies Ulkhåleberget. The mountain is divided into gorges and is filled with passages and caves. Here you have a beautiful view to the south towards
Käringön. To the east you see Ellös and the ferry terminal at Tuvesvik. If you continue even further south, the road turns
into a path that leads down to Skållehus. There are settlement ruins from the 16th century. Further on, the path leads to
”Härmanö huvud” with a bathing area and viewing area. Along the way you will find Grindebacken strandcafé, a newly
opened place that also offers jeans, decor and tattoos!

ELLÖS

Ellös is a community with industrial traditions such as boat
building and fish processing and has around 1,800 inhabitants.
Ellös is the largest industrial site in Orust. Hallberg-Rassys
Boatyard, which is one of the municipality’s largest companies,
is located here. At the end of August each year, Scandinavia’s
largest boat fair for sailboats is organized here - the Orust
Sailboat Show with Öppet Varv (open shipyard) at Hallberg
Rassys Boatyard.
Boat lovers from all over the world are lured to Orust and the
floating boat fair, which is one of the largest events in the region
with around 20,000 visitors. The Orust Sailboat Show with
Öppet Varv is the only fair in the world where you can also see
boats in ongoing production.

Foto: Videomakers
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During the herring periods, two salteries and a distillery were built, and Ellö’s community began to grow. Many of the old
houses can still be found out on the headland and by the harbour. When the herring disappeared from the west coast,
people made a living from agriculture, other fishing and the wood and canning industry. In the 20th century, Ellös got a
bathing hotel and also got bus and steamboat connections.

MALÖ and FLATÖ

Via road 160, which loops past Ellös and Morlanda, the road ends at Malö strömmar. Here is the ferry traffic that leads
on to Malö, a small island of 122 hectares. An island that is green and lush, also nationally known thanks to Evert Taube’s
song Maj on Malö. Evert Taube lived here for several periods and wrote several of his famous plays.
Evert Taube has a place in Orust’s history. This is noted in many ways. Among other things, since 2011 Orusts Sparbank
and Orust municipality have each year awarded Orusts Stora Evert Taubepris to a poet who writes in the spirit of Evert
Taube.
There have been farmers and fishermen here since the 18th century and several houses from this time have been preserved and in the 19th century the island had a lively shipping business. Since 1957, Malö has been linked with the larger
neighboring island of Flatön via a bridge. Flatön, on the other hand, is bound together with Dragsmark in the north.

Foto: Videomakers
MORLANDA

							
							
							
							
							
							
							

Orust Golf Club at Morlanda säteri always tends to end up high
when choosing beautifully situated golf cour ses. Morlanda
church with its oldest parts from the 15th century. The church
was not demolished when Church Sweden underwent a wave
of modernization.
There is also a unique church organ here, which was renovated
a few years ago by the world’s best experts in the field.

							
Morlanda säteri is Bohuslän’s oldest and best-preserved manor
							
building from the 17th century. The main building was built in
							
1675 during the time of Knut Bildt. The building style is modern,
							
so-called classic Carolinian with a high hipped roof. The house
							
has been restored several times and modernized during the
							
20th century, but the original appearance is very well preserved.
Foto: Videomakers
							
The roof tiles are Dutch glazed and largely still in their original form from the 17th century. The nobleman Knut Bildt at
Morlanda säteri and his parish priest Lars Dahl had openly defected to the Norwegians during the Gyldenlöwe dispute.
They escaped to Norway in 1679. In the peace treaty with Denmark, the estate was returned to the Bildt family. Knut
Bildt’s son Daniel was the one who took over the manor. The priest did not return, he became a priest in Fredrikstad (Norway).
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KUNGSVIKEN

					
Kungsviken is located in northwestern Orust, in the middle of an old cultural
					
area. Kungsviken has a very old boat building tradition. According to history,
					
Olav Trygvasson’s Viking ship Ormen Lange is supposed to have been built here
					
in the 9th century, but today researchers believe that it is just a made-up story.
					
Around Kungsviken there are remains from the Stone Age, which indicates sett					
lement already very early. There has always been a lot of oak and pine here,
					
which was a prerequisite for boat building. In the 19th century, people moved
					
more and more from agriculture to building boats. The number of fishing boats
					
built doubled during this time period. In the 1890s, steamboats and English cut
					
ters became more common and thus the construction of large vessels largely
					
ceased. Instead, leisure boats were built and the vice-poet Evert Taube was here
Foto: Videomakers
					repairing his cruiser Monsunen.

HENÅN

In the northern part of Orust is Henån, which is the municipal
center with a market square, cultural centre, medical centre, liquor
store, hotel and youth hostel. When national highway 160 was laid
through Henån in the early 1960s, the site’s development opportunities greatly increased. At the same time, the merger of the
smaller municipalities took place and Henån won the tug-of-war
over where the municipal administration should be located when
Orust became a municipality.
The village of Henån began to grow in 1850. Then the businessman
Johan Fredrik Andersson started a shop and later also a bath, shop,
guest house and post office. The old farm Henån was located on
the top of the hill, close to the school. It had origins from the Middle Ages and belonged to Morlanda säteri (manor) at
least from 1519. At the turn of 1823, the site was divided, and it was
Foto: Videomakers
then that construction began on the open field by the river.
Henån was the first bathing place on Orust. The bathers stayed at the homes of local people. After a while, hotels, boarding houses and inns were built. The steamboat connection made it easier for people to get to other places and thus the
leisure trips also started. Henån’s history shows that there were many trade stalls and, together with the bather business,
this increased turnover and the place grew. The first industry, a stone mill, came into place in 1926, followed by sawmills
and several small boat industries.

SLUSSEN

Her finnes Slussens Pensionat som er et velkjent musikkhotell som gjestes av mange store artister. Slussens Pensionat
har sine røtter tilbake til en sildehermetikkfabrikk som i 1926 ble bygget ved stranden. Firmaet gikk i konkurs på begyn
nelsen av 1930-tallet. Alfrida Berg kjøpte huset i 1938 og omvandlet det til et badepensjonat som hun drev til 1965.

BRIDGE AT VINDÖN

Vindön is a peninsula on the northernmost part of
Orust. Vindön also has a long and active boat
building tradition. Many well-known leisure boats
have been built here. Nötesunds Varv (yard) built
Vindö sailing boats as early as 1928 and managed to
deliver close to 3,000 boats for the closed. When
things were going well for the shipyard, they built
around 250 Vindö boats a year.
The area of Vindön was actually an island, but it has
for a long time now been landlocked with Orust via
a narrow promontory in the south. In the north, it is
separated from the mainland by Nötesund. There
used to be a ferry connection between Vindön and
Sundsandvik on the mainland, but it was replaced in Foto: Videomakers
1966 by the Notesund Bridge and Orust also got a mainland connection to the north.
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MUNKEDAL

Munkedal is a town in Västra Götaland County. It is Munkedal municipality’s administration centre. In 2010, the settlement
had 3,718 inhabitants. Munkedal is located by Örekilsälven near the outlet in the innermost fjord Gullmarn, which is Sweden’s longest fjord.
Munkedal is a station location and has a paper factory (Arctic Paper) as well as merchandise and Systembolag. The settlement otherwise has quite a commute to Uddevalla, which is two miles further south. Munkedal has two churches, the
main church Foss church and the less central Håby church, the former is a medieval church with a presumed Norwegian
royal tomb (King Øystein). To the east towards the fjord is the nice castle Torreby, built in 1881, with a golf course and
cottage areas. South of this we find Gårdvik with Munkedals Hamn (harbour) and agricultural areas west of the E6.

BOHUSLÄN

Bohuslän is Sweden’s westernmost region, located on the Skagerrak, with Uddevalla as the largest town.
Bohuslän borders Dalsland and Västergötland in the east, Västergötland in the south, Skagerrak in the west and Viken
county in Norway in the north. It is known for its fishing, salty baths and rocky cliffs. Bohuslän has 20,000 registered
ancient monuments. Bohuslän is named after the Norwegian medieval castle Båhus Fortress, which got its name from the
islet on which it was built, Bàgaholmr (now Fästningsholmen).
From around 1050 to 1658, Båhuslen belonged to Norway, where it was a castle and part of the Oslo diocese. Båhuslen
was ceded to Sweden after the Peace of Roskilde in 1658 and, despite several attempts, was never later recaptured.
The name Baahus and Baahuslen (Baahuus Lehn) began to be used from the 15th century for the southern part of the
Elvesyssel landscape, but over time it also included the northern part (Viken). From the 15th century, the fief was named
after Båhus fortress, a castle built as a border fortress against Sweden in the Göta älv, begun under Håkon V Magnusson
in 1308. Originally, the Norse name Bágahús was after the Bágaholmen (now Festningsholmen) on which it is located.
The name of the fief and the fortress has been written in many ways throughout history, including Baahu(u)s and Baahus
Lehn.
Båhuslen is indirectly referred to as a Danish landscape when Ottar from Hålogaland sailed from Skiringssal in Vestfold to
Hedeby in the 880s. For three days, Ottar and his men had Denmark on their left, which may indicate that large parts of
Østfold and Båhuslen were considered subject to the Danish king at the time. According to Snorre, this landscape went by
the name of Alvheim. Under later kings such as Magnus the Good and Harald Hardråde, in the 11th century Norway was
on the offensive against the neighboring kingdoms and Norwegian national territory was extended southwards through
Båhuslen all the way to Göta älv. Thus, the Norwegian and Danish kingdoms had a common land border between Båhuslen in Norway and Halland in Denmark until the middle of the 13th century. Between these landscapes, in the middle
of the 13th century, Earl Birger, Svearike gained control over a small area of land referred to as the foreign lands (Askim,
Vättle and Sävedal lordships), which gave long-awaited access to the Skagerrak.
Båhuslen is an elongated and narrow land area, as it stretches about 160 km along the coast from Kvillebekken on the
island of Hisingen at the outlet of Göta älv in the south to Iddefjorden in the north, while at its widest it was about 40 km.
In the north, compact forest areas separated the Norwegian coast from the inland villages of Götaland in Sweden. Further
south, Göta älv, or simply the River, formed the national border between Norway and Sweden over a long stretch, and to
this day the expressions Norwegian and Swedish side are used for the river banks. Excluded from this was the Norwegian
area of Skårdal, which for strategic reasons was established on the east side of the Göta älv opposite Båhus. Traffic on the
river could thus be taxed from the fortress. Norway’s southernmost point in 1658 was the island of Inn-Vinga, which is
somewhat south of Skagen, which is Denmark’s northernmost promontory, and 37.4 km south of Lindesnes lighthouse.
Thus the Norwegian and Danish kingdoms bordered each other through Båhuslen and Halland on the southern branch
of Göta älv. It was a natural border that reduced the possibilities of border disputes between the two kingdoms. Båhuslen had a prominent role in the Norwegian kingdom for a long time and Olav Kyrre lived on the royal farm Haukbø, now
Håkeby, in Tanum’s herad in Båhuslen. He died there in 1093. Under the rule of his grandson, Sigurd Jorsalfares, Båhuslen’s
most important city in the Middle Ages, Konghelle, was also Norway’s capital. Konghelle is first mentioned in written
sources ca. 1130.
During the civil war, the area’s proximity to Svearike made it very vulnerable to invasions and occupation by forces that
had their bases in Götaland. In 1134, King Magnus Sigurdsson met the crown claimant Harald Gille in the battle of Fyrileiv
by the Gullmarsfjord, and in 1158 and -59 Konghelle was attacked by another crown claimant, Håkon Herdebrei. The first
fortification at Kongshelle, Ragnhildsholm Castle, was built in the 13th century during the reign of Håkon Håkonsson.
Båhuslen’s next town, Marstrand, is mentioned for the first time in 1291. In early Norwegian administrative division, the
northern villages in Båhuslen made up Ranafylke, the southern ones Elfsysla, where both Kongshelle and Marstrand were
built. From the 13th century, the country was divided into 16 skipreiders, which essentially correspond to today’s Swedish
lordships.
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Sometime in the middle of the 13th century, earl Birger succeeded in gaining control over the northernmost part of Hal�land, referred to as the outlands, (Askim, Vätte and Sävedal herad), as well as Lundby and Tuve parishes on Hisingen. This
gave the Swedes a long-awaited corridor between Götaland and Kattegat. Hisingen was thus divided into a Norwegian
and a Swedish part, which meant that the national border took a distinctive turn on the island - a border that remained
fixed until the surrender in 1658.
The nearest Swedish town to the mouth of the Göta älv was then Lödöse, 4 miles northeast of today’s Gothenburg, (later
named Gamla Lödöse).
The most important town in the Middle Ages was Konghelle, as it was called then and which served as Norway’s capital
for a time, which was located by the Ragnhildsholm castle, which was replaced by the Båhus fortress at the beginning of
the 14th century.
After the peace of Roskilde in 1658, the entire area with the exception of Enningdalen had to be ceded to Sweden. Båhus
with the entire castle archive was set on fire and burnt down during the evacuation. In the border treaty of 1661, the first
part of the Norwegian national border was determined in detail through a border rise from Skagerrak to Kornsjø. However, Norwegian jurisdiction was not abolished until 1680 (Church Act included). Enningdalen remained Norwegian after
negotiations due to the timber floating in the Enningdalselva down to Halden.
Originally, it was part of the peace treaty that both Norwegian (i.e. Danish at the time) language and law were to be
applied. This arrangement was not unusual in the large Swedish kingdom, cf. Finland. After constant attempts at reconquest from Norway beyond the 18th century, in which Jens Colstrup in particular was central, this was, however, seen as a
threat to loyalty to Sweden and a radical swedishization of Båhuslen was carried out, partly by coercive means.

SOTENÄS

Sotenäs is a municipality in Bohuslän, on a peninsula on the Skagerrak coast, approx. 35 km west of Uddevalla. The area
is 139 km2 with 9,100 inhabitants (2021). The municipality has a hilly landscape inland, while the coast has an archipelago.
The archipelago is protected as a nature reserve. In the east, the long and narrow Åbyfjord forms the border with Lysekil
municipality.
Traditional industries are fishing and the fishing industry, as well as stone industry based on local residential granite.
Summer tourism has become increasingly important for the municipality. By the Åbyfjord is the animal park Nordens ark,
which specializes in the conservation of endangered animal species.
The municipal center is Kungshamn, which is located 15 km northwest of Lysekil. Kungshamn has a fishing port with a canning industry. From Kungshamn, a bridge leads over to the popular sailing harbor and resort of Smögen. Hunnebostrand
and Bovallstrand are other well-visited summer resorts.

ANNERÖD-HÖGSÄMS NATURE RESERVE

Anneröd-Högsäm’s nature reserve is a large contiguous deciduous forest area. Oak dominates the mountain sides, beech
in the valleys. The beech forest is believed to be Sweden’s northernmost, spontaneously formed. There is beech that is
planted further north.

THE CAVE CARVINGS AT TORSBO

Torsbo immediately outside Kville is a favorite destination
for all history buffs. Here there are around 900 petroglyphs
on several crags. Among other things, one of Sweden’s
longest ships, which is 4.5 meters long.
Torsbo is also a very beautiful natural area with centuriesold oak trees and several old remains of agricultural
activities. In the area there is also a small burial ground
which probably dates from the early Iron Age (500 BC to
1050 AD). The graves have not yet been examined, so no
one knows for sure how old they are. Many of the rock
carvings in Torsbo were made during the oldest part of the
Bronze Age, but there are also carvings from the later part
of the Bronze Age. The Bronze Age spans a long period –
from 1700 BC to 500 BC.
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One of the rock carvings shows a bull with powerful horns. On one of the horns sits an impaled human. No one knows
why people carved all these images into the mountain. However, there are believed to have been clear rules for what
could and could not be depicted. Frequently used motifs are ships, soles of feet, chariots, circular figures of various kinds
and people - often warriors or gods. But you don’t see everyday matters such as houses and children.
During the Bronze Age, the sea was about 15 meters higher than today, and it was several degrees warmer. Presumably
from this place you could see a glimpse of the sea to the north-west. The Torsby petroglyph area is located southwest of
Kville. There are signs from the road between Kville and Hamburgsund. Free parking and ”dass” (toilets) are available, and
the path to the carvings is approximately 700 meters long. The terrain is easy with a wide path, crags and bridges.

FJÄLLBACKA

Fjällbacka is a town in Tanum municipality in Västra Götaland
county. In 2010, the settlement had 859 inhabitants.
Fjällbacka is mainly known as, and has a long history as, a
tourist destination. The actress Ingrid Bergman lived in
Fjällbacka when she visited Sweden. The crime writer Camilla
Läckberg grew up in this town and the action in many of her
books is set here.
Fjällbacka is located approx. 15 miles from Gothenburg, 16.5
miles from Oslo and 52 miles from Stockholm.

GREBBESTAD

Grebbestad is approximately 70 kilometers north of Uddevalla and 60 kilometers south of Halden. A weekend trip to
Grebbestad and the surrounding small villages is perfect for anyone who wants a relaxing holiday by the sea, with swimming, boat trips among beautiful islands and dinners with fish and seafood.
Grebbestad is first mentioned in the 17th century, but the town was inhabited long before that. The legendary Greby burial ground has approximately 40 high gravestones from the Iron Age and approx. 200 other graves. You can see even older
traces of settlements at the Vitlycke Museum in Tanum, which is on the UNESCO World Heritage List. A short walk from
the museum you will find one of the most popular historical sites with petroglyphs from the Bronze Age, Vitlyckehällen,
with approximately 500 different prehistoric works of art.
Many Swedes spend their weekends in Grebbestad to swim and relax in the sea, and the town has long been known as a
holiday resort. Bathing at the famous Tanumstrand, Edviksbadet or on the beach in the center of Grebbestad is popular.
The more adventurous visitors can go kayaking or diving, and if you’re lucky, you might even spot seals.
Tjurpannan’s nature reserve is not ideal for swimming as there is a lot of wind here, but it is still worth a visit. The exposed location of the reserve has created steep cliff edges and a bare landscape, making it ideal as a vantage point over the
archipelago. Other beautiful places are Otterön with its shell beaches and Valön, which lies just west of Fjällbacka.
At certain times of the year, the area around Grebbestad comes to life. Don’t miss the annual carnival in Grebbestad, or
Badortens Dag, which has been held every July since 1922. Take part in the traditional Swedish midsummer celebration or
Walborg night in Falkeröd, or travel here to listen to live music during the troubadour evenings. At the end of September,
the lobster arrives, and this is the perfect time to book a table at one of the cozy restaurants in town, which in addition to
lobster also serve delicacies such as crab and oysters.
Grebbestad is also home to the Nordic region’s largest sports shop. It is the Sportshopen that can now be found in many
places in Sweden, but it was here in Grebbestad that this industrial adventure began and where the sports chain has been
run from the start.

TANUMSHEDE

Tanumshede is a town in Västra Götaland County. It is Tanum municipality’s administration centre. In 2010, the settlement
had 1,697 inhabitants.
Tanumshede is located midway between Oslo and Gothenburg, approximately 55 kilometers northwest of Uddevalla.
Tanumshede is the natural starting point for seeing the rock carvings in the surrounding world heritage area. Listed buildings in Tanumshede are the Court House with the stables, Tanum’s Gestgiveri and Sockenmagasinet.
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Tanumshede is home to several of the municipality’s largest employers, such as the production of car parts, window
production, a photo laboratory and, of course, the municipality itself. During the 2000s, Tanumshede and Grebbestad
competed to be the municipality’s largest settlement. In recent years, Grebbestad has been the largest. The population in
Tanumshede is immediately under 1,700 inhabitants.
The old Kungsvägen between Norway and Kungahälla and on to Copenhagen passes by Tanumshede. Old roads and settlements are often located on hills or ridges. Tanumshede and Kungsvägen are located on the hill that was created after
the last ice age, the so-called Berghemsmoränen.

MJÖLKERÖDS GOLF CLUB

Mjölkeröds Golf course is a fantastic 18-hole park and forest course well situated in the Bohusland countryside. The club
is located immediately north of Grebbestad and 5 minutes from the E6. The course has challenges both for those with low
and high handicaps with an exciting and very variable character.
Mjökeröds Golfklubb was formed in 1989. The interest in golf in Sweden was great and the driving force was found in
both full- and part-time residents in the area and in the landowners of Mjökeröds Gård. In February 1990, construction
began on the pitch, which was ready for play on 1 August 1991.
When interest in golf increased strongly in both Norway and Sweden, the course quickly became popular with visiting
green fee players and the club gained more members. Today, the club has approximately 720 active members.

DAFTÖ

Daftö just south of Strömstad is a real treasure on the holiday map. An adventure surrounded by beaches, sea and pirates
right near the cozy coastal town of Strömstad. Here you will experience the Daftöland amusement park with attractions,
play, theater and pirates, restaurants, pools and activities for young and old.
Daftö is the place for the perfect family holiday, the coolest kick-off, the funnest school trip or company conference. Ii is
almost always on the list of the best campsites in Sweden.

STRÖMSTAD

With its scenic location in northern Bohuslän, Strömstad
municipality is an attractive place to live and visit all year
round.
Sweden’s first and currently only marine national park
can be found here; Kosterhavet with world-class nature
experiences. Further inland there are small towns with
steep mountains, narrow valleys, open rocky areas,
forests and fields.
Strömstad is Sweden’s westernmost destination with
Kosterhavet (ocean) as its nearest neighbor to the west.
In the north, it borders Viken (Østfold) in Norway. To the
east and south lies the municipality of Tanums, which the
cyclists pass through before entering Strömstads municipality.
The westernmost mainland point is Stensvik, which is located by Lökholmen in north-west Strömstad. Strömstad is a
small town with approximately 13,000 inhabitants. In summer time, that number increases significantly. Many companies
operate within cross-border trade and the visitor industry. The Svinesund bridges that connect Sweden with Norway
mean that there are also many companies that work with customs clearance.
Strömstad is the city with the sea in the center and life in focus.
History
When Bohuslän became Swedish in 1658, the most important trading places ended up on the Norwegian side of the
border. A trading post and town was needed in northern Bohuslän, the nearest Swedish town at the time was Uddevalla.
Too far away with the communication of the time. Therefore, Strömstad became a trading town in 1667 with the aim of
handling trade from northern Bohuslän. This year marks 350 years since Strömstad was founded as a town, in 1672, but it
was not until 1676 that King Karl XIl confirmed the privileges
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As a fortified border town, Strömstad was a vulnerable place that was involved in several conflicts until 1815; among other
things, the city served as King Karl XII’s headquarters during the war against Norway in 1716–1718.
In 1718, Strömstad was Sweden’s capital. It was on 24 April that Karl XIII and his chancellery had moved their base to the
city before the attack on Norway. The king was absolute and where he was was also the country’s capital.
In 1750 the population was around 300, but the west coast’s ”herring fishing boom” gave an economic boost. In 1805, the
population had increased to almost 1,100. Shipping and fishing remained central industries for Strömstad throughout the
19th century; however, businesses and population increased at a slower rate than among cities in general. During the 20th
century, trade and certain services became increasingly important, as did the canning industry and mechanical workshops.
Already in the 1780s, Strömstad emerged as a seaside town and has since continued to be a valued seaside and holiday
town. The location at the national border with Norway has shaped history in various ways from the 17th century until
modern
Experience Strömstad
Kosterhavet National Park
							
Kosterhavet National Park mainly consists of water and under
							
water environments. Here you can experience all of the west
							
coast’s typical species, plus a large number of species that have
							
their only known occurrence right here in the Kosterhavet. It is
							
Sweden’s first marine national park and is located in the muni
							cipalities of Strömstad and Tanum.
							
							
							
							
							

In addition to a large water area, the national park also includes
parts of Rossö and a large number of islets and reefs, especially
in the archipelago southwest of Koster. A perfect way to discover these islets and archipelagos is by kayaking. Guided tours
can be booked or you can paddle on your own.

							
Next to Kosterhavet National Park is the Norwegian sister park
Ytre Hvaler. Together, the two national parks form a large and valuable marine area with strong nature protection. Boats
go from Strömstad to Skjærhalden (Norway), where Ytre Hvaler’s main entrance is located.
From seaside resort to international small town
1786 - Sweden’s first thermal bathhouse is inaugurated.
19th century - two new thermal baths are built approximately where today’s baths are located. The then Crown Prince
Oscar’s repeated visits contribute to Strömstad becoming one of the country’s most popular seaside resorts.
19th century - the maritime town of Strömstad grows and many ships in coastal traffic have their home port here. Coastal fishing and smaller shipping companies are important industries. At the end of the 19th century, stone from Krokstrand’s stonecutter community was a major export commodity.
20th century - trade and other industry gain increased importance, this includes the canning industry and mechanical
workshops. Companies such as Elektrolux and Jyden have production here.
2000s - Strömstad continues to be a popular seaside and holiday town. The location near the Norwegian border makes
the catering industry and trade large industries all year round. The flow of people, goods and ideas back and forth across
the border to Norway is large and gives the city an international dimension. At the same time, the attraction for nature
and outdoor life is increasing - here in 2009 Sweden’s first marine national park, Kosterhavet, will be established, with
world-class outdoor life!
Cycling in Strömstad
The Koster Islands
Kosterøyene (the Koster Islands) with the surrounding Kosterhavet National Park is an unusually beautiful place in northern Bohuslän. The islands, which consist of North (4 sq m) and South coast (8 sq m), are largely nature reserves and here
you will be met by a beautiful mixture of undulating cultural landscape, herbaceous salt meadows and windswept outer
archipelago. You will find great cycle paths on Sydkoster. If you visit Nordkoster, you can get around the island on foot.
Kosterøyene are Sweden’s westernmost islands with a resident population, around 300 people live here. The proximity to
the sea characterizes the community. Kostermarin serves the almost car-free islands all year round.
MTB cycling
In the Tjärndalen outdoor area you will find the Lagunen cycle park, an exciting park with many possibilities. If you want
to learn how to accelerate without pedaling, the pump track is a perfect option. If you want to train turns or jumps, you
should start on the technical surface. If you want to slide down deliciously soft bends, you should try the flow track. There
are opportunities for guided MTB tours both in the bike park and elsewhere in Strömstad.
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Hiking and paddling
Varying coastal landscapes with fascinating archipelago nature, beautiful forest environments and beautiful cultural
landscapes provide many opportunities for day trips and longer hikes. Strömstad’s archipelago, including the Koster archipelago, offers wonderful opportunities for paddling among bare rocks, seals and a rich birdlife, as well as narrow passages
through which only kayaks can pass.
Culture
Blomsholm
Blomsholm is one of Bohuslän’s finest cultural environments, rich in memories from the Stone Age to the Middle Ages.
It is, among other things, Bohuslän’s largest referee ring and one of Sweden’s largest shipyards in the area. Also 7 burial
fields from the Iron Age and the large mound Grönehög are located in the area. A signposted cultural loop starts at the car
park and takes you through the area.
Art
In June 2022, some of the city’s facades were decorated with murals created by artists from around the world.
The art hall Lokstallet
The initiative to convert the old dilapidated locomotive shed in Strömstad into an art gallery was taken back in 1990 and
today various exhibitions are shown and cultural events are also organized here.
Shopping
For such a small town, good shopping opportunities are offered with both near-town shopping, cafes and restaurants all
year round, and shopping centers and shopping centers just outside the center of Strömstad. Nordbysenteret north of the
city is the largest shopping center along the border between Norway and Sweden.
Events in Strömstad
Every year, the Grenserittet mountain bike race is organized between Strömstad and Halden.
Other annual events:
• Day of the Shrimp; to lift Strömstad, which is known as the city of prawns.
• Räkanhoppet (riding competition) and Räkantennisen (tennis), Koster swimrun and the newly started Strömstad padel
week.
• Strömstad in light (light festival).
• Winter Word festival (literature and music festival).
• Kosterhavsfestivalen (classic music).
Along the cyclists’ path:
Shortly after the cyclists have entered the municipality of Strömstad and have just over a mile left in the race, they turn
onto road 176. There they pass the exit towards the scenic island of Rossö. In Rossö harbor is one of the so-called entrances to the Kosterhavets national park and a small general store. On western Rossö lies the nature reserve Kockholmen.
The nature reserve is geologically interesting with giant craters, a space shuttle, inviting sandy and rocky beaches and
interesting flora. Here you walk through pine, beech and oak forests before reaching the coastline, which also offers a nice
view of the Koster Sea.
With only 6 kilometers left of the race, they pass the exit that takes one out towards some more islands; Daftö, Öddö,
Tjärnö and finally Saltö. All the islands are reached by bridge connections. The latter is also a nature reserve with a spectacular cobblestone field, ancient coastal pine forest, snorkel trail and diabase trails.
(A diabase passage looks as if someone dipped a brush in paint and drew long black lines over islands and archipelagos. It
is estimated that there are close to 700 such passages in the Kosterøy group).
Along the exit is the amusement park Daftöland, which belongs to the five-star campsite Daftö resort (see above). When
the cyclists have sped down the following hill, the next campsite, Lagunen camping, comes with, among other things, its
own bike park and high-class glamping.
When they enter the center of Strömstad, they cycle past the campsite First
camp city Strömstad with a fantastic view of the sea. Shortly after, the port
for the Colorline and Fjordline ferry companies that traffic StrömstadSandefjord (Norway). Just before the cyclists make a 90-degree turn and
enter the final sprint, they cycle towards Strömstad’s unique town hall,
which was completed in 1917.
The building is constructed in a magnificent Art Nouveau style. In the house
there is a magical number symbolism - according to wholesaler Adolf Fritiof
Cavalli-Holmgren’s wishes. It was he who gave money for the building.
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Thursday 11. August - 3. stage : Moss - Sarpsborg
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Thursday 11. August - 3. stage : Moss - Sarpsborg
GENERAL INFO

The third stage goes on well-known roads for many of the cyclists. Most of the stage is in the old Østfold county, which is
the area where the race’s predecessor, the Ladies Tour of Norway, originated. The stage does not offer the big differences
in height, but the sprint in Sarpsborg goes slightly uphill to the finish line just below the town hall and Festiviteten.
After cycling through forest and agricultural areas in the area east of Moss, you come out along the coast and follow
beautiful surroundings at Saltnes and Onsøy before ending in urban areas such as Rolvsøy, Greåker and Grålum before
ending in the center of Sarpsborg.
A stage that will probably see breakaways try, but where the sprinters teams will do everything to get a massprint. But
last year American Kristen Faulkner surprised and won from a breakaway on what was then the first stage.
Here are the places they pass on the 3rd stage:

MOSS

Moss borders Vestby in the north, Våler in the east and Råde in the south. In the west, Moss borders Horten (across the
fjord by ferry). Moss has a diverse industrial and commercial environment, art galleries, varied fjord and inland nature
with Jeløya, Mossemarka and Vansjø. Moss is centrally located on the east side of the Oslofjord midway between Oslo and
Sweden and has, among other things, a ferry connection across the Oslofjord to Horten and Vestfold. Moss also houses
Statens Hus with the County Governor and some of the state’s other businesses for Viken. The town is an important trade
and service center for its catchment area, which primarily includes Råde and Våler in Viken, formerly in Østfold; as well as
Son in Viken, formerly in Akershus.
Politically, the Moss region includes the municipalities of Moss, Råde and Våler. Sometimes Hobøl and Vestby are also
considered to be part of the countryside around Moss. Moss has three secondary schools, Kirkeparken high school and
Malakoff high school, which are run by Østfold county municipality. Kirkeparken and Moss upper secondary Steiner School
have recently had new premises built for the school.
The basis for the town of Moss is to be found in a combination of good communications and hydropower. Mossefossen
(waterfall) in Mosseelva (also called Mossa, originally name Morsa) with a waterfall of approx. 25 metres, laid the foundation for a multifaceted business with saws and mills. Mosssundet offered a good harbour, despite a long approach north
of Jeløya. An alternative anchorage was Værlebukta, which is exposed to southerly and westerly winds.
Between 1670 and 1720, Moss was a charging station under Fredrikstad. Moss received its city status on 10 August 1720,
and thus became Norway’s 12th city. A large part of the inhabitants of Moss subscribed to Moss Avis (newspaper), a former owner of this newspaper was called Bjørn Kristensen, he was the nephew of the well-known Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson.
Kristensen lived most of his life in Moss at Klostergata 13. .
The name Moss
The oldest form is Mors, which was the name of the Moss river below Vansjø and the Hobøl river above Vansjø. It possibly comes from the Indo-European root mer-, meaning ”divide” or ”split”, a reference to the divided valley the river flows
through. Around 1400 one finds a reference to a place ”vid Mos”.
The name Moss
The oldest form is Mors, which was the name of the Moss river below Vansjø and the Hobøl river above Vansjø. It possibly comes from the Indo-European root mer-, meaning ”divide” or ”split”, a reference to the divided valley the river flows
through. Around 1400 one finds a reference to a place ”vid Mos”.
Residents
On 3 November 2001, the municipality had a total of 27,329 inhabitants.
The Moss Convention
Moss is known for the Moss Convention, which is named after the agreement between Sweden and Norway, which was
signed on the Norwegian side in Moss on 14 August 1814. Seen in isolation, the convention was an armistice between
Sweden and Norway, which put an end to the war between the neighboring countries which had started a fortnight earlier. Through the Moss Convention, Karl Johan recognized the Stortinget’s place in Norwegian social life. This was central
to the later political development in Norway in the 19th century, and it ultimately ensured that Norway had independent
political institutions in 1905. 14 August is official flag day in Moss and at the same time marks the celebration of Mossefossens day.
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Friendship cities
Denmark:
Horsens
Sweden:
Karlstad
Finland:
Nokia
Iceland: 		
Blönduòs
Russia: 		
Novgorod
USA: 		
Virginia Beach
Guatemala:
Aguacatán
Sports
Moss has a number of sports teams and got its first sports hall in 1876. All-round national championships in skating for
men were organized at Malakoff in 1921 and 1925 by Moss Idrætsforening, on the same weekend the figure skating national championships were also held in the same arena at both national championship events skates.
Moss Football Club was founded in 1906, and plays in the PostNord league division 1 (level 3). The club became cup
champion in 1983, league champion in 1987, and hosted Real Madrid themselves at Melløs stadium the following year. In
addition, there is the men’s football club SK Sprint/Jeløy in the 3rd division dept. 4 and Kambo IL in the 6th division dept.
1. HK Herulf (Herulf Moss) is the city’s best men’s handball club and plays in the 1st division. The sports team Kråkene is
Østfold’s oldest ice hockey club and was league champion in the 2nd division 2012/2013. After this, the club has played in
the 1st division.
Moss swimming club (MSK) is the town’s swimming team. The club competes actively in all age groups. MSK also arranges swimming courses together with Trygg i vann.
Moss Bueskytterklubb (MBK) was founded on 26 April 1966 and has a varying membership of around 70-80 archers. The
club owns two great shooting ranges, a hall at Ørejordet, and an outdoor range at Noreødegården in Mossemarka. The
club’s shooters compete at a high level, and have brought many a gold medal home to Moss. OK Moss is a traditional and
strong orienteering club with many good maps and areas for this sport.
And in Moss you eat hot dog in a waffle when you go to a football match...
Famous people from Moss
• Gregers Winther Wulfsberg (1780-1846), Eidsvollsmann (important at Eidsvold 1814)
• Gregers Gram (1846-1929), Prime Minister of Norway in Stockholm 1889-91 and 1895-98
• Johan Scharffenberg (1869–1965), psychiatrist and social politician
• Jon Michelet (1944–2018), author
• Eyvind Hellstrøm, (1948–), gourmet chef and TV presenter
• Janne Kristiansen (1954–), lawyer, former head of POT
• Eva Isaksen (1956–), TV and film director
• Tonje Skinnarland (1967-), major general, commander of the Air Force
• Geir Moen (1969–), athlete, sprinter
• Ari Behn (1972–2019), writer and visual artist
• Emil Gukild (1992-), journalist and presenter
• Tania Michelet (1969–), author
• Niklas Baarli (1989-), presenter

KAMBO

Kambo is an area in the northern part of Moss in Østfold, towards the border with Akershus.
The place name comes from the farm Kambo, which according to Oluf Rygh’s work on Norwegian farm names comes
from ”Kambhorn”. He states that ”horn” can probably be interpreted as a protruding corner, which refers to the high
headland on the north side of Kambobukten. The place is first mentioned in a source from 1273.
The area includes the residential areas Nøkkeland, Sjøhagen and Kulpåsen, but not Åvangen, Trolldalen and Skredderåsen.
There are industrial companies, shops and service providers in the area. The local marina has around 300 berths, winter
storage and a marina.
The local sports club is called Kambo IL and primarily plays football. Kambo is sometimes called 411 in the vernacular. This
is a reference to the bus route that previously served the location.
The Norske Automobilfabrikk was established in Kambo in 1936, and is the only ”car factory” that has existed in Norway.
The factory did not produce its own cars, but assembled purchased parts. From 1936 to 1945, it was German Adler cars
that were fitted to Kambo. After the war, Den Norske Automobilfabrikk built the American Plymouth. The business ceased around 1960.
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SON

Son is a densely populated place by the Oslofjord in the southern part of Vestby municipality in Akershus in Viken county.
It is particularly known for its old buildings from the Dutch era, with wooden houses and narrow alleys that give it a distinctive character that one likes to associate with towns along the coast of Southern Norway. It is also a popular marina.
Statistics Norway calculates from 2007 that Son/Store Brevik is part of the Moss agglomeration and is thus no longer a
separate agglomeration, because it became a contiguous agglomeration from Moss after the Sjøhagen housing estate in
the far north of Moss municipality was fully developed. Son was formerly its own municipality and had city status.
Somewhere between 6,700 and 7,000 inhabitants live in Son. The entire area with Son’s postcode, as well as reserved
new housing construction and one-year-old statistics, indicates that Son’s population as of 2022 is at least 6,700. Both the
Follo and Moss regions are parts of the Greater Oslo region. Son is also known for its Spa hotel, which is a popular place
right down by the Oslofjord.

MIDDAGSÅSEN SKI CENTER

Middagsåsen ski center is an alpine center in Våler in Østfold for alpinists and snowboarders. The center has three slopes:
a children’s slope, a family slope, a slope dedicated to the park. Here you will find rails and lots of jumps. The ground
below the ski center is also paved with cross-country tracks if there is enough natural snow.
The ski center offers courses and rental of both alpine equipment and snowboard equipment. The main house has a simple serving of food and viewing of winter sports. Middagsåsen ski center is wholly owned by Vansjø/Svinndal IL.

VÅLER IN ØSTFOLD

Våler is a municipality in Østfold. The municipality is one of several that border the Moss watercourse with, among others,
Vansjø and Hobølelva. The municipal center is called Kirkebygden, where you can also find the manor house, the Vålerhallen sports hall and the secondary school. The other two centers in the municipality are Våk/Sperrebotn and Svinndal.
The municipality borders the municipalities of Moss, Råde, Sarpsborg, Skiptvet, Indre Østfold and Vestby. Like the neighboring municipalities, Våler is known as one of the municipalities in Østfold that has wolves. Våler also has a lot of moose,
and was known for its white moose Albin, which was shot during the moose hunt in 2011.

MOTOR LINE IN VÅLER (KNA Varna)

Varna Kart Ring is a go-kart track of 1030m, which is used for go-kart races and
training, auto slalom and other uses. In April 2023, the World Cup in orienteering
will also be organized from here.

SVINNDAL

Svinndal is a town in Våler municipality in Østfold. The settlement had 571 inhabitants on 1 January 2021.
Svinndal forms part of the sports team in Våler called Vansjø/Svinndal IL. The football teams play their home games at
Svinndal Stadium, which is located right next to Svinndal primary school in the center of Svinndal.
Svinndal Church is a neo-Gothic/Swiss-style nave church from 1856 in Våler municipality. The church itself is clapboarded,
while the tower is half-timbered. It belongs to the Church of Norway and belongs to Vestre Borgesyssel parish in Borg
diocese.
The church replaced a church that burned down in 1854. It was located on the other side of county road 115, where there is
still a cemetery, while the area around the church itself has been treated as a park. North-west of the church is a hearse.

MISSINGMYR

Missingmyr has been a settlement in Råde municipality in Østfold since 2004. The settlement had 901 inhabitants as of 1
January 2021. Missingmyr is located by Vansjø approximately four kilometers east of Karlshus and borders Sarpsborg.
In 2003, one of the longest, if not the longest, longhouses from the Early Roman Iron Age (0-200 AD) in the Nordics was
excavated on the farm Missingen. The house was 61 meters long.
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RÅDE

Råde is a municipality in Østfold. It is located between the towns of Moss, Sarpsborg and Fredrikstad. In addition, Råde
borders Våler in the north, and in the west the municipality extends beyond the Oslofjord to Færder and Tønsberg.
In earlier times, it was common to divide Råde into three parts, Østbygda, Vestbygda and Onsøyfjerdingen. In modern
times, the municipality has gained three settlements, Karlshus, Saltnes, and Missingmyr, where most of the council’s parishioners live. But there are also many scattered buildings throughout the municipality. The highest point is Danserfjella,
129 m. Råde church dates from 1185, while the station town of Karlshus is the administrative center and grew up with the
opening of the Østfold Railway in 1879.
Råde municipality is positioned as a central traffic hub in Østfold. Norway’s main access road E6 passes through the municipality, as does the Østfold railway, and Råde has its own railway station. Moss Airport is located on the border between
Råde and Moss, but it currently has no operations despite persistent attempts to get air traffic from here started again.
In addition, the arrival center for refugees is located in Råde, it has been relevant in connection with the refugees who
have arrived from Ukraine during the year.
Forshaga municipality outside Karlstad in Sweden is Råde municipality’s friendship municipality.
Famous people from Råde:
• Johannes Gerckens Bassøe (1878-1962), governor of Svalbard 1925-1932, county governor of Troms and Vestfold.
• Egil Hovland (1924-2013), composer
• Edvard Grimstad (1933-2014), parliamentary representative (Sp) 1989-1997, county governor in Østfold 1998-2003
• Anna-Kristin ”Grynet” Molvig (b. 1942), actress and singer
• Heidi Støre (b. 1963), former national team player in soccer
• Lena Merete Roer (b. 1969), author
• Leif Erik Andersen (b. 1971), former football professional at Crystal Palace
• Anders Odden (b. 1972), musician
• Heidi Gjermundsen Broch (b. 1975), actress
• Linda Ørmen (b. 1977), former national team player in soccer
• Christian Holstad Lilleng (born 1972), former politician, national team coach and marksman.

TOMB SECONDARY SCHOOL

Tomb high school, formerly known as Tomb Agricultural School, is a publicly approved independent school. The school is
located by the Krokstadfjorden in Råde municipality in Østfold.
Tomb is a boarding school and has students from all over the country. The school has the following education programme:
Natural farming (agriculture, horses, outdoor life, science), construction engineering/carpentry/construction engineering,
technology and industrial subjects/vehicles, study specialisation, as well as building up to study qualifications.
In 1939, the school was built around an older large manor house with an extensive park and first became an agricultural
school and later a high school. There is also a farm museum and a homestead on the property. The school has a total area
of 2,267 acres, including 1,024 acres of cultivated land and 955 acres of forest. Grass, oats, wheat, barley and rye are grown
on the fully cultivated land. The school deals with sheep, cows, pigs, horses, grain production and forestry.
Johan Lyche was the school’s first principal. Lars Korvald, who was Norway’s Prime Minister 1972–1973, was for many
years headmaster at Tomb agricultural school, taking over as headmaster from Lyche.

SALTNES

Saltnes is a place in Råde municipality in Østfold. A small part is also in Fredrikstad municipality (0.15 km²). In the last ten
years, Saltnes has become more and more popular to live in. The population has increased sharply since 1955, when the
number of inhabitants was approx. 50–100. Today, the population is approx. 3400. The most popular bathing beach is on
Saltholmen, which has many visible signs from the Ice Age. The settlement has one municipal kindergarten and primary
school.
Saltnes is located by the Krokstadfjorden – an arm of the Oslofjorden – and was formerly (several hundred years ago) in
Onsøy, when the Krokstadfjorden was connected to the western course of the Glomma.
Saltnes got its name from the salt extraction that took place on Saltholmen several hundred years ago. Salt extraction
later developed into fisheries and today there are around ten fishing piers on the islet. These arches are now used as
summer houses.
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During the whaling era about a hundred years ago, many people emigrated from the Saltnes area. Some stayed, and some
fell in love, married and brought their new wives back again. Many houses from the whaling era are still standing, which
also stand in ”Hvalfangerveien”. These houses are large and magnificent, which may say something about how well paid
whaling was.
Saltnes has its own sports club, Saltnes Sports Club (SSK). SSK was founded on 7 March 2012.
Saltnes also has its own BMX club where they have their own track. The BMX track in Råde is modern and has, among
other things, hosted Europe’s best BMX cyclists.
Sankthansaften is organized by Saltnesmusikken every year. Between 2,000 and 4,000 people come here to celebrate on
Saltholmen.

ONSØY/ONSØY GOLF CLUB

Onsøy is a peninsula located in Fredrikstad municipality, west of Seutelva, which is a tributary of Glomma. It is a former
municipality in Østfold, established in 1837 as Onsøy prefectural district. The municipal coat of arms was three cairns. On
1 January 1968, part of Onsøy, Rolvsøya east of the Kjølbergelva (with 170 inhabitants), was transferred to Fredrikstad
municipality. The rest (the northern part) ended up in Råde municipality.
From 1 January 1994, the rest of Onsøy, which then had 12,923 inhabitants and an area of 116 km2, also became part of
Fredrikstad. The administrative center in Onsøy was Ørebekk in Gressvik. Gressvik was built around Græsvig Brug, one of
Northern Europe’s largest timber mills between 1860 and 1924. The name probably means Odin’s Island (Óðinsøy), mentioned in Fagrskinna in the 13th century. Jens Bjelke is buried in Onsøy church. When he was Chancellor of Norway, he ruled
the country from Elingaard, which is also located in Onsøy. From 1549 to 1672 Onsø county was ruled from here.
Here we also find the popular Onsøy Golf Club with a well-visited course. The idea and plans for founding a golf club and
building an 18-hole golf course were conceived in the early 1970s by golf enthusiast Terje Andersen, who had gained his
great interest in golf in Canada.

ONSØY CHURCH

Onsøy Church is a long church in neo-gothic style from 1877 on Onsøy in Fredrikstad municipality. It belongs to Fredrikstad
domprosti. The church’s architect was Henrik Thrap-Meyer. The building is made of brick and has 375 spaces. Jens Bjelke is
buried in the cemetery by the church.

VISTERFLO

Visterflo is a lake that divides Fredrikstad and Sarpsborg municipalities. The name - vister - place of residence - and
place of residence combined with flo - flood. The sea narrows just before Glomma’s main course and forms a strait Rolvsøysund.

ROLVSØY

Rolvsøybrua, new bridge - the old bridge from 1926 lies parallel to the new one and is used today as a footpath and cycle
path. You pass the bridge if you take the ”Glommastien” cycle tour, which is a round trip from Sarpsborg to Fredrikstad, 35
km long. The Glommastien offers history, nature and urban experiences and a ferry ride.

GREÅKER

Greåker is a densely populated area located a few kilometers from the city center of Sarpsborg. Industry has for a long
time been and still is part of Greåker - i.a. with the production of paper for the household.
Greåker fort - is located on top of the hill and faces Rolvsøybrua and the railway. A battery was established before the
dissolution of the union with Sweden. The fort itself was built in 1907.
The Opstad field burial ground from the Bronze and Iron Ages. One of Østfold’s largest burial grounds with over 100 burial
mounds with, among other things, a beautiful row of stone stones.
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GRÅLUM

Grålum - in the area here you will find Superland - water park/activities, Inspiria science centre, a regional science center
where the family can experience, explore and learn about the world of science, through exciting activities and exhibitions,
Kalnes hospital and a number of large workplaces.

TUNE CHURCH

From 1080 there was a church here which was in use for over 800 years. In 1863, the old medieval church was demolished and a new one built. The church that stands here today was built up after a fire in 1908. The area around the church is
of historical importance - and people have been buried here long before the first church was built.
The tune stone is a rune stone. At the beginning of the 17th century, the stone was found in the churchyard wall of Tune
church. It remained standing until the middle of the 19th century when the stone was moved to the Oldsakssamlingen in
Oslo. The stone has the longest preserved runic inscription and can probably be dated to approx. year 300 possibly.
Landeparken by Tunevannet - swimming area and hiking area for the people from Sarpsborg and is only 2 km from the
city centre. Sauna is a new addition to the activity offer here in Sarpsborg. Olavsdagen puts on a theater performance
every year in July with Tunevannet as a backdrop. The family show deals with the story of the young Olav in a slightly
different way. In July, a Viking market is organized here in the park with activities for the whole family.

SARPSBORG

Sarpsborg is the town in the heart of Østfold. Here you
experience living cultural history, nature - forest and sea
and exciting activities and attractions. In the city center
you will find unique shopping and pleasant outdoor
dining.
The town was founded in 1016 by Olav Haraldsson, and
was named Borg. Olav married the Swedish princess
Astrid, daughter of Olaf Skötkonung, in Borg. After his
death in 1030, Olav was declared the national saint - Olav
the Saint.
Later, the town was given a new name – the name of the
waterfall Sarpr was added. Sarpsborg became the new
name.
The water power, Sarpefossen, has been the city’s pulse during periods of greatness with sawmills and industry. Sarpsborg has been an industrial town for over 100 years with varied production, here, among other things, stoves, razor
blades, cellulose and paper have been produced over the years.
Sarpsborg municipality is working to become Norway’s most attractive city by 2027. Sarpsborg is the county’s (Viken’s)
5th largest municipality with approx. 58,000 inhabitants in 2022.
Did you know this about Sarpsborg:
• Norway’s oldest wheel was found in Sarpsborg - the wheel is probably from 400-200 BC. - speaking of bicycle races.
• Norway’s first ice rink was inaugurated in Sarpsborg in 1963 - the home team is called Sparta.
• Sarpsborg has over 100 different sculptures and many of them can be found in the center of the city on the
pedestrian street and in Kulåsparken.
• Sarpsborg has several different festivals – Sarpsborg Festival (music), Glengfestivalen (music), City Festival (music),
Robert Normann Festival (jazz festival), SMAK Festival (food and drink festival), Olavsdagene, Litteraturuka and
many more.
• Sarpsborg has by far the largest number of petroglyphs in the county - including the largest single standing vertical
carving in the Nordics: Bjørnstadskipet, 4.5 meters long. There are several petroglyph fields to visit, including:
Solberg field, Hornes field, Kalnes field - all with exciting and interesting information.
• Sarpsborg is a city in activity, and there are 100 sports associations and 50 different special sports.
Sarpsborg was the host city for the NM week 2021.
• Sarpsborg has three great parks close to the city centre, Landeparken, Kulåsparken and Kirkeparken - and here
you can walk from park to park. Take a picnic!
• Sarpsborg city center is located on an island - Tune island.
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Other tourist attractions
Soli Brug: Art gallery where significant exhibitions are organized that attract between 10 and 20,000 visitors from all over
the country. In historic surroundings, the public can experience art in four houses and visit the restaurant by the pond.
Borgarsyssel Museum
In the heart of Sarpsborg you will find the Borgarsyssel museum. It is located near the place where Olav den Hellige founded his city in 1016. Around the ruins of St. Nicholas’ church, from 1115, is the open-air museum with buildings from all over
Østfold. In Olav’s Hall you can get to know the city’s rich medieval history, and here you can get to know the Sørnesuret,
one of the world’s most complicated astronomical clocks. From the 32 meter high tower next to Olav’s hall you can see
beyond Sarpsfossen, Glomma and the whole city.
At the entrance to the museum starts the ”Millennium Trail”, a 1,000 meter trail about the history of Sarpsborg.
Borgleden - the pilgrim’s trail runs through a varied, lush cultural landscape from the border in Halden through Østfold
and all the way to Oslo. The Borgleden runs right through the center of Sarpsborg and here you will find the Borgleden
Pilgrim Center. The pilgrimage center shares an office with Isarpsborg and DNT Nedre Glomma.
Water – sea and ocean
Sarpsborg has several great places to visit along the coast with many nice bathing spots. At Høysand there is the opportunity to be active with swimming, mini golf and sand volleyball and eat lots of ice cream. In addition, you can hire canoes
both at Børtevann and Furuholmen. Sauna is a new addition to the activity offer here in Sarpsborg.
Forest
Sarpsborg can offer trips near the city, but also trails that run along the coast, lake and in the deepest forest. Several of
the paths are marked. Good trip! Here you will find wilderness for your hammock - remember the fishing rod. In Ågårdselva there is salmon fishing in the summer.
Borg breweries - Hansa Borg Borg Breweries has a history that stretches back to 1855 when Lande Gaard og Bryggeri
was established by merchant Hans Hafslund. The beer from Borg is brewed to this day according to the Purity Act of 1516
- which states that beer must be produced from the raw materials malt, hops, yeast and water.
Glengshølen - recreation area for Sarpsborg residents with opportunities for training and hiking. Along the water you
can follow a jetty path that connects the town with the forest. Here stands the sculpture - The Wooden Floater. Glomma
was an important transport route for timber floating. The log floats with float hooks ensured that the log did not lie along
the river on the river bank or get stuck. Being a log floater was hard and sometimes dramatic work. Today, the timber is
transported to the city by rail and road.
Borregaard Golfklubb in Opsund was founded on 17 June 1927, it is a distinctive and beautiful course located on the banks
of Glomma, not far from Glengshølen.
St. Marie plass - Genesis 							
							
							
							
							
							

by the renowned artist Finn Eirik Modahl, a 4.5 meter high steel
sculpture surrounded by a large pool of water. Symbolizes the
young Olav (Olav Haraldsson, the town’s founder) - portrayed
as a young person from the present, with an eye on the future
and on his way out of the water. The sculpture is from 2016 when the city celebrated its 1000th anniversary.

							Borgarsyssel museum is the county museum in Østfold. The
							
museum is located near the place where Olav Haraldsson foun							
ded the city of Borg in 1016 and is not far from St. Marie plass.
							Borregaard (the company)
							
Borregaard is the world’s most advanced biorefinery. By using
							
natural, sustainable raw materials, they produce advanced and
environmentally friendly biochemicals that can replace oil-based products.
Borregaard main farm
The name Borregaard was connected to the royal seat of Borgargjerdi during the time of Olav Haraldsson son (1016). In
1312, the farm passed from being a royal farm to a manor house, and the name was gradually changed to Borregaard. The
farm has changed owners many times over the years. The oldest farm disappeared in a large mudslide in 1702 that went
further up by the waterfall. Borregaard manor house was rebuilt (on somewhat more secure ground). Over the years, the
farm has had a full second floor and extensions.
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Sandesund
Glomma is a transport route for ship freight and Sandesund is an important export port.
Sarpsborg football stadium and activity park, etc
Sarpsborg Stadium was built in 1930 and has over the years hosted both cup finals and international matches. From 2000,
the stadium has been significantly modernized and today has a maximum capacity of 8,022. This is the home arena of
Sarpsborg 08. At the stadium there is an artificial ice rink, skate park and the latest addition is an obstacle course.
Sarpsborg library, from 1941
Architect Ove Bang, one of the foremost representatives of functionalist architecture in Norway. A great new library will
be ready in 2023 - where the old library will be incorporated into the new one.
Festiviteten
The building was inaugurated on 18 March 1900 as the city’s party venue, after a fire in 1950 a major restoration was carried out. Today, the building houses businesses and a restaurant. Festiviteten is at the finish line of this stage of the Tour
of Scandinavia.
The church park at Sarpsborg church
Sarpsborg church from 1863. In the park, 8,000 perennials that bloom from June/September and 50,000 bulbs that bloom
from May to June have been planted. The park helps create biological diversity and is a good base for bumblebees, bees
and butterflies during spring and summer. Kirkeparken was named ”Green Park of the Year” in 2021 by NAML (Norwegian
landscape gardeners, environmental and landscape contractors).
Kulåsparken
Right next to Kirkeparken is Kulåsparken. This is a green lung in the middle of the city center and a recreation area for the
city’s residents. The nature park, which is Østfold’s largest city park facility, consists of paths, jogging tracks, a playground
and a large amphitheater that is used for concerts, festivals and other events. A sculpture trail has also been constructed
here that runs through the park.
The city Hall
Sarpsborg town hall was built in 1986. Sarpsborg was merged with its surrounding municipalities, Tune, Skjeberg and
Varteig, in January 1992.
The Olav Monument of Olav Haraldsson – the town’s founder,
later Olav den Hellige. The monument is from 1916, Sarpsborg’s 900th
anniversary.
Known people from Sarpsborg
• Arnt Pedersen (1892–1983), singer and adventurer
• Oscar Torp (1893–1958), chairman of the Labor Party,
prime minister 1951–1955
• Arne Otto Lorang Andersen (1912–1995), circus director known
as Arnardo
• Robert Normann (1916–1998), guitarist, jazz musician and
composer
• Arne Sveen (1916–2005), singer and resistance fighter
• Arnold Haukeland (1920–1983), sculptor
• Erling Stordahl (1923–1994), musician and health sports leader
• Kjell Karlsen (1931–2020), musician and orchestra leader
• Nils Ole Oftebro (1944–), actor
• Harald Norvik (1946–), former CEO of Statoil
• Kai Eide (1949–), ambassador, former UN special envoy to
Afghanistan
• Åge Sten Nilsen (1969–), singer and member of Wig Wam
• Marte Stokstad (1978–), presenter
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Friday 12. August - 4. stage : Askim - Mysen
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Friday 12. August - 4. stage : Askim - Mysen
GENERAL INFO
The fourth stage mostly takes place in the new large municipality Indre Østfold
municipality, but also visits Skiptvet municipality. Mayor Saxe Frøshaug has called this
”Norway’s answer to Tuscany”. The new large municipality has approximately 45,000
inhabitants and is Norway’s largest agricultural municipality.
In addition, the municipality has two smaller towns in the form of Askim and Mysen,
respectively the starting and finishing towns for this stage. Indre Østfold municipality
consists of the old municipalities Askim, Hobøl, Spydeberg, Trøgstad and Eidsberg.
The area has been used several times in the past in the predecessor Ladies Tour of
Norway, and the WorldTour ride has become an annual highlight for the residents.
Although it may look quite flat on the map, it has previously been shown to be heavier and more hilly than you might
think. Last year, this year’s Dutch champion Riejanne Markus (Jumbo-Visma) won from a break with the field just a few
meters behind.
New this year is that there are no final laps in Mysen due to roadworks in Jernbanegata. But the finish is the same as
before, which means a slight downhill finish.
Here are the places they pass on the 4th stage:

ASKIM

Regional center in Indre Østfold. Became Norway’s 46th city on 1 January 1996. Mysen became a town not long afterwards. Those are the two cities we have in Indre.
					
					
					
					

The industry in Askim until 1860 was mostly small dung, sawmills and
brickworks. Then came the Rom nickel works in the 1860s. The Eastern line was
opened in 1882. With the railway, the village had good communications to the
Oslo area and Outer Østfold.

					
The power plant at Kykkelsrud was built 1900-1903: and the other two plants
					
within a couple of ten years after this. And railways were built to all the power
					plants.
					
The power plants attracted many people to the site. In 1901, 1,200 workers were
employed at Kykkelsrud alone. During this rally period, 2/3 of the population in Askim were men.
1920 forms in many ways a distinction between new and old times in Askim. In 20 years, the place had built up a working-class culture and had the country’s lowest tax rate, cheap electricity. And this year also saw the start of Askim Gummivarefabrikk, which in its heyday had 2,000 employees. In 1922, the municipality got an infirmary with 8 beds and an
operating theatre. The current center has grown up around the railway. The industrial growth led to increased population.
Østfoldbadet
Norway’s finest water park. The story goes all the way back to 1930 when Askim got a bathtub. In 1936 also a swimming
pool. In today’s Østfoldbadet, HM King Harald V was present at the opening on Saturday 16 December 2000. Østfoldbadet is a very well run and profitable bath. People come from far and wide to bathe in Østfoldbadet, or Askimbadet as it is
also very often called. It is one of the largest lighthouses we have in Indre Østfold, and has 200,000 visitors a year. Constantly renewing itself with new developments. In the summer of 2019, a new outdoor facility was opened by the pool, so
now there is an opportunity for both outdoor and indoor swimming.
In Askim there is now both bounce, bowling and a trampoline park. Paddle tennis hall can be found in Østfold Næringspark.
Romsåsen mines in Askim
Nickel mines from 1866. Here you can get a guided tour or you can take part in activities such as climbing and abseiling
inside the mines, treetop climbing outside. Great campsite outside the mines where you can barbecue and enjoy yourself.
The mines are located just outside the center of Askim. It is the only open nickel mine in Norway.
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The first industrial enterprise in Askim was Romsåsen mines and Roms Nikkelværk which was founded by Anders Zakariassen Dahl in 1866. He was a supply officer and road builder. In the mid-1860s, he received permission to take samples in
Romsåsen. These were analyzed at the University of Christiania and showed traces of nickel. At that time, several nickel
works had already been established around the country because the price on the world market was good and the demand
high. At the time, Norway was the largest nickel producer in the world!
With black powder, chisel and hand drill, more extensive samples were taken from various places (sharp). The nickel deposits proved to be large enough for profitable mining. Roms Nikkelværk was founded as an interest company. In the early
days, there were 40-50 jobs in the mines, and when the smelter came into full operation there were a total of around 122
jobs at the nickel plant. In the autumn of 1876, operations stopped, and almost all workers were dismissed on the day.
During the Second World War in April 1940, the local population sought refuge in the mine tunnels to escape the skirmishes at Fossum bridge.
There are two golf courses in the area: Askim golf and Mørk golf in Spydeberg. Mørk Golf was the venuefor World Championships in orienteering 2019.

SLITU

Slitu is a village in Indre Østfold municipality. The settlement has a total of 782 inhabitants as of 1 January 2021, and is located in former Eidsberg municipality on the E18 between Askim and Mysen. The place has both industry, trade and agriculture. The name comes from the farm Slitu. The word Slitu itself comes from the word ”slette”.
Slitu, with its associated railway station (opened 1882) along the Eastern line, was from olden times an important trading
center in Eidsberg.
Tenor church ruins at Slitu show remains of a small medieval church from the 13th century. The church was an annex to
Eidsberg church. The National Antiquities and Østfold Museum are working on the site and the ruins have now been preserved with new joints and a new top cover. The facility was officially opened with a church service and baptism in June
2008.
Famous people from Slitu :
• Vibeke Skofterud, skier/Olympic champion

EIDSBERG CHURCH

This church is known as the ”Østfold Cathedral”. It was built in the second half of the 13th century. It burned down in the
15th century and has since been rebuilt. It was added to and restored in 1880-1881, and the interior was restored in the
1950s. Some of the walls are from the old medieval church. Medieval front door with soapstone carvings and decorations.
Altar from approx. 1600. Medieval soapstone in the baptismal font. Wooden carved pulpit from 1662.
					
Sculptures of Adam and Eve dating from the 17th century in carved and painted
					
oak. King Haakon Håkonssøn’s nobleman Arnbjørn Jonsson from Valdisholm
					
(island in Glomma nearby) met Earl Skule in the church in 1236. They both had a
					
group of men with them for all eventualities, but parted peacefully after reaching
					an agreement.
					
					
					
					
tower, near the west corner.

A legend: A great man worked on the construction of the church. He was so tall
that he crossed the river to the Skiptvet side to fetch timber. He was so strong
that he could carry 12 logs on his back and he used one log as a walking stick.
How tall was he? You can find the head about 8m up on the south wall of the

The former ski star Vibeke Skofterud is buried at Eidsberg church, her funeral was broadcasted live on NRK.
Valdisholm an island/castle out in Glomma by Eidsberg church.
The castle was built during the civil wars in the 13th century as part of a larger defense system. It was King Håkon Håkonsson (who was born at Folkenborg in Eidsberg) who fortified the islet, and from 1225 Arnbjørn Jonssontil held here as
one of the king’s most important supporters.
Duke Skule took the castle after Arnbjørn Jonsson’s death in 1240. Further on, the castle is mentioned in King Magnus
Lagabøte’s Hirdskrå as a state prison from 1273, and it received murderers from parts of Borgarsyssel.
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In 1346, Valdishom castle is mentioned for the last time, under the name Walletsøhus. After this, the castle obviously lost
its importance and the discovery of coal and ash on the islet testifies that the castle was probably burnt down.

VAMMA POWER STATION

There are three large power plants in Indre Østfold: Solbergfoss, Kykkelsrud and Vamma.
The power plants in Indre Østfold are among Norway’s oldest, and Vamma is Norway’s largest river power plant.
Before, there were 20 waterfalls from Fossumbrua in Spydeberg down to Valdisholm. Now there are 4 waterfalls and 3
power plants.
Right from the 17th century, the waterfall at Kykkelsrud was used as an energy source for both mill operation and sawmilling. In 1903, the power plant at Kykkelsrud was completed. It was initially Oslo that benefited from the power production.
In 1907, the next big power adventure was started in Askim – Vamma. After a
period of discussion, the leading politicians came to the conclusion that a joint
development of the waterfalls from Mørkfoss to Solbergfoss should be done
together in one power plant. This was completed with its first construction
stage in 1924. In 1925, three of the country’s largest hydroelectric plants were
in operation in Askim and all were Norwegian-owned.
Vamma is the furthest south of the three - where you drive over when you
drive to Skiptvet. The power plant was started in 1907 by Vamma Fossekompagnie, where Sam Eyde was the founder, with a view to securing energy
for the production of artificial fertiliser. This production never started and
Hafslund took over the plant.
Kykkelsrud, which is located near Romsåsen, is now closed. The old power plant was started in 1900 and Hafslund took
over the plant in 1915. It is considered a cultural monument in Norwegian power production and a representative of the
larger power plants that came into operation in the 20th century. It was in operation from 1903 and became important
both for the capital’s electricity supply and for industry. and finally Solbergfoss (1924).
On the other side of Glomma in front of Eidsberg church and along Glomma you will find Nes Lensemuseum. Nes lense
was built in 1853 to transport timber down Glomma. In its heyday, the bilge work at Nes employed 300 men, and was an
important means of livelihood and livelihood for the district - right up until its closure in 1985. On a visit, you get a look
back at the bilge operation’s everyday life in scenic surroundings.

SKIPTVET/MEIERIBYEN

Skiptvet is an agricultural municipality located in Østfold in Viken county, approx. 70 km from Oslo. The municipality’s
area is 101.6 km², of which 33 km² is agricultural land and 42 km² is productive forest. The municipality borders Våler to
the west, Indre Østfold to the north and east, Rakkestad to the east, and Sarpsborg to the south. The highest point is an
unnamed hill east of Langtjernet, close to the border with Våler municipality, 223.5 m above sea level.
The settlement in Skiptvet is called Meieribyen and has 1,768 inhabitants as of 1 January 2021. The municipal coat of arms
depicts a linen norm.
History
It is believed that the first people settled in Skiptvet around eight thousand years ago, especially in the Glomma areas
where there were good living conditions. In the Middle Ages, Skiptvet was part of Vingulmork, which later became known
as Østfold. The Vembe ship raid included Skiptvet and Spydeberg. When Norway was divided into bailiffs, Skiptvet belonged to the Rakkestad bailiff.
It is believed that the name Skiptvet is a combination of two words. The first part could be Skagi, which is Old Norse for
”something that juts up in the landscape” (or possibly the male name Skeggi, ”man with a beard”). The last part of the
name is -ptveit, is common in farm names from the Viking Age, and means ”a small piece of land”.
There has not been much industry in Skiptvet, but the first company to be established was called Skiptvet dairy. A small
settlement grew up around this dairy, which today is the center of the municipality and is called Meieribyen.
The history of the municipal weapon
Skiptvet’s municipal coat of arms originates from a legend about the village’s church. It is said that every morning a dragon came flying and settled around the spire of the church, and every evening it flew to Karterudåsen. The dragon is said
to have had a mane and mane like a horse, and otherwise looked like a snake with wings. When the dragon was lying on
the church, of course there was no service in the church, so eventually the dragon was shot down with a poisoned iron
arrow. It is said that it fell down and died in a pond to the east of the church, which now always has brown and cloudy
water, and to this day is called the Dragon Hole.
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The municipal coat of arms itself was approved on 27 November 1981, and was designed by Truls Nygaard. The coat of
arms is a heraldic serpent with two legs, while a heraldic dragon usually has four legs.

MØRK GOLF COURSE

Mørk Golfklubb was started in 1989 as club no. 39 and opened its first golf course of 6 holes, par 3 and par 4, and a smaller training field in the summer of 1990. The club is located in Spydeberg, in the north of Østfold.
There were 35 members as of 1 November, but at the meetings this year there were often twice that number. In other
words, great interest and a lot of commitment, which was of enormous help at the start for our existence.
The club currently has a great 18-hole park/forest course as well as a 9-hole park course. The 18-hole course is laid out in
scenic surroundings, and apart from the chirping of birds and calm river currents, there is not much to disturb you here.
The 9-hole course is a favorite spot for those who don’t have time for a round on the resort’s main course, or who want
to practice their card game. It maintains a very good standard on both fairways and greens.
While Norwegian agricultural authorities fought hard against the construction of golf courses on cultivated land for a long
time, there were a few farmers who were pioneers when it came to building golf courses on their own land. Peder Mørk is
one of them. After ”smelling the sport of golf” in the 70s, Peder decided in 1989 to scale down grain production and build
a 6-hole practice course on his own land.
From 1993 until 1999 there was a continuous development of the facility, which ended up with the demolition of the old
service building ”Mølla” and the construction of a new large service building in the winter of 2000/2001. In the spring of
2001, the entire golf course was finished as it stands now.
Mørk Golf is located in an old cultural landscape, but exactly how old is not known, as the area has no great historical
significance. What we do know is that in the 15th century it was the noble family Rosensværd who owned most of it out
here and that they distributed some to Værne Kloster and the rest was taken over by the noble family Akeleye.
In 1575 the industry comes to Mørk. The saw that stands by green no. 3 was then built. This was a climbing saw, a Danish
invention, which came to Norway at the end of the 1560s, and two such saws were built in Mossefossen. It is suggested
that the saga at green no. 3 was no. 3 in Norway, and now a long industrial adventure began. The saw was rebuilt and
expanded. It received a Royal sawmill grant from the Danish Royal Palace every year until Sweden took over Norway. The
grants came annually from the Swedish Royal Palace, of course upon application. The sawmill grants ended in 1870. More
things were added, which meant that at times up to 60 people worked there. The saw was in operation until 1950.
When you walk from green no. 3, you will have the mentioned uphill saw on your right all the way to hole no. 4, which is
called Sagbakken (the Saw hill). The main house on this square dates from 1680 and was the business office for the sawmill operation, a residence for the Sawmaster and his family, as well as accommodation for the drivers who transported
finished products to Soon and Moss.
Mørk golf course was the venue for the World Orienteering Championships in Østfold 2019.

SPYDEBERG PRESTEGÅRD

Spydeberg prestegård is located in Spydeberg in Viken. The main building, the storehouse, the yard and the garden at the
vicarage were protected by the National Archives in 1991.
Jacob Nicolaj Wilse was priest in Spydeberg from 1768 to 1786 and lived at the rectory.
The Prestegården played an important role in 1814. It was here that Christian Frederik held a cabinet meeting on 8
August, which later became known as the Spydeberg Council, and became the starting point for the union treaty with
Sweden. This was completed as the Convention in Moss on 14 August 1814.
In connection with the Jubilee of the Constitution 1814-2014, Wilse’s historic garden was recreated after extensive documentation following archaeological investigations and drawings and records from Wilse. The entire facility was markedly
completed on 14 August 2014 by Crown Prince Haakon and Crown Princess Mette-Marit. Prestegårdshagen was named
Green Park of the Year for 2017.

TRØGSTAD/SKJØNHAUG

Previously Trøgstad municipality had just over 5,000 inhabitants. The settlement Skjønhaug was the center of the old
municipality where Båstad and Havnås are also settlements.
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Trøgstad fort is located on Skjønhaug, which was also part of Fossumstrøket’s fortification as Høytorp Fort in Mysen.
Trøgstad fort is a border fortress in Østfold. Trøgstad fort was begun at about the same time as Høytorp fort and was
completed in 1917. This fort, Høytorp fort, the bridge galleries at Fossum bridge and Langnes railway bridge formed the
fortress of the Fossum region, the most powerful fortress of the time. This was a barrier fortress and it was to be fought
to the last man or until the army had marched up. The fort is divided into two armored batteries. Armored battery A and
armored battery B. All military activity ceased at Trøgstad fort in January 1997 and it is today owned by the municipality.
The fort is maintained as a museum and outdoor area. Volunteers and former officers and soldiers at Trøgstad fort have
put in a lot of volunteer work for the fort.
Trøgstad Bygdemuseum is located just south of Trøgstad church and was built in 1928 and is one of Norway’s oldest rural
areas with 14 listed buildings spread over 3 areas. The museum has a large collection of useful objects that have found
their place in the various buildings in which they belong.
					
						
Trøgstad church is a stone church from the first half of the 13th century,
						
added with a sacristy on the north side in 1697. The church is in the
						
Romanesque building style and was restored in 1905. The decoration is
						
special with scriptures as a belt around the entire church room, and oth						
erwise has beautiful decoration with an acanthus altarpiece from 1712.
						
						
						

During the war in 1808, Prince Christian August lay in bivouac with the
Norwegian troops at the church. A monument to Prince Christian August has been placed by the church.

						

The former sports commentator Kjell Kristian Rike in NRK is buried here.

Moose safari
Not far north of Skjønhaug is Olberg Camping in Båstad, here you can join a moose safari and get a moose guarantee. If
you don’t see a moose, then you get your money back. This is particularly popular with foreign guests. The Germans are
absolutely crazy to see moose.

HAVNÅS

Havnås (also called Hamnås) is another village in Indre Østfold municipality in Viken. It is located 8.5 kilometers southeast
of Skjønhaug, the former municipal center in Trøgstad municipality. The settlement had 222 inhabitants as of 1 January
2021.
In 2005, Havnås primary school, Havnås kindergarten and after-school program were brought together in Havnås Oppvekstsenter. In the spring of 2009, the school had 85 pupils, 32 children used after-school facilities and 37 children had a
place in the kindergarten. In total, Havnås Oppvekstsenter had 24 employees. In 2011, the number of pupils had fallen to
approx. 65 students.
The oldest school building in Havnås was built in 1863. Approx. In 1900 this was replaced by a new school building, which
served until 1956 when the current school was built. This was later expanded in 1967, 1980 and in 2005.
The largest workplace in Havnås is Indre Østfold Prison in Trøgstad with approx. 40 employees. The prison was established at the beginning of the 1990s, in the area called Havnås camp, which was built by the Labor Service during the
Second World War, then used as a national traitor camp, from 1949 as a camp for civilian conscripts and between 1959
and 1991 as an accommodation for the Nike battalion.
Other businesses in the settlement include Havnås Handel Tractor and machine shop, Minges Universal Service (car
workshop and tuning of diesel cars), Gamleskolen (sale of handicrafts and gift items) and farmers who raise chicken and
turkey.

MOMARKEN

Momarkedet
Momarken Trotting Raceway in Mysen has a trot most weeks. Here there are union runs with Sweden, V65 and V75. Good
food is also served. Previously, the square was best known for the annual Momarkedet, which is no longer held.
The trotting track at Momarken was opened in 1920, and has a track length of 1,000 metres. The track has normally had a
race day on Tuesdays. One of the biggest events they have is Easter, when all those who don’t know how about trotting,
but who like a beer and good company, come.
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The Momarken race track has Østfold’s largest
restaurant with seating for close to 800 people.
There is also a motocross event on the track both NM rounds and other events in motocross
and other motor sports and horse sports are
regularly organized here.
The Momarkedet was an annual festival at the
Momarken trotting track outside Mysen.
Traditions back to the 17th century. So incorporated that it was mentioned in the old
almanacs. In 1830, the authorities had to
intervene because of ”excessive excesses and
delete the three merry days from the almanacs”.
120 years later in 1950, the Red Cross took up the
old traditions. A number of famous artists have been on stage. Now the scene is history, was removed last year. According to tradition, there was a live TV show from the Momarkedet every year.
On 26 April 2012, the board of the Mysen Red Cross decided not to organize the Momarkedet in 2012 for financial reasons.
The event was then taken over by a separate foundation, which held Momarked on the last weekend in August of the
same year, but then at Høytorp fort.
In 2013, the Momarkenfestivalen was held in July, over a weekend, but in the traditional ”momarken weekend” in August,
there were no events.
From August 2014, Lund Gruppen has organized the concept Festdager på Momarken, with a fairground, stalls and entertainment over a long weekend. Free entry, great artists, very popular.
Monaryggen – the sand marshes
3-4 km long – 208 m above sea level. 80 meters over area around. The ridge was formed at the end of the last ice age in
connection with the melting for approx. 9-10,000 years ago. At Mysen and Eidsberg, the landscape is broken up in several
places into a series of small, steep stream valleys and ravines. This ravine landscape has been formed by running water
digging into the deposits outside Monaryggen.
The Monaryggen is the largest formation of its kind in the whole of Northern Europe, but is now greatly reduced by
several large mass withdrawals and the development of E18, which runs right through it. Eidsberg municipality applied
before the municipal merger in the latest municipal plan to preserve one segment of the ridge intact so that the profile is
intact both on the distal and proximal side. There are also several burial fields from the Iron Age up on the ridge and on
the southern slope.
Along the Morenen is also a new hotel, Scandic Brennemoen, which opened in autumn 2019. 99 rooms, very pleasant
service and the hotel is well visited. The Morenen shopping center is also located along the Morenen. Where more stores
are constantly being expanded. McDonalds opened here in autumn 2019.
Furthermore, we pass Mysen prison, which was completed in 2017. It is a high-security prison for men. The prison has an
ordinary capacity of 102 places. The prison has a tailored offer for 25 to 40 young inmates between the ages of 18 and 25,
a drug addiction ward based on the Stifinner model and, beyond that, will accept all categories of inmates.
The prison also has a shop with the appropriate name ”Tyven tyven” where everyone can come and buy products produced by the prisoners.

MYSEN

						
Mysen is a nice little town. With active teams and associations. And nice
						
shops and several cafes and restaurants. A hiking trail has been created 						
the Health Trail, along the Mysen river which is a popular area to use. A
						
great path for walkers and runners along the river. It is used daily by
						
hundreds of people. Along the river there are pedal boats that you can
						use.
						
Just outside the city center is the Folkenborg Museum, which is the birth
						
place of the king’s son Håkon Håkonsson. Folkenborg is an open-air
						museum, with a farmyard and farmstead.
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Folkenborg Museum has relocated houses from the Indre Østfold region, with the main emphasis on Eidsberg. Particularly
interesting is the large Narvestad building from 1723, with its richly decorated interior.
Folkenborg Museum is located in an area characterized by long historical lines. The large museum barn contains exhibition
areas, study magazine, seminar room, cafe and offices.
There are deep historical roots here. In the 12th century, this was the site of a church and Inga from Varteig gave birth
to the king’s son Håkon Håkonsson here in 1204. He was later smuggled over the mountain at Lillehammer, which is the
origin of the famous Birkebeinerrennet, when the Birkebeiner saved him from the Bagels who were chasing him.
Above Mysen lies Høytorp Fort and towers over Mysen town.
Høytorp fort is Norway’s largest inland fort and is well preserved.
This is also a popular outdoor area. Høytorp fort was the main fort
in the Fossum district’s fortress, and was built in the period 19121918. The first contingent of recruits arrived at Høytorp Fort on 10
August 1915. The fort took part in the battles against German
forces on 9-14. April 1940. The fort was closed down as a military
facility in 1994, protected by the National Archives in 2001 and
handed over to Eidsberg municipality in 2003.
During the war, the Germans removed the fort’s four tower guns,
and the Association for Høytorp fort has since 1996 worked to get
the tower guns back. In 2009, the parts for the first two 7.5 cm
Cockerill turret guns returned, and these were fully assembled in
2014. A 12 cm Schneider turret gun was dismantled and retrieved
in 2014, and was fully assembled on Høytorp fort in July 2015, so
that it was ready for the 100-year celebration of the fort. Thus,
three out of four turret guns have been returned. The 12 cm turret
cannon is active, and is fired at certain events.
In the area there are over 40 buildings which today house, among
other things, a restaurant, applied arts outlet, home improvement,
second-hand market etc. The area is open to the public every day.
There is a tour every Sunday at 2 pm in June, July and August. Here
you are guided for approx. 90 minutes through dark, exciting
corridors, inside and outside the tower cannons, hear interesting
history and experience great views from the top of the mountain
complex. The tour ends in a separate exhibition with uniforms,
weapons and objects. A separate artillery museum is open from
12.30 to 1.30 pm every Sunday in June – August. The cannon
exhibition is in building 11, and consists of cannons from 1870 1944. The cannon is continuously restored by the Association for Høytorp fort.
Train and city status
There are trains to Oslo from Mysen city, normally once an hour, with twice an hour during rush hour. The train journey
takes about an hour. In addition, the E18, which is the main road between Oslo and Stockholm, passes by. Today it takes
about 50 minutes by car as there is only 15 km left between Oslo and the border, which is not a four-lane motorway
(through Ås and Nordre Follo).
Mysen received city status in 1997.
Famous people from Mysen:
• Håkon Håkonsson (1207-1263), king of Norway 1217-1263
• Fredrik Nannestad (1693-1774), bishop in Trondheim, later in Oslo
• Halvor Heyerdahl Rasch (1805-1883), professor of zoology
• Thea Foss (1857-1927), Norwegian-American businesswoman
• Trygve Gulbranssen (1894-1962), author
• Eva Røine (b. 1928), psychologist and author
• Otto Ruge, general from World War II
• Jan Erling Haugland (b. 1943), leader of several expeditions to the Arctic and Antarctic
• Per Fosser (b. 1945), orienteer, WCH gold relay 1970
• Jan Garbarek (b. 1947). jazz musician
• Tomm Kristiansen (b. 1950), foreign employee at NRK and author
• Cecilie Løveid (b. 1951), playwright and author
• Halvard Haugerud (b. 1957), visual artist Britt Juul (b. 1964), visual artist
• Svein Erik Bjerkreim, former national handball player
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Vibeke Skofterud (1980-2018), Olympic champion in skiing (from Slitu)
Erik Unaas, former mayor and board member of the Norwegian Sports Federation
Gøran Antonsen, owner and driver of the world star ”Lionel” - winner of the Olympic Trot 2017
Per Oleg Midtfjeld, well-known trotting driver, winner of Elitloppet and Oslo GP with ”Steinlager”
Kjell-Erik Kristiansen, world-renowned sports announcer (8 Olympics, almost 50 World Championships,
1000+ World Cup-races)
Brage Vestavik, one of the world’s best downhill cyclists
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Saturday 13. August - 5. stage : Vikersund - Norefjell
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Saturday 13. August - 5. stage : Vikersund - Norefjell
GENERAL INFO
The fifth stage is probably the decisive one in the summary. The 10 km climb up to Norefjell is by far the hardest of the
race, and it was here that Olympic champion Annemiek van Vleuten decided the Ladies Tour of Norway last year.
The race starts in Vikersund and first runs a lap past the famous Vikersundbakken and through the municipal center Åmot
before passing the center of Vikersund again. Then back to Åmot before passing the Blaafarveværket, the biathlon village
of Simostranda and cycling through Sigdal municipality to Krøderen.
The riders follow the lake Krøderen to Norheimsund, where the ascent begins. The goal is just below Norefjell Ski & Spa,
one of Northern Europe’s largest hotel complexes.
Here are the places that they pass on the 6th stage:

VIKERSUND

Vikersund is an urban settlement and administrative center in Modum municipality in Viken county. The town has 3,232
inhabitants as of 1 January 2020 and is located furthest south-west in the Tyrifjorden, where the outlet of the fjord forms
the Drammenselva at Vikerfossen. Vikersund is 30 kilometers south of Hønefoss and 40 kilometers northwest of Drammen.
The road 35 passes by Vikersund, while Vikersund station is connected to the Bergen Railway via the Randsfjord Railway.
Norway’s longest museum railway, the Krøderbanen, runs between Vikersund and the town of Krøderen.
Historically, Vikersund has been important in wood processing and the paper industry. Timber was floated on Tyrifjorden,
further out Vikerfossen and down the Drammenselva from Vikersund. Today, the largest employers in Vikersund are Modum municipality, Modum Bad and the contractor company Albert Kr. Hæhre.

VIKERSUNDBAKKEN

Vikersund is perhaps best known for its skiflying hill, Vikersundbakken. In April 2010, development began so that the hill
became the world’s largest ski jumping hill. It was put into use
for the first time during the trial World Cup in February 2011,
and regularly organizes World Cups in skiflying. Johan Remen
Evensen set a new hillrecord and world record during the trial
WC in 2011 with two jumps of 243 and 246.5 metres, in the 2nd
trial round and the qualification respectively. In February 2012, the WCH in skiflying was held there. The hill was further
developed before the World Cup races in 2013. Stefan Kraft set a new hill- and world record on 18 March 2017 with a jump
of 253.5 metres.
In 2022, the WCH in skiflying was again organized in Vikersundbakken, which has also gained a new attraction. It’s the
new zipline where, for NOK 700, you can experience what it’s like to soar down the world’s largest ski jump. You pass the
jump at up to 100 km/h.
If you think it’s too scary, you can walk the 1,078 steps from the plain up to the top. A steep, short hike with a high heart
rate and fantastic views.

ÅMOT (MODUM)

Åmot is located in Modum municipality in Viken. The place is located by highway 35, county road 287 and by Randsfjordbanen/Bergensbanen, but no trains stop at Åmot station anymore. Åmot has a long history as an industrial site, but is
now mainly a trade and school centre. The place has grown together with Geithus, and they make up the settlement
Åmot/Geithus.
The name Åmot is used for a place where rivers meet. In this case, it is the Simoa that flows into the Drammenselva at
Åmotsund. The four waterfalls (Embretsfoss, Døvikfoss, Kongsfoss and Haugfoss) in the immediate vicinity have contributed greatly to Åmot’s industrial history.
At Kongsfossen by Kongssagene, in 1870, a wood grinding mill, Kongssagene Brug, was built. Another wood grinder, Embretsfoss Fabrikker, was started at Embretsfoss in 1874. Haugfossen got its wood grinder, Haugfoss Træsliberi, in 1894,
four years before the business at Blaafarveværket ended for good.
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Haugfoss Træsliberi was closed down after a fire in 1926, Kongssagene Brug ceased operation in 1938. Embretsfoss
Fabrikker expanded its production to include cellulose and paper and was, until its closure in 1971, Åmot’s most important
workplace.
At all of Åmot’s four waterfalls, one or more power plants have been installed. At first, all the power was used by the
businesses around the falls, but with the establishment of Modum Elverk in 1913, the electricity was also distributed to
private households

BLAAFARVEVÆRKET AND THE COBALT MINES

An important event in Åmot’s industrial history was the discovery of cobalt in 1772. This led to the founding of Kongelige
Modumske Blaafarveværk four years later. The color work itself was added to the plain below Haugfossen. The work’s
heyday was before 1849, and the work was in its time Norway’s largest workplace. Blaafarveværket closed operations in
1898.
Today, Blaafarveværket is a museum that is one of Norway’s most visited tourist attractions. The foundation Modums
Blaafarveværk runs the museum, which in 2018 celebrated 50 years since industrial development stopped in the area
where the Blaafarveværk is located, and started work to preserve the area, the buildings and the industrial history on the
site.

HØYT OG LAVT MODUM

Modum Climbing Park with 65 climbing elements, 11 ziplines and 5 trails is a popular tourist destination for many. In addition, the climbing park has a natural climbing wall with three auto belays. Here there are new things to learn about for
basically all age groups. .

VESTRE SPONE CHURCH

Vestre Spone church is a long church from 1880 in Modum municipality. It is part of the Church of Norway and belongs to
Eiker parish in Tunsberg diocese.
The building is made of wood and has 200 places. The interior was renewed in the 1930s.

SYSLE

Sysle is a settlement and a village in Modum municipality. The settlement has 250 inhabitants as of 1 January 2021, and is
located between Snarumselva and national highway 280, around five kilometers west of Vikersund. In addition to farms,
Sysle has a housing estate with densely built-up areas, which locally is simply called ”the field”.

THE TYRIFJORD

Tyrifjorden is a lake in Ringerike, Hole, Lier and Modum municipalities in Viken county. With an area of 137.38 km², it is
Norway’s fifth largest lake in terms of extent. The fjord is 63 meters above sea level and is part of the Drammensvassdraget. Old names for the fjord are Tyri and Tyrvi, which means pine lake. From nature’s point of view, Tyrifjorden is
Norway’s fourth largest lake in extent, but the second largest in volume (13.13 km³). Røssvatnet in Nordland is, however,
larger, but this is artificially dammed. If this is taken into account, the Tyrifjord becomes the fifth largest in extent and the
third largest in volume.
Tyrifjorden belongs to the country’s most species-rich lakes and is considered to be moderately nutritious; oligotrophic.
Several areas directly adjacent to the fjord have great conservation value due to their unique flora and fauna. The fjord,
which is a typical clear water lake with little humus influence and a good ion composition, has an acidity of between 6.8
and 7.2.
The slopes and flats along the lake are fertile and the mild climate means that intensive agriculture is carried out around
the lake. In the Tyrifjord lies Utøya, which was the scene of the terrible terrorist attack in 2011. But Utøya is located by
Sundvolden on the opposite side of the lake from Vikersund.
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SIMOSTRANDA

Simostranda is a village in Modum municipality in Buskerud. The village is
located by the river Simoa, along county road 287, and is best known for
the sports club and its focus on biathlon and its biathletes. The best known
is Ole Einar Bjørndalen, but also his brother Dag Bjørndalen, Hildegunn
Mikkelsplass (born Fossen) and Ida Lien are or have been on the national
team.
Olympic king Ole Einar Bjørndalen stands on a statue in Simostrand, close
to the national road where the ladies cycle past.

SIGDAL MUNICIPALITY

Sigdal is a municipality in Viken county. It borders Flå in the north, Krødsherad in the east, Modum in the southeast, Øvre
Eiker and Flesberg in the south and Rollag and Nore and Uvdal in the west. Most of the inhabitants live in the towns of
Nerstad, Prestfoss, Nedre Eggedal and Eggedal. The municipality is characterized by high mountains and valleys. Approximately 72% of the municipality is covered by forest, 20% is mountain – essentially a low alpine zone. 4% of the area is
cultivated and approx. 4% is water and waterways. A total of 842 km2. The inhabitants live mainly from agriculture and
forestry and tourism.
					
During the Second World War, Milorg forces (resistance forces) from Base Elg
					
were stationed in parts of Sigdal. Airdrops were made in the mountains. To
					
wards the end of the occupation, there was a battle between the Home Forces
					
and German police soldiers of Norwegian and German origin at Haglebuvannet,
					
called the Haglebuslaget. 14 people were killed. Two members of Hirden were
					
also shot on the same day near the water.
					
					
This well-known landmark is both exciting and legendary. The characteristic
					
mountain has given life to both legends and fairy tales. The famous artist Theo					
dor Kittelsen lived nearby, and he used the mountain as inspiration for his most
famous troll drawings. Today, Andersnatten is a favorite pilgrimage site for adventurous mountaineers, and the steep wall
is described as a mountaineer’s paradise, but there is also a popular hiking trail up to the top from the back of Andersnatten.
Theodor Kittelsen is known for his atmospheric paintings and fairytale drawings of trolls, animals and landscapes. He
lived with his family in Lauvlia, which is beautifully situated by the Soneren in Sigdal. It was the beautiful view that gave
him inspiration for his paintings and drawings.
The famous artist Christian Skredsvig (known among other things for the painting ”The Boy with the Willow Flute”) lived
and worked here for a large part of his life. The place has a fantastic view over the entire valley, which with its beautiful
nature has inspired many artists over the years. The house itself bears the stamp of being an artist’s home. Here, all the
furniture and paintings are intact as when the artist himself lived there.
Here you can experience the distinctive character and charm that gave him inspiration for his paintings and books. The
municipality’s millennium venue is the Sigdal Museum, which is the folk music center in Buskerud. The municipality’s millennium project was the construction of an old building, Plassanebygningen, on the museum grounds.
Famous people from Sigdal
• Christian Skredsvig (1854-1924), painter
• Theodor Kittelsen (1857-1914), painter and draftsman
• Olaf Solumsmoen (1896-1972), editor, state secretary (Ap)
• Olaf Knudson (1915-1996), representative of the Storting (H) 1954-1977
• Erling Kroken (1928-2007), ski jumper
• Anne-Lise Berntsen (1943-2012), singer (soprano)
• Carl Hiaasen (b. 1953), American writer and journalist with roots in Sigdal
• Gudmund Olsen (b.1960), 3 NM gold medals in the decathlon for Sigdal FIK
• Josefine Frida Pettersen (b. 1996), actress in Skam

PRESTFOSS

Prestfoss is a settlement and the administrative center of Sigdal municipality. The settlement has 488 inhabitants as of 1
January 2020, and is located by Kråkefjorden, the eastern part of lake Soneren. Holmen church from 1853 is located here.
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At Prestfoss is the Folk Music Center in Buskerud. The folk music center in Buskerud is also an open-air museum. The
museum offers a good picture of the building style and traditions in the district. The folk music center is mainly responsible for collecting, storing and promoting local folk music and dance. The folk music archive contains historical materials
relating to local folk music. Sigdal and Eggedal Museum is an open-air cultural heritage museum that gives a good picture
of the building style and traditions in the district. Sigdal and Eggedal Museum is located on the site of the former Sigdal
Nickel Works (1874-1879).

SONEREN

Soneren is a lake located in Sigdal municipality. It has gained a place in Norwegian art history because the visual artist
Theodor Kittelsen chose to build his home Lauvlia on a plot nearby. From his studio window he had a magnificent view of
Andersnatten reflected in the water.
The Simoa River flows into and out of the lake, which also has inlets from Eidalselva and Horga. Soneren is also called
Storfjorden.

SIGDAL MOTOR CENTER

Sigdal Motor Center has one of Norway’s toughest courses on which rental karts are driven. It is 750 meters long and 7
meters wide. The normal rental maps come up at a speed of 50 km/h on the long side. this is fast when you are sitting so
close to the ground.
The club’s children’s go karts have different sizes to suit both small and large from the year the child turns 8. Run by NMK
Modum & Sigdal.

KRØDEREN (sea and village)

Krøderen is a lake in Krødsherad and Flå municipalities in Viken. It extends approx. 41 kilometers north from the town of
the same name and ends at Gulsvik in Flå, south of Hallingdal. The most important water supply comes from Hallingdalselva in the north, and the outlet is via Snarumselva at the southern end of the lake. The lake has an area of 43.91 km2.
On the west side of the lake is, among other things, the approach to the Norefjellmassivet. A little south of Noresund lies
Bjørøya with Villa Fridheim, known from, among other things, the TV-series Soria Moria.
At Noresund (along county road 280) there is a bridge over the lake, which at that point is approx. 200 meters wide. National highway 7 ran along the lake between Ørgenvika and Gulsvik, parallel to the Bergen Railway, but now a new tunnel
has been built which means that the national highway no longer runs through the center of Noresund. Until 2014, national highway 7 ran along the lake between Noresund and Ørgenvika, this stretch is now county highway 280.
From Krøderen station at the southern end of the lake there was a connection by steamboat to Gulsvik. The boat trip took
2 1/2 hours with D/S ”Haakon Adelsten” (from 1861), ”Krøderen” and ”Norefjeld”. The last steamboat ran in 1925. When
the section Voss-Gulsvik on the Bergen Railway was put into use on 10 June 1908, there was a lot of traffic on the Krøder
Railway, but after the Bergen Railway opened to Hønefoss and Oslo in 1909, there was only local traffic on the Krøder
Railway.

OLBERG CHURCH

Olberg church is a cross church from 1859 in Krødsherad municipality. It is part of the Church of Norway and belongs to
Eiker parish in Tunsberg diocese. The building is made of wood and has 600 places.

NORESUND

Noresund is a village and the administrative center of Krødsherad municipality. The settlement has 349 inhabitants as of 1
January 2020, and is located by the lake Krøderen. Krøderen is only about 200 meters wide at Noresund.
National highway 7 used to pass through the place, and Norefjell ski center is located 3 kilometers north-west of Noresund. Krødsherad rectory natural monument stands here.
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NOREFJELL SKI & SPA

Norefjell Ski & Spa is a resort with everything you can dream of. The location is in the middle of the hill at Bøseter. Ski in/
out makes the resort perfect for those going skiing.
The resort consists of 244 rooms, divided into 121 double rooms and 123 family suites. In the village outside the resort you
will find 161 apartments suitable for 4-8 people. All suites and apartments have their own kitchen.
In terms of activities, the resort has a 16-metre high climbing wall, bouldering wall, swimming area with swimming pool,
jacuzzis and two saunas, well-equipped fitness department, wellness department, children’s zone, après-ski, nightclub
and activity program for children during holidays and weekends, etc.
Just below Norefjell Ski & Spa, Seterliv is organized in the summer. Here the children can meet goats, pigs, rabbits and
chickens. Possibility of horse riding and driving with horse and carriage. There is canoe rental and an open kiosk.
Norefjell is also known as the arena for the alpine exercises during the Winter Olympics in Oslo 1952. Many people probably remember the classic image of Stein Eriksen as he lies vertically in the air with only one hand as contact with the
ground. In addition to Norefjell Ski & Spa, there is a favorite outdoor area that has lots of cabins and is also used extensively in the summer.
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Sunday 14. August - 6. stage : Lillestrøm - Halden
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Sunday 14. August - 6. stage : Lillestrøm - Halden
GENERAL INFO
The sixth and final stage can easily be called the ”Border stage”. Because after the start
in Lillestrøm and a few kilometers along the lake Øyeren from Fetsund and southwards,
the cyclists turn towards the border with Sweden via Hemnes and Ørje. Large parts of
the stage follow the beautiful Haldenvassdraget all the way to the destination town of
Halden, which is the ”birthplace” of the race. Beautiful scenery, slightly hilly terrain all
the way and technical laps in the center of Halden as a finale.
There has always been a lot of drama in front of a large audience at the end in Halden.
Last year Chloe Hosking won the sprint, but Marianne Vos has also won here. However,
it is not certain that there will be a sprint, partly because the terrain to Halden can offer breakaways and partly because
the laps in the center of Halden are technical.
The ladies get a beautiful finish with many fantastic views along the lakes in the Haldenkanalen – if they have time to
look at them.
Here are the places that they pass on the 6th stage:

LILLESTRØM

Lillestrøm is a municipality in Nedre Romerike in Viken. The municipality was formed on 1 January 2020 by merging Fet,
Skedsmo and Sørum municipalities. The name Lillestrøm for the new large municipality was decided by the Ministry of
Local Government and Modernization in 2017.
Lillestrøm city is the largest conurbation in the municipality and, according to Statistics Norway’s definition, part of the
conurbation of Oslo. With 89,095 inhabitants, Lillestrøm is the 4th largest municipality in Viken per 2022.
Business life
There is a wide-ranging business community in Lillestrøm municipality. Lillestrøm municipality has an ambition to be an
attractive municipality for business establishment. Investments are made, among other things, in environments for renewable energy and health. Lillestrøm municipality is a municipality in strong growth.
Kjeller is one of Norway’s largest research, innovation and technology environments, with a unique history linked to value
creation in large parts of Norway and internationally. Kjeller is also home to a department of Oslomet - the metropolitan
university.
The exhibition and conference center Norges Varemesse is located in Lillestrøm city. The exhibition center ”X Meeting
Point” is located at Hellerudsletta, immediately outside the city. Lillestrøm Torv is the city center in Lillestrøm, located in
the middle of the city.
Lillestrøm Torv has a total area of 37,200 m², 60 shops and just under three million visitors each year. The shopping center
was established in March 1985 and completely renovated in 2017/2018.
Lillestrøm city has a good cultural offer and several stages that offer concerts, performances, festivals and events. In Lillestrøm city, approx. 200 stores and approx. 50 places to eat.
Strømmen Storsenter is a shopping center at Strømmen in Lillestrøm municipality. The center is one of the country’s largest in terms of number of shops, with a total of 195 shops and eateries. With an annual turnover of 3.48 billion in 2020,
Strømmen Storsenter is also Norway’s second largest center in turnover.
Transportation
The railway from Oslo S splits at Lillestrøm station, towards Gardermoen and Jessheim in the north and Kongsvinger in
the east respectively. In the western direction, there are direct trains to Oslo through the tunnel Romeriksporten and local
trains over the hill on the Hovedbanen through Groruddalen.
There are two four-lane motorways in the municipality. The E6, which connects the municipality with Oslo and Gardermoen, passes Skjetten, Skedsmokorset and Frogner. National highway 159 connects Strømmen and Lillestrøm with Oslo.
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In 2008, 2010, 2012, 2014 and 2016, Lillestrøm was voted Norway’s best cycling city by the National Association of Cyclists.
Skedsmo municipality (now Lillestrøm) had a well-connected cycleway network, and promoted this through, among other
things, a separate cycle map and offer of cycle routes for download to GPS. In order to improve cyclists’ accessibility, the
municipality also introduced special exceptions for cyclists on certain one-way roads.
Art and culture
Lillestrøm Cultural Center is the municipality’s largest cultural center. Lillestrøm Cultural Center was inaugurated in 1926
and has the address Kirkegata 11. In 2006, an expanded version of Lillestrøm Cultural Center was opened, with extensions
on both sides of the original main building. Lillestrøm Culture Center is located approx. 150 meters from Lillestrøm station.
Lillestrøm Cultural Center organizes concerts, theater performances, shows and lectures, as well as offering course and
conference facilities. Tenants at Lillestrøm Kultursenter include the Norwegian Ballet Institute, Unge Viken Theater and
Scene 5 - the restaurant at Lillestrøm Kultursenter.
Nitja Center for Contemporary Art
”Nitja center for contemporary art” (formerly Akershus Art Center) opened in new buildings in the spring of 2021. The
house was designed by Haugen/Zohar architects. The art center is supported by Viken county council and Lillestrøm municipality, and shows and communicates national and international contemporary art, with changing exhibitions. The art
center also houses an art lounge with temporary exhibitions, an art shop, an activity room for children and a project room
for hire. Café Nitja is located on the first floor of the art center with indoor and outdoor dining.
Samfundet (the Society)
The company Lillestrøm Kultursenter owns the Samfundet (the Society), a place for gatherings and parties, located in
Brogata 2b. The house was given as a gift to Lillestrøm Cultural Center in 2001 from Lillestrøm Arbeidersamfunn. In 2004,
the Society was moved from Voldgata 6 to Brogata 2b.
1860-1865: The house was built as one of three workers’ homes for Tandberg Saga. A southern house, a middle house and a northern house were built. One is not sure which of these three houses is today’s ”Society”. The first reliable
evidence that the house existed was at the census in 1865. At that time, seven families, 40 people, lived in the southern
house, of which 11 of these worked at sawmills.
Lillestrøm Arbeidersamfund, abbreviated Samfundet, was founded on 16 October 1881. For many years this was Lillestrøm’s most important political debate forum. In its first decades, the society also had an important function in contributing to ”Members’ education and education”. The useful should be combined with the entertaining, and Lillestrøm’s first
cinema opened here in 1907, with one price for men and half price for women and children.
Sports
In Lillestrøm municipality, there is a large sports offer and many sports facilities - both municipal facilities and facilities for
which the sports teams themselves are responsible. The sports teams, which are members of the Norwegian Sports Federation (NIF), are organized under the Lillestrøm Sports Council. The Sports Council has its own board, and in 2021 a general
manager was appointed for the first time.
Lillestrøm municipality has a department that works with sports. On the municipality’s website, there is an overview of
sports halls, swimming pools, ski slopes, training parks, skating rinks, skate parks and swimming areas.
LSK Kvinner Fotballklubb is a women’s football club from Lillestrøm. It was founded on 10 October 1989 as Setskog/Høland. In 2001, they became Team Strømmen and took over the place in the Toppserien (highest league). Since December
2009, they are called LSK Kvinner FK. They have won the Toppserien seven times, shared the most with Trondheims-Ørn,
won six cup golds and won ”The Double” five times. They play their matches in the LSK hall.
Lillestrøm Sports Club (LSK), founded in 1917, has a football team in the elite series (mens highest league). LSK play their
home games at Åråsen Stadium in Lillestrøm and is this year one of the top teams in the Norwegian league.

FETSUND

Fetsund is a town in Lillestrøm municipality. The settlement has 8,584 inhabitants as of 1 January 2021 and is located
approximately eight kilometers southeast of Lillestrøm, close to the river Glomma’s outlet in Øyeren. The place forms the
first natural crossing point of the Glomma north of Øyeren, and is an old ferry place.
Since 1960, the population has increased by 2% per year. The increase has come as a result of developed fields with detached houses such as in Hovinhøgda and Nerdrum, or as mixed developments of detached houses and terraced houses
such as in Garderåsen. Until 1 January 2020, Fetsund was the municipal center of the former Fet municipality in Akershus.
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Fetsund has a train connection to Oslo, which is 21 minutes away, and several bus routes with connections to Lillestrøm,
Bjørkelangen and Trøgstad. The settlement also has a railway station of the same name and the Nerdrum stop.
The first bridge connection over the Glomma was opened in 1862 with railway tracks and a carriageway. The bridge was
then the country’s longest railway bridge, 440 meters long. The bridge was renewed in the same place the first time
1872-1877 and the second time 1912-1918. The carriageway was no more solid than that bus passengers had to get off the
bus and walk across. The railway bridge still maintains a walkway. Fetsund’s fourth bridge, a little further south with two
lanes and 595 meters long, was opened to traffic on 12 December 1959 as part of national highway 22.
Fetsund Lenser was one of the large timber floating facilities for sorting and
bundling timber and was in operation from 1861 to 1985. The facility is today
protected as a technical industrial cultural monument and consists of a two km
long floating facility in the river and approx. 25 buildings, most of which are
listed. Fetsund Lenser is today a floating museum with exhibitions that convey
the history of floating and the history of the floating facilities on Bingen and
Fetsund. The museum area is a scenic open area with outdoor exhibitions, cafes
and a museum shop. In the summer season, it is possible to go out on the
floating facility of 2.8 km with floating walkways.
The area also houses the visitor center for the Nordre Øyeren nature reserve, which conveys the exciting and unique natural life in the Øyeren delta, Northern Europe’s largest inland delta. Both Fetsund lenser and the Visitor Center are part of
the Museums in Akershus (MiA). On the hill behind Fetsund station, on the farm Vilberg, is the Fetsund battery from 1902.
The town hall contains the municipality’s library. Fetsund has schools and educational opportunities with several kindergartens and two primary schools. The nearest upper secondary schools are in Lillestrøm, Sørumsand and Bjørkelangen.
Two top skiers had their childhood in Fetsund. Alpine star Aksel Lund Svindal who later moved to Lillestrøm (Kjeller) and
cross country star Maiken Caspersen Falla, now living in Elverum.

GAN

Gansdalen (locally called ”Gan”) is a village approximately ten kilometers south of Fetsund in Lillestrøm municipality. It is
located on the east side of Øyeren, around 20 minutes drive south-east from Lillestrøm town along national highway 22.
The place has a swimming area, primary school (1-7), prayer house, Dalen church and a newer housing estate - Stensrudfellett. Down towards the lake Øyeren you will find Gansbruket, a former sawmill, now a museum. Gansdalen has a nice
forest area with good conditions for hiking and cross-country skiing.

ENEBAKKNESET

Enebakkneset is a headland in lake Øyeren in Lillestrøm municipality. Enebakkneset was part of Fet municipality from
1962 until 1 January 2020. Before 1962 Enebakkneset was part of Enebakk municipality.
Famous residents include the illustrator Hilde Kramer.

HEMNES

Hemnes is a village in Aurskog-Høland municipality in Akershus. The settlement has 745 inhabitants as of 1 January 2021,
and is located on the farm Bråtes grunn, north-east of Øgderen (Hemnessjøen). Hemnes is 19 kilometers south of the
municipal center Bjørkelangen. The place is named after the farm Hemnes at the northern end of lake Øgderen. Highway
125 runs through Hemnes.
In Hemnes, the 1-10 school Bråte School is located, which has over 400 pupils. The local nursing home is called Hemnes
Nursing Home. The Søndre Høland church is also located on the site. Hemnes has a grocery shopp, tipping and trotting
commission with post in the shop, doctor’s and dentist’s offices and a petrol station.
Basmo fortress on Ydersbotn and Aurskog-Høland rural area are local tourist attractions. Hemnes has a sports team with
approx. 1,400 members. Søndre Høland Sports and Youth Team, Søndre Høland Theater Team, Bråte School Corps and
Søndre Høland Mixed Choir are among the leisure activities on site. Annually, local forces organize ”Experience the Søndre
Høland days”

SKULERUD

Skulerud is a small settlement in Aurskog-Høland municipality in Akershus. It used to be a hub. Skulerud was the terminus
of the Urskog–Hølandsbanen. Skulerud also has the top guest harbor (2 x 20 metres) in the Haldenkanalen.
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SKULERUDSJØEN

Skulerudvannet (also called Skulerudsjøen) is located in the upper part of the Haldenvassdraget in the south of Aurskog-Høland municipality, 118.6 meters above sea level. The water is supplied via the rivers Hølandselva and Mjerma from
Bjørkelangen and Mjermen respectively. The Rødenessjøen below is dammed up to almost the same level as Skulerudvannet, and boat traffic can thus pass unimpeded between these lakes. Between Skulerudvannet and Rødensjøen runs the
strait Skirfoss on the county border between Akershus and Østfold.
County road 125 runs along the east side of the lake. On the east side of the lake was also Skulerud station, the terminus
of the Urskog-Hølandsbanen. The locomotive still stands there, and the wharf where the boats on the Haldenvassdraget
moored.
Boats with a maximum dimension of: 1.6 m depth, 6.0 m width, 24.0 m length and 5.7 m mast height. In the Hølandselva
(north of Skullerud to Ydersnes), maximum depth and maximum height vary greatly with the flow of water.
There are 13 guest piers along the canal from Skullerud in the north to Tistedal (Halden) in the south. The area also offers
nice cycling routes. National cycle route no. 9 runs from Halden and northwards along the canal. It is encouraged to cycle
on the west side of the canal as there is less traffic here. Otherwise, there are a number of forest roads that you can take
the trip around.

HALDENVASSDRAGET

From the south, Femsjøen is the first of the five lakes along the Haldenkanalen, followed by Aspern, Aremarksjøen, Øymarksjøen and Rødensjøen.
The Haldenkanalen is part of the Haldenvassdraget, which is close to the Swedish border. It is the oldest of the two canals
in Norway and measures 8 miles from Skulerud in the north to Tistedal in Halden in the south - a great tourist attraction
with its beautiful and partly untouched nature. Along the canal there are 18 shelters and campsites as well as several pleasant places to stay and eat. The Haldenkanalen is a popular area for boating, canoeing, kayaking, cycling and hiking.
The Haldenkanalen is famous for its pike fishing and many Germans find their way here every year for catch and release.
You can hire a fishing guide from Jåvall in Marker. You are then, so to speak, guaranteed to catch fish.
Along the Haldenkanalen, several shelters have now been built which are free to use. Canoes can be rented at several
places along the canal. Paddle boards - SUP - can be rented in the area. SUP Rømskog is based in Rømskog but is mobile.

RØDENES

Rødenes was first part of Idd and Marker bailiff in Smaalenene county, later transferred to Rakkestad bailiff. Rødenes
municipality was established when municipal self-government was introduced in 1837 as a result of the Foremanskapslovene of the same year. Rømskog was separated as its own municipality in 1902. The remaining part constituted Rødenes
municipality until 1964 when it was merged with Øymark to form the new large municipality of Marker. Rødenes was 208
km² and had 1,314 inhabitants at the time of the merger.
Rødenes today forms Rødenes parish which, together with Klund parish, corresponds to the former Rødenes municipality
and forms the northern part of Marker municipality. The two parishes had a total of 990 inhabitants in 2017.
The name Rødenes is originally the name of the rectory located on a headland in Rødensjøen. The first part immediately
seems to have a connection with the color red, but the oldest forms of writing do not indicate that the name can be easily
interpreted as ’the red nose’.
Rødenes encloses the 18 km long Rødenesjøen in the Haldenvassdraget and borders Sweden in the east. The landscape is
characterized by forested bedrock hills up to 308 m above sea level. (Risenhøgda). Around lake Rødensjøen there is more
open terrain with agricultural areas.
Rødenes church is a medieval long church, built approx. 1230 in Marker municipality. It is part of the Church of Norway and
belongs to the Eastern Borgesyssel parish in Borg diocese.
The church underwent extensive remodeling in the years 1703-09. It was privately owned from 1729-1849, and was then
taken over by the municipality. The altarpiece is from the 1720s and was given as a gift from Chr. Hansen Sarpsborg, who
was commandant at Basmo fortress. In 1949-52, the church was restored under the direction of architect Ragnar Nilsen.
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The building is made of stone and has 240 spaces. Romanesque style with rectangular nave and lower and narrower
chancel. The church has been through several renovations and only the pulpit designed in oak has been preserved from
the beginning of the 17th century. It was married by Hemming Jenssønn in 1619. While the altarpiece and baptismal font
are from the 18th century. Benches and galleries were renewed in 1853.
The church is surrounded by deciduous forest with a burial chapel in the north-eastern part. Located to the east of the
rectory with a view over the west bank of lake Rødensjøen (formerly called Aur). The hill slopes down to the south.
LAKE RØDENESSJØEN
Lake Rødenessjøen is a lake at 118 m above sea level in the northern part of the Haldenvassdraget. The sea flows through
Skirfossen from Skulerudvannet, which is only half a meter higher (118.6 masl), and from Øgderen 133 masl. The water is
significantly affected by eutrophication (overfertilization).

ØRJE

Ørje is a settlement and the administrative center of Marker municipality. The settlement has 1,849 inhabitants as of 1
January 2021. The residential areas in Ørje are, in addition to the buildings near the center of Ørje, divided into several
housing estates. These housing estates are called, among other things, Lihammeren, Helgetjern, Mosebyneset, Åstoppen,
Krogstadfeltet and Torpåsen. In the settlement there is, among other things, a bank, town hall, pharmacy, Marker school,
eateries, shops and a library.
6 km east of the center is Ørje Tollsted (customs). Ørje is the most important gateway to Norway and Oslo from Stockholm. Ørje is the second largest road crossing in Norway measured in the number of heavier vehicles and the third largest
in the number of passenger cars.
Ørje is known for its canal museum and steamboat club. In 1849, Engebret Soot built Norway’s first lock system on Ørje,
with a total height difference of 10 metres. The locks are located between lake Rødensjøen and Øymarksjøen, which is
part of the Haldensvassdraget.
						
						
						
						
						
						
						

The locks were built in the years 1857-1860 at the same time as the
Strømsfoss locks. The locks are hand-operated, just as they were when
they opened in 1860. Swiss-style residences were built for both the lock
master and the lock assistant, both located on the west side of the locks.
The memorial stone for Engebret Soot stands at the top lock. It was
erected in 1936, 150 years after his birth. Haldenvassdraget’s Canal Museum is located on the former Ørje Brug area by the locks.

						
The Halden watercourse runs in a southerly direction through the muni
						
cipality. The landscape is dominated by the elongated lakes Rødenessjøen and Øymarksjøen. The Ørjeelva (river) between the two lakes was canalized in 1860, and the municipal center Ørje
is located here. Around the lakes are the best agricultural areas, and otherwise Marker is one of Østfold’s most important
forestry municipalities with large forest areas. In the southwest, towards the border with Rakkestad, the hills rise to
heights of 327 meters (Linnekleppen).
In 1905, Ørje received attention as Ørje fort, which had been established two years earlier, was seen by Sweden as unlucky, as the guns pointed east, towards Sweden. After the Karlstad Convention in September 1905, Ørje fort, together with
Urskog fort and the modern additions at Kongsvinger fortress and Fredriksten fortress were removed and a demilitarized
zone was created. Today, above the locks in Ørje, you can find the remains of Ørje fort. The Ørje forts or Ørje fortifications
is a common name for two forts, Likollen fort and Ørjekollen fort, located near Ørje. The forts were built in 1902-03 to
cover the national road, today E18, over Ørje which was the most important route of entry from Sweden. At the time, the
forts were manned with 1,300 men and were considered modern and protected by barbed wire fences and trenches. From
the Swedish side, the forts were described as unassailable, they would be very difficult to take in an infantry attack. The
area has an exciting war history with refugee routes etc.
The museum, located right next to the locks in Ørje, is a center for experiences, activities and knowledge about the Haldenkanalen. Here, history and culture from forestry, timber floating and wood processing are conveyed. The museum also
conveys knowledge about the biological diversity in forests and waterways.
Soot Spelet
Soot Spelet is played in Ørje Sluser (locks) with several well-known actors. The game is about the village genius Engebret
Soot - who is behind, among other things, the construction of the locks in the Haldenkanalen.
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There are many nice hiking trails you can take to the forest. ”Fjella” is the largest contiguous forest area in Østfold. Located from the E18 in the north and south. Several nice hiking trails are marked here. There are also several hiking huts
in the area. The highest point in Østfold is in Rømskog, Slavasshøgda 336 m above sea level. There are several lookout
towers that you can also visit. Right by Slavasshøgda you will find the Haukenestårnet, which is also the DNT accommodation cabin.
Dahl Besøksgård (farm) in Marker has countless animals that you can pet and feed. Horse riding etc. Also has accommodation. Open Thursday, Saturday and Sunday in summer.
Famous people from Ørje:
• Ola Isene (1898-1973), opera singer and actor
• Ingvar Bakken (1920-1982), parliamentary representative (Ap) 1958-1982
• Ola Vigen Hattestad (b. 1982), cross-country skier, Olympic and World champion
• Rolf Arne Holund (b.1959), former skier, father of World champion Hans Christer Holund
• Trygve Skaug, (b.1985) artist and songwriter

ØYMARKSJØEN

Øymarksjøen is a long and narrow lake located in the municipalities of Aremark and Marker in Viken. The southern part
of Øymarksjøen is called Bøensfjorden, and the northern part Lifjorden. The lake is part of the Haldenkanalen, and has an
inlet from Rødenessjøen in the north and an outlet in the south to Aremarksjøen. Øymarksjøen is known, among other
things, for a large population of pike. The largest that has been caught was 14.5 kilos.

LINNEKLEPPEN

Linnekleppen is a hill in Rakkestad and Marker municipality in Østfold. It has a height of
325 meters above sea level and is the highest point in both municipalities. Linnekleppen is
the second highest point in the old Østfold county, after Viktjernhøgda in the far north.
There is a blue-marked path to the top from county road 124; about. three kilometers to
walk, parking by the county road.
Northern Europe’s only serviced fire watch tower is located on this height, and from the
tower you have a view of large forest areas in the south-east of Norway, as well as parts
of Sweden. On clear days you can see all the way to Gaustatoppen, a distance of 174 km.
The first tower was erected in 1908, a larger tower was erected in 1936. The tower is 17
meters high and has a small dormitory for the fire warden. It was manned in the summer
months of June, July and August, but has been unmanned at times in recent years.
In the summer of 2014, the fire watchtower was visited by the artist duo Ylvis, who
recorded scenes for the music video Trucker’s Hitch, which was shown on their TV show in
September of the same year.

FLAGGHYTTA

The small rafted Flagghytta is located on a hill with a magnificent view of the Bøensfjord in the Haldenkanalen. The cabin
was built in the 1930s, and is located in an area with great hiking and paddling opportunities. Three of the beds are in the
cabin, the other three can be found in the annex nearby. The cabin can be seen directly above where the road on the west
side of Øymarksjøen joins the national road from Rakkestad towards Strømsfoss.

STRØMSFOSS/AREMARK

Several great farm shops, you pass ”Møllerens hus” in Strømsfoss. Not far away is also Stabburet on Holth. Strømsfoss is
also known for its summer entertainment with theater in the locks.
Aremark is the border municipality which, among other things, is the home of the very promising atheltics athlete Henriette Jæger, who is already an international top name in her sport.
Two well-known financiers also come from here: Tore Aksel Voldberg and Alf Ulven are names that often appear in financial circles in Norway.
Bøensætre Husmannsplass in Aremark. The largest and best-preserved homestead in Østfold. Known, among other
things, from the TV-program Farmen.
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AREMARKSJØEN

Ara (also known as lake Aremark/Aremarksjøen) is a lake located in Aremark municipality in Viken. It belongs to the Haldenvassdraget and covers 7.47 square kilometers. County road 21 runs along the east side of the lake. Aremark municipal
center is located along road 21 at the southern end of Ara. The lake is surrounded by agricultural land and forest.
Between Brekke locks in Halden municipality and Strømsfoss locks in Aremark, the Haldenkanalen has the same water
level through Stenselva, Aspern, Skotsbergelva and Ara. Strømsfoss locks connect Aremarksjøen with Strømselva and
Øymarksjøen, both of which are two meters higher.

ASPERN

Aspern is a lake located in Aremark municipality in Viken. Between Brekke locks in Halden municipality, and Strømsfoss
locks in Aremark, the Haldenkanalen has the same water level, 106 meters above sea level here as in Aremarksjøen.

ERTEMARKA

On the south side of national highway 21, where the girls cycle on this stage towards Halden. The border route runs
through Ertemarka. Here is also the great roller skiing facility in Tistedal, where, among other things, several talents from
Østfold have been trained. The residents of Halden have themselves voted Ertemarka the municipality’s most attractive
outdoor area.
Ertemarka’s large forest areas are a very popular hiking area all year round. A number of paths and forest roads make the
land accessible to many. There are lighted slopes where ski tracks are driven up in the winter. The Tistedalen ski resort at
Ertemoen has artificial snow facilities. In Ertemarka there are potholes and on Skårefjell there is a high observation tower.
Good opportunities for swimming, fishing and canoeing.

BREKKE LOCKS – EUROPE’S HIGHEST LOCK SYSTEM

Brekke locks is one of three lock systems in the Haldenkanalen. The locks were completed in 1924. Here you can enter the
lock with a passenger boat or your own boat. An incredibly exciting experience on a boat trip in beautiful nature!
Via Ferrata Haldenkanalen – a novelty
A novelty at Brekke locks is the new Via Ferrata, Europe’s longest suspension bridge - 124.3 m long, 15 meters above the
Haldenkanalen, an exciting climbing trail and a 250-metre long zipline are only some of what awaits you in the Via Ferrata
Haldenkanalen this summer. The facility is suitable for children aged 10 and up, so the whole family can have fun together!
MS Brekke
MS Brekke and crew would like to take you on a unique journey through Norway’s oldest canal system. An adventurous
and historic journey through beautiful nature and spectacular locks. The Haldenkanalen as a whole has a height difference
of a full 40 metres, spread over three lock locations. And at Brekke you will therefore find Europe’s highest lock with a
lifting height of almost 27 metres.
In recent years, Haldenvassdraget’s canal company, together with the National Archives and many other actors, has put
the canal in good condition, so that you can travel through the three lock locations (Brekke - Strømsfoss - Ørje) and five
lakes. Here you can swim, fish, eat, stay and bring your own boat/canoe/kayak or rent one.
The locks were built to transport timber to Halden. The construction
of the lock facilities made the waterway navigable between Skullerud
in Aurskog-Høland and Femsjøen in Halden. This revolutionized the
transport of timber from the inner border settlements to the sawmills
in Tistedal by Halden. Communication and the transport of goods
between the border settlements and Halden sped up. The canal was
built in the years 1852-1860, but in 1861 the locks in the farthest south
were destroyed by floods. These were first rebuilt in 1877. Ørje locks
and Strømsfoss locks date from 1860. ”New” Brekke locks were
completed in 1924. At Ørje locks there is a monument to the canal
builder Engebret Soot who lived from 1786 to 1859.
Do you want to join a boat trip on the Haldenkanalen?
Then you can use the scheduled ferry MS Brekke. (http://www.msbrekke.no/) It got a new owner in 2017, the boat has
in recent years been named MS Strømsfoss. It can also be chartered. Takes 97 people, and has a home port in Tistedal
and travels up to Strømsfoss in Aremark. Over the years, a total of 25 steamboats have plied the canal, and 6 of these old
steamboats are still in the canal.
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FEMSJØEN

Femsjøen is the lowermost of the large lakes in the Halden watershed, Halden municipality, Viken five km east of the
center of Halden; 10.4 km2, 79 m.
Femsjøen is dammed by Østfoldraet in the southwest; through this breaks the Tista, the drain of lake Femsjøen. Femsjøen
is a source of drinking water for Halden; water from here is pumped into the water Lille Erte (173 m above sea level) to
achieve a sufficient height, and here the water is also cleaned before it goes to the consumers.
The name. The first part presumably contains an original name for the lake, Fismi(r) from the river name Fism(a), the
gushing one, a derivation of fysse, fisse. As Femsjøen is the fifth of the large lakes in the Haldenvassdraget – the others
are counted from the top: Rødenessjøen, Øymarksjøen, Aremarksjøen and Aspern ¬ it has been suggested that this could
be behind the name.

TISTEDALEN SKI CENTER
					
					
					

In Tistedal, just outside Halden, you have one of Norway’s most beautiful
year-round skiing facilities with a roller ski track, a separate activity and service
center, as well as an artificial snow facility in winter.

					
The facility was started in 2002 and has been expanded in several stages and
					
now appears as a state-of-the-art training facility in both summer and winter.
					
					
Tistedal Friluftslag, which owns and operates the facility, has nurtured many
					
good cross-country skiers in recent years and actually took NM gold in cross-co					
untry skiing for juniors in 2016 through Petter Stokkeland. Pro cyclist Emilie Mo					
berg also has a past as a cross-country skier in the club with several starts in the
Norwegian championships in the youth and junior classes.

TISTEDAL

The girls cycle past the building from 1813 which had Norway’s first industrial machine (smuggled from England): The
”Spinneriet” is located by the waterfall from Halden towards Tistedal - above Saugbrugs (Norske Skog), which was previously founded in 1859 and is today one of the largest and most modern production units of SC magazine paper in the
world.
In the same year that Saugbrugs was founded, Engebregt Soot - known as the father of the Haldenkanalen - died. He
built locks and canals for the transport of boats and timber.
The Halden industry originated along the once rugged river Tista. There are still preserved working homes and industrial
facilities here. Textiles were expensive 200 years ago. Spinning and weaving had been handwork, and fine cloth was so
exclusive that the tailor was of course a man. Cotton was a new and exciting material around the year 1800. It was first
imported from India, but cotton cultivation was soon taken over by the plantations in the American South.
A cotton mill required international contacts. They had that in Halden and Tistedalen in the 19th century, and from the
factory there is an extensive exchange of letters in English, French and German with cities such as Liverpool and Hamburg.
In addition to the modernization and mass production of textile goods, women now also had the opportunity to take up
work outside the home. Now the payment for this work was not something to get rich on, but women became more
independent and there was a kind of revolution in family life. Halden’s cotton spinning & weaving industry finally shut
down in 1972, and all of the inventory was auctioned off. Nevertheless, the building masses still stand as a monument to
what once was, and just imagine if the walls could talk.

HALDEN

Halden, an idyllic small town located by the Iddefjorden. Cobbled streets, large and small shops, cozy restaurants, river
promenade and guest harbor can be found right in the centre. Above Halden’s town center sits the mighty Fredriksten
fortress. This 600-acre, beautiful facility is one of the country’s most visited tourist attractions.
After a failed attack on the capital, the Swedish king Karl XII turned his forces against Fredrikshald (Halden was called
Fredrikshald until 1928). After heavy losses on both sides, the defense forces of the fortress and the city were fought to
their knees. On 4 July 1716 - as a last resort - citizens set the town on fire to drive out the Swedish king and his soldiers.
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On a visit to Halden, famous author Bjørnstene Bjørnson heard this story and wrote about the incident in Halden in the national
anthem - where Halden is the only Norwegian city mentioned. (Rome is the second city)
Certainly there were not many of us; but we still reached,
when we were tried sometimes, and it was at stake;
for we would rather the land burn than fall;
just remember what happened down at Fredrikshald!
(”Ja, vi elsker”, Norway’s national anthem, verse 4)
Fredriksten fortress
A living history for over 350 years - from the country’s most
important defense building to one of the country’s most
spectacular cultural arenas. The fortress is a favorite hiking
area, and offers, among other things, accommodation and
dining. Every year over 200,000 people visit the fortress.
Fredriksten fortress was begun, as a direct result of Norway
losing Bohuslän and Bohus fortress to Sweden in 1658.
Three successive attacks by the Swedes against Halden in
the period 1658-60 convinced the Danish king Fredrik III of
the need for a modern and strong border fortress. The
Swedes attacked Fredriksten Fortress three more times,
and during the war in 1718, King Karl XII ended his days in
front of the walls of Fredriksten Fortress.
In 1716 he travelled - 1718 he fell
All the attacks on Halden after 1658 clearly showed the need for a strong fortress in city. By royal order, a large-scale
development of Fredriksten fortress therefore began in 1661. So when the legendary Swedish king Karl XII with 2,000
men made a surprise attack on Halden on a foggy July night in 1716, a well-developed fortress towered over the town. The
guard forces down in the city were taken by surprise. In just their underwear, they rescued themselves in the fortress. The
fighting raged in many places, and beyond the morning the Swedes had control of the city, although there was still fights
in the streets and houses. Eventually all the Norwegian defenders gathered in the fortress, while children and women
were taken to safety outside the city.
Bombs and cannonballs rained down on the city from the fortress, shots were fired at the square from a barge out in the
harbor and Norwegians lay on the slopes shooting at everything Swedish. Then the Halden inhabitants decided to set fire
to their own town, or as it says in the patriotic song: ”Thi we rather the Land burned, than it came to Fald”.
Two maids and a servant boy threw burning streamers into several of the town’s houses, and soon the entire south side
of the town was on fire. The Swedes had to escape to the north side, where they set fire to the houses to cover their
retreat.
Two years later Karl XII tried again. With 6,000 men he took Fredriksten. He conquered the fort Gyldenløve, and dug
the trenches ever closer to the main fortress from the north. On the evening of December 11, he crept up on the edge of
the trench to get an overview of the excavation work. Suddenly he collapsed, hit by a bullet that had passed through his
head. The following day, all Swedish forces withdrew from Norway. Since then, it has been debated whether Karl XII was
shot by his own or by an ”honest Norwegian bullet”.
1814
In 1814, Fredriksten was again surrounded by Swedish forces. They set up cannon batteries in several places around the
city and bombarded the fortress with heavy artillery. The fortress returned fire, and it was sever damages on both sides.
After just over 14 days, emissaries from the highest ranks on both sides arrived at Fredriksten: An agreement has been
reached on a cease-fire and the fortress gates are to be opened for the Swedish troops. Norway was no longer subject to
Denmark, but in union with Sweden.
The dissolution of the Union
The situation was also very tense at the dissolution of the union in 1905. Thousands of soldiers were mobilized and lined
up on both sides of the border. On Fredriksten and around the district, powerful, modern cannons were mounted.
However, negotiations led to a peaceful solution. One of the points of the agreement meant that Fredriksten would no
longer be an operational fortress. But it could be kept intact - as a historical memorial.
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Fredriksten fortress today
Fredriksten is Norway’s largest, most important and most glorious border fortress. Many also believe that it is one of the
most beautiful in Europe where it towers majestically over Halden. From here there is a fantastic view over the city, the
fjord - and far into what was once enemy land.
Fredriksten Fortress is a large arena for a wide range of events. Everything from small, intimate theater productions to
large car exhibitions, concerts and sports events are held here. Several large outdoor areas and smaller detached forts are
available. The fortress is alive with hotels, restaurants, information center and small and large events throughout the year.
Other attractions and ”fun facts” about Halden:
Rød Herregård – a cultural gem with over 300 years of history. Tours throughout the year. It was owned and inhabited
by the Tank and Anker families from 1733-1961. The garden was laid out as a large baroque garden, and later expanded
with an English landscape garden. Rød Herregård has taken part in Toppen Beck’s TV-program ”Herskapelige”.
Halden Cruise Night – Halden is the city in Norway with the most American cars. Local and visiting cars often gather for
cruising in the streets.
Purke: A genuine Halden speciality, a large bowl that is eaten as it is or smeared on. Can be bought at all bakeries in Halden.
The industrial revolution in Norway - started in Halden:
In Tistedalen. The initiator was the wealthy businessman Mads Wiel. During a visit to Copenhagen in 1812, he met Charles
Axel Nordberg, who was developing spinning machines and cotton manufacturing machines. Mads Wiel first applied to
the king in Copenhagen for the privilege to start up a textile factory. Before there was any answer, Mads Wiel started to
build his factory building already in the spring of 1813. When the union with Sweden was a fact in the autumn of 1814,
Mads Wiel again wrote an application, but this time to the king in Stockholm - Karl XIII. Wiel got his privilege and a new
chapter in Norwegian industrial history had been created. Halden’s Bomulspinneri and weaving mill closed down in 1972.
Shoe industry - in the 1950s and 1960s there were 17 shoe factories in Halden with 800 employees.
Empireby - The center of Halden is dotted with many Empire-style houses.
Famous architects - ”The three G’s”:
Grosch: Latin school (1826-30), Immanuel’s church (1827-33), Søylegården (ca. 1830), Bruniusgården/the old town hall
in Borgergata (probably designed by C.H. Grosch ca. 1830) Gedde: Wielgården/Kongegården (1817-20), Fayegården (ca.
1826-30), Tollboden (1830-31) Garben: Dietzgården (1829), Tungegården (ca. 1830s), Tollboden, extension (1837), Fredrikshald’s theater (1838)
Halden borders Sweden in the east, south and west !!!!
The last woman who was executed in Norway was in Halden. Sofie Johannesdatter was executed on 18 February 1876.
The executioner’s name was Theodor Larsen. Over 2,000 people turned out to watch. Sofie Johannesdotter was a maid, a
poison murderer who gave arsenic to a fellow maid and to two of her employers. In prison in Halden, Sofie had become a
Christian, so her last words were ”Now I’m going home to Jesus!”
Halden Prison
The old: The prison where Sofie Johannesdatter was in the center of town. It was built in 1863. There is now a bakery
here, so guests can eat lunch or drink coffee in the old cells.
The new: Halden prison is described as Europe’s most modern. Is one of Norway’s largest prisons with more than 250
inmates. The prison has a high level of security, in addition to transitional housing, and carries out pre-trial detention
and prison sentences of various categories. Halden Prison has a high professional level and emphasizes interdisciplinary cooperation. In the opening year of 2010, the prison was mentioned in Time magazine as ”the world’s most humane
prison”.
The White Lady – The fortress’s own ghost
Unrequited love... She still hovers around the clock tower looking for her great love, a young soldier she never got. Do you
want to see her? At midnight and full moon she hovers around the clock tower....
Ife – institutt for energiteknikk was established in 1948 and conducts research in Halden nuclear safety and reliability.
Today, Ife also does a lot of research on the manufacture of solar cells and renewable energy. Ife is also the initiator of the
Halden project, which is an international research project in which state security organisations, national research foundations and industrial companies in 20 countries collaborate. The Halden project contributes to developing technology
that benefits Norwegian industry and is one of the few places in the world where the USA, China and Russia are able to
cooperate.
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The Halden reactor
Ife has two research reactors and the Halden reactor is used for research into materials technology and nuclear fuel safety,
in other words there is no danger of another Chernobyl accident in Halden.
The Halden reactor is located 100 meters inside the mountain, with a cover of 30 to 50 metres. The energy produced in
the reactor is delivered via heat exchangers as steam through pipes to Norske Skog Saugbrugsforeningen, which uses it in
its paper production.
Sports in Halden
Halden Ski Club is one of the world’s leading elite clubs in orienteering and has won the big relays Tiomila in Sweden and
Jukola in Finland several times. Among the many national team runners over the years, multiple world champions such as
Petter Thoresen and Olav Lundanes can be mentioned.
In recent years, Halden has also become a big handball town, although the lack of halls has meant that some matches
have been played in Rakkestadhallen. Unfortunately, the women’s team went bankrupt and had to start over at the bottom of the league system. But the men are still in the elite leauge.
In ice hockey, Comet from Halden has had a good team for many years, while Kvik Halden is the city’s best football team.
Cycling is also big and the ladies have been the best. Emilie Moberg is one of Norway’s best female cyclists together with
Elise Marie Olsen, while Ingrid Bøe Jackobsen is an outstanding mountain cyclist with National Championship titles on her
CV.
Famous people from Halden:
• Peter Anker (1744-1832), civil servant and governor
• Carsten Anker (1747-1824), civil servant and politician
• Thomas Fearnley (1802-1842), painter
• Arnstein Arneberg (1882-1961), architect
• Sven Elvestad (1884-1934), journalist and author
• Egil Hjorth-Jenssen (1893-1969), actor/theatre manager
• Harald Rønneberg (1973-), talk show host and comedian
• Ole Evenrud, musician/”creator” of Allsang på Grensen
• Henning Kvitnes, musician
• Knut Nærum (1961-), writer and comedian
• Lars Sponheim (1957-), politican, minister and county governor
• Petter Thoresen, world champion orienteering
• Olav Lundanes, world champion orienteering
• Emilie Moberg, professional cyclist
• Ingrid Bøe Jackobsen, MTB-cyclist
• Elise Marie Olsen, professional cyclist
• Dag Solstad, author
• Yngve Hågensen, former LO leader, worked at Saubrugs
• Rolf B Wegner, Chief of Police
• Ninni Roll Anker, author
• Oscar Borg, composer b.1851
• Arvid Johansson, former editor and minister
• Roy Moberg, race director for Tour of Scandinavia
•
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